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Lot 
Number Title & Description

1

Jean Alexandre Joseph Falguière, Art Bronze "Junon et Paon." (Juno And The Peacock) - 21" with masterful design and composition - 
smooth body finish and elegant form of nude woman contrasted by the detailed lines of peacock feathers, Smelted by one of the 
most important foundries in France "Thiebaut Freres Fonderie et Gavignot, Paris"  Early script mark on base. His first bronze statue of 
importance was le Vainqueur au Combat de Coqs (Victor of the Cockfight) (1864), and Narcissus the Christian Boy-Martyr followed in 
1867; both were exhibited in the Luxembourg museum and are now in the Musée d'Orsay. his more important monuments are those 
to admiral courbet (1890) at Abbeville and the famous Joan of Arc. among more ideal work are eve (1880), Diana (1882 and 1891), 
woman and peacock (a. k. a. Juno and the Peacock), and the poet, astride his Pegasus spreading wings for flight. he sculpted the 
dancer, based on Cléo de Mérode, which today is also in the Musée d'Orsay. his triumph of the republic (1881-1886), a vast quadriga 
for the Arc de Triomphe, Paris, is perhaps more amazingly full of life than others of his works, all of which reveal this quality of vitality 
in superlative degree. - local pick up only OR buyer arranges ALL packing and shipping through third party (will need to be crated, 
heavy)

2

Pokemon Secret Rare Krookodile and 3 2010 Ultra Rare Legend Holo Foil NM Cards - Krookodile Secret Rare shiny 127/124 Back and 
White 6: Dragons Exhaulted 2012 Near Mint, Ultra Rare HGSS - Undaunted Series 2010 Kyogre and Goudon  Legend 87/90, and 
Rayquaza & Deoxys Legend 89/90 (both Near Mint), and HGSS-Triumphant Series 2010 Palkia & Dialga Legend 102/102 (all Near 
mint) - grading is opinion see photos, local pick up or in house shipping available

3 Steuben Aurene Ribbed Art Glass Vase with Lightly Flared Lip - 8" fine ribbed gold aurene vase with great iridescence, softly sloping 
sides and pleasing shape signed aurene, attrib to Steuben - local pick up or in house shipping available

4

1887 Queen Victoria Golden Jubilee and 1897 Diamond Jubilee Sterling Pins and more - 1887 Jubilee horseshoe shape sterling brooch 
with center shield and arms (enamel loss), 1897 double heart sterling pin and 2 bar pins (one with damage to sword in shield crest 
center) and similar age sterling Silver "Rhoda" bar pin, enamel decorated gold finish :Sixty Years" jacket pin plus silvered white metal 
Golden Jubilee medallion attached to original as is silk ribbon pin drape - local pick up or in house shipping available

5
75" Aluminum Silver Christmas Tree - By Holiday Industries, Inc (VA), full tree with 94 branches (all present), foil on pole as is, comes 
with white snow skirt, no box - local pick up or in house shipping (with additional $10 handling charge above actual shipping costs) 
available

6

Luigi Pagan (1907-1980) Petite Venice Oil on Board Impressionist Canal painting - Well respected Italian painter born in Choggia 
Venice, 1907-1980, focusing on the canal life of Italy among other themes - 4" x 6" bold paint stroke image of  sail boat in Venice, 
marked on back with his name and birth info, picture box raised matting under glass in 6" x 11" frame - local pick up or  In house 
shipping available

7

Mid 1800s Scottish Gilt Bronze Tazza with Banded Agate Accents and Bold Etched Accents - 12" x 3" antique gilt bronze tazza, circa 
1860-80, with eighteen banded Scottish agate cabochons bezel set into the wide rim, stylized leaf etchings consistent with the era 
between each cabochon, rope bead inner and outer edge to rim with an intertwining peaked arch band below. Soft gold glow of gilt 
bronze has great eye appeal with some minor wear marks to inner finish. Base has replaced felt with old "Branch House Martin & Co 
Prominade Cheltenham" label attached to it - unsure of tags age, but Martin & Co is a high end jewelry and finereies company and 
has been in business for more than 2 centuries in Cheltenham and could be either the original merchant or the purveyor of the piece 
as a fine antique  - local pick up or in house shipping available

8

Gorgeous Vintage Toliro 18k Gold & Enamel Ladies Pendant / Brooch Watch with Hanger - blue enameled ribbon pin with pearl 
center where watch is removable with decorative gold dial with black Roman numeral hour indicators, manual wind and working 
Swiss 17 jewel movement, back of watch has matching blue enameled decoration and etched design (case without movement and 
brooch 9.5 dwt) - local pick up or in house shipping available

9 Waterbury Wood & Crystal Regulator Shelf Clock - gongs on every half hour,  7/8" tall, 6 5/8" wide, 5" deep, working with key. {local 
pickup or in house shipping available}

10
Magnificent 7 ft. Oil on Canvas Replica of Woodhouse Setters and Game Painting - Commissioned in 2008 as a reproduction of 
William Woodhouse's "English Setters with Game" original from the mid 19th century.  With original hard cover Dog Painting coffee 
table art book in which original painting is pictured - Local Pick Up Only

11 MVT Hermle Made In Germany Hall Clock - 71" Tall Working Grandfather  Hall Clock, Chinoiserie Black Lacquer case with MOP overlay 
and hand painted decoration. (local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing / crating and shipping

12
Art Deco Black & White Dental Cabinet - 44 1/2"H X 31 1/2" WX 15 3/4" D with 16 drawers, black bak-a-lite handles, on wheels, USED 
GREAT CABINET TO RESTORE SEE PHOTOS
{local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping} Very Heavy To Ship

13
Fine 19th Century French Gilt Bronze and Crystal Locking Tantalus With Key - 11 1/2" T X 13 7/8" W X 11 1/2" D  With Removable Gilt 
Bronze And Glass Caddy Filled With Wheel Cut And Needle Etched Crystal, 4 Matching Wheel Cut Crystal Decanters  (one as is crack in 
neck see photo) with 9 Matching Glasses & 5 Needle Etched Glasses.  {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping} 

14 Large 19th Century Mahogany Bedside Commode - with pull out tray and double door storage. {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd 
party packing and shipping}
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15

Jundy Larson In Spirit Only Framed, Matted, Signed and Numbered Limited Edition Print W/ COA - "Symbolizing sacred power to the 
Native American the Eagle was honored more than any other bird. As two Indian ponies race through the forest, decorated with 
eagle feathers, is the air filled with the shrieks of eagles or do they exist in spirit only?" signed and numbered 19" X 26", 
professionally matted in " x " frame - Judy Larson received a Bachelor of Science degree in Commercial Art from Pacific Union College 
in Northern California, then spent the next 17 years as a commercial artist, illustrator and art director. In 1988, influenced by her love 
of nature and animals, Judy devoted her time to wildlife art. Her primary focus in each of her paintings is the animal, with the horse 
as a recurring subject. Her unique approach to her work is through the use of scratch board-a technique that can render magnificent 
detail but one requiring infinite patience. Scratch board, an old, but little used medium, consists of a smooth, thin surface of 
hardened China clay applied to a board. The subject is then painted solidly with black India ink to create a silhouette. Now the 
exacting work begins, engraving the image into the surface of the artwork. Once the subject has been totally scratched, it is a finished 
black and white illustration, ready for the artist to add color. Judy uses a combination of airbrush, gouache or acrylics for finishing, 
with frequent re-scratching for detail.For Judy Larson, whose underlying message is always passionately ecological, her medium of 
scratchboard, as well as her "art of concealment," allows her "to take the viewer with me." Explains Larson, "My desire is to engage 
viewers on three levels: first, by revealing the beauty of animals through intricate detail; second, by concealing a hidden image that 
draws the viewer to examine the painting more closely and through which I can tell a story; and third, by promoting a deeper 
awareness of the environment on a level that will hopefully have an impact. - Local pick up only OR buyer arranges ALL packing and 
shipping through third party

16 1985 Omega Seamaster Professional Automatic White Dial Chronometer, Date Wrist Watch - exterior has not been cleaned or 
polished, signs of use see photos, ser # 49584839, Used Working, {local pick up or in house shipping available}

17 Wavecrest Biscuit Jar with Silver Plate Mount - barrel form with embossed scroll work framing and floral decoration bale handle 
mount with matching lid - local pick up or in house shipping available

18 3 American Brilliant Cut Crystal Decanter Water Bottles - local pick up only or buyer arranges all packing and shipping through third 
party

19 14k Gold Ring with Amethyst, Citrine, & Topaz - 7x5mm center topaz with 6x4mm amethyst & citrine, size: 8.5 (6.2 dwt. incl. stones) - 
Local pick up or in house shipping available

20 Russian Siterling Silver Judaica Kiddish Cup - Israel Eseevich Zakholder Kiev 1893 Assay and Makers marks, etched temple design in 
side of cup - local pick up or on house shipping available

21
Carved Horn Tall Figure and Petite Carving of Child Riding Koi Fish - 7 1/2" God of Longevity holfihn peach with peach tree in 
background in lightly dyed and darkened full horn carving, and approx 4" long red horn detailed carving mythic image of boy riding 
giant carp, resting on wood stand - local pick up or in house shipping available

22 10k Gold Trinity Knot Diamond Pendant on 10k Gold Chain - 3/4" trinity knot design 14k gold with baguette diamond accents set in 
white gold - long chain (3.0 dwt.) - Local pick up or in house shipping available14" 

23
Majolica Glaze Palissy Inspired Seascape in Muscle Earthenware Night Light Sculpture Cerdazur Monaco - shell holds various sea life 
and sunken spot for night light, made with inset hole to allow for wiring, signed Cerdazur Monaco, circ 1950s - local pick up or in 
house shipping available

24 5 Hummels with Boxes - "Apple Tree Boy & Girl", Postman, Gentle Glow candleholder, & Merry Wanderer (all in good condition) - 
Local pick up or in house shipping available

25 10k Gold Peridot Heart with Diamond Accents Ring - size: 6 (2.5 dwt. incl. stones) - Local pick up or in house shipping available

26 7 Petite Swarovski Crystal Animal Sculptures - Elephant, 2 sizes goldfish, lady bug, mini pig, beaver, and petite swan - local pick up or 
in house shipping available

27

2 Hand Painted Miniature Portrait Paintings Of Young Women - 1- portrait on porcelain 4 5/8" bowl with gilt bejeweled brass frame 
and pedestal, [some small repairs on base see photos] unsigned excellent execution. 1- hand painted black lacquer snuff box  3 1/2" X 
2 3/8" 3/4" (small chip to lid corner see photos) full length portrait woman on sofa. titled, signed and dated inside, "La Dessabilieu, 
1911, FT. {local pickup or in house shipping available}

28 14k Gold Endless Rope Chain - 26" long (10.6 dwt.) unmarked but guaranteed to be 14k gold - local pick up or in house shipping 
available

29 7 Petite Swarovski Crystal Animal Sculptures - Rhino, Squirrel, Snail, Koala, Seal, Baby Bird, Owl and Goose - local pick up ir in  house 
shipping available

30
Russian Silver Table items. - A Russian silver Open Sugar, assay master Vasily Aleksandrovich Petrov, Moscow (1883-1893). marked 
HAK, unknown. pair of sterling silver sal and pepper shakers, see photos for marks, 9.275 total ozt. {local pick up or in house shipping 
available}

31 14k Yellow Gold Blue Topaz Heart Pendant Necklace - heart shaped 10mm wide blue topaz set in 14k yellow gold on 18" twist change 
(1.9 dwt. both pcs. incl. topaz) 

32 Seth Thomas German Wind up Desk and Swiss Made Fold Up Alarm Clocks - local pick up or in house shipping available

33

12 Pieces Of Collectible Silver & 1 Coin - 1- sterling J. Wendell & Son butter knife, 6- Koch & Bergfeld 800 silver gold wash bowl coffee 
spoons, "Crescent and crown" (Halbmond und Reichskrone) silver fineness 800/1000, 1 - 800 silver sugar tongs, 2 - collector spoons 
with enamel Manchester England & Svizzera,  1 - Netter 800 silver salt dish and spoon, and 1 - Kennedy half dollar 1776-1976 
uncirculated coin.  {local pick up or in house shipping available}

34 2 Pair of 14k Gold Hoop Pierced Earrings - Diamond & Peridot - 3/4" diameter with round prong set diamonds (1.8 dwt. both pair with 
diamonds) & 3/4" twist with 2 oval peridot (1.5 dwt. both earrings incl. peridot) - Local pick up or in house shipping available
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35

Lot Of Sterling Sliver & Tiffany & Co. Silver Plate Desk Items - 1 - 9 1/2" Tiffany & Co. Silver Plate & Polished Brass Letter Opener, with 
bag, 1 - Mexico 925 sliver book mark, 0.610 ozt.  1- Sterling Silver English 16 1/4"  Letter Opener, marked with lion for 925, leopard 
for London, r date mark for 1832 and duty mark, with family crest of dove holding something in beak, 5.700 ozt.   {local pick up or in 
house shipping available}

36
Vintage Mercury Glass Figural Bird Christmas Ornaments & Bimini Figures - clip on birds (5 with clips & tails, 8 without clips and/or 
tails) & 6 antique German Bimini animal figures (4 storks & 2 bunnies, no cracks or breaks but some are missing feather tails) - Local 
pick up or in house shipping available

37 Art Deco 10k White Gold with Sapphire Bar Pin - beautiful filagree design with center sapphire - 2.25" long (1.5 dwt.) - Local pick up or 
in house shipping available

38

US Stamp Album and Collection of Early 1800s Foreign, US High Grade and Die Variety Coins and More - Foreign coins including ship 
wreck 1808 East India Company X Cash coin from the Admiral Gardener horde in display case with COA,  silver 1823 Saxony 1/12 
Einer Thaler/ 160 Eine Feine Mark, copper or bronze 1814 German States Reuss-Obergreiz Principality of Thaler 3 Pfennig Heinrich XIII 
FRP Greizer L.M. and 1837 To Hanover. 1849 Victoria Regina RPD Jeton Game token, 6 square hole and 2 round hole Chinese coins, 5 
high grade Jefferson nickels (1942 type I AU and 1942-P silver war BU, 1945-S silver war BU, 1946-S BU, 1950-D BU and BU Gem - 
graded by collector), 9 other Jefferson Nickels, 7 die variety Shield Nickels and 3 Three Cent Nickels (all holed, see photos for types 
and descriptions),  The International Postage Stamp Album Junior Edition with several pages of turn of the 19th century stamps, 1936 
Susan B Anthony first day cover and Chicago Columbian Exposition Woman's Building post card, 1800s Scammell Bros Freight Circular, 
1959 Air Force missile test site  center AFMTC PAFB picture ID badge, 2 1972 Bicentennial peddlers Permit pin backs, "The Winnings 
bank tin and more - finishing up collection of estate collection of highly regarded amateur Numismatist and Shield and Three Cent 
Nickel collector Rick Perry - grade and attributions are his opinion, check photos for details - local pick up or  in house shipping 
available

39 1980's Vintage Gucci "Accessories Collection" Wallet - leather and canvas with classic green & red stripe (very good condition, small 
pull on corner pictured) - Local pick up or in house shipping available

40 14k Yellow Gold Emerald & Diamond Ring - 6x3mm oval center emerald with 2 diamond side accents, size: 8 (2.5 dwt. incl. stones) - 
local pick up or in house shipping available

41
3 Sterling Cigarette Cases, and Cigarette Pack Box - larger case appears to have Arabic signature in  inside corner and is decorated 
with Arabesque rug style design etching, 2 R B Co marked flip open sterling cigarette cases and smart looking squared sterling pack 
holder marked Black Starr Gorham - local pick up or in house shipping available

42 Antique Chinese Ivry Carving of Lucky Sage - 7" tall including stand - peg mounted, master carving, shows deep patina and yellowing 
from age, artist signed on base - Local Pick Up Only

43 10k Gold Heart Bracelet - alternating open and closed hearts (3.3 dwt.) 7.25" long - Local pick up or in house shipping available

44 6" Fiddler on the Roof Weighted Sterling Figure on Marble Base - Charming Judaica Accent art, fiddler seated on the chimney, marked 
925 at the base of house - local pick up or in house shipping available

45 3 Lalique Crystal Paperweight Desk Ornaments and Small Trays - Double swans paperweight/ desk statue, flying sparrow ring tray and 
walnut trinket tray, all signed Lalique France - local pick up or in house shipping available

46
10k Yellow Gold Black Onyx Necklace with 14k Black Onyx Stud Earrings - 1" oblong pendant with diamond accent set in 10k yellow 
gold on 16" 10k gold chain (1.5 dwt. both pcs. incl. stones) & black onyx 14k yellow gold stud earrings (0.9 both earrings) - Local pick 
up or in house shipping available

47
7" Sterling Wire Chinese Yellow Cloisonne Vase - smooth single color yellow background with shaded azalea branch decoration - top 
collar and foot test as sterling, slight discoloration around wire edges of flowers indicate sterling wiring - worn SPD in diamond base 
mark - local pick up or in house shipping available

48
Antique Webb Burmese Marmalade With Silverplate Lid - 3" light glossy Burmese marmalade with black bordered flower band, pulled 
cupped lip and Joseph Deakin & Sons Sheffield Plate marked lid, marked below a W (for Webb?) - local pick up or in house shipping 
available

49 Byzantine 14k Necklace - graduating width from 1/4" to 5/8", made in Turkey, 17" long (12.6 dwt.) - Local pick up or in house shipping 
available

50 Lot Of 4 Pieces Of Russian Silver Tablewares - "Crescent and crown" (Halbmond und Reichskrone) silver fineness 800/1000 marks, 1- 
pastry server, 2 - olive forks, and 1 - Napkin holder. 4.325 ozt. {local pick up or in house shipping available}

51 Vintage Shalimar by Guerlain Gift Set - 0.5 oz. & 2.5 oz. spray plus press powder compact with brush (all unused, no cover) - Local pick 
up or in house shipping available

52 Adorable 14k Gold Filigree Enamel Butterfly Pin - 1.5" wide (4.1 dwt.) - Local pick up or in house shipping available

53
2 Pc. Citrine & Crystal Czechoslovakia Dresser Set - 1 - perfume with citrine color crystal base with clear crystal fan stopper & 1 - 
citrine color crystal box with clear crystal fan lid, both stoppers have small chips see photos.  {local pickup or in house shipping 
available}

54

7 Antique Asian Netsukes and Petite Decorative Figurines - patinated boxwood monkey and mythic seated guardian/ demonic 
creature, 3" carved standing figure with as is foot, classic demon carved netsuke with revolving head calm and demonic faces, 
crawling figure with oversized hat, 2" eleder with closed parasol (holes imply another accent piece may be missing), 2 1/2" bottle 
stopper with cared bear finial, 6" page turner/marker with light loral carved top accent, many signed, all with noticeable aged patina - 
local pick up, in house shipping within Florida ONLY

55 Vintage 14k Gold Iris Design with Amethyst & Pearl Brooch - 1" square (3.2 dwt.) - Local pick up or in house shipping available
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56
Mata Ortiz Pottery Owl Effigy Bowl, E. Gonzalez - 6" Tall, signed on bottom. Mata Ortiz pottery is a recreation of the Mogollon pottery 
found in and around the archeological site of Casas Grandes (Paquimé) in the Mexican state of Chihuahua. Named after the modern 
town of Mata Ortiz, which is near the archeological site,  {local pickup or in house shipping available}

57 Pair Of 3 1/2" Miniature Art Nouveau Female Busts - both with original two tone patina, unsigned.  {local pickup or in house shipping 
available}

58 10k Gold Sapphire & Topaz Ring - oval 5mmx7mm sapphire with square channel set topaz side accents, size: 8 (2.9 dwt. incl. stones) - 
Local pick up or in house shipping available

59

1940's Jacqueline Cochran Wing-Ding Perfume Bottle Pin - Nina Ricci’s line of perfumed products, L’Air du Temps, was licensed to 
Jacqueline Cochran, Inc. from 1949 until the 1980s. She was also an aviation pioneer who was the first woman to break the sound 
barrier in 1953. This unique miniature lucite perfume bottle hangs from a flight wing pin (good vintage condition) - Local pick or in 
house shipping available

60 Collection Of Hand Carved Cinnabar Dresser Items - 4 round trays, 3 covered boxes, small plaque,small seated happy Buddha, and 2 
carved ivory mini elephants on stands   {local pickup or in house shipping available}

61 10k Gold Diamond Cluster Ring - round diamonds set in white gold with yellow gold band, size: 6.5 (1.5 dwt. incl. diamonds) - Local 
pick up or in house shipping available

62 Antique Asian Sterling Snuff Bottle and Charms - 2" silver snuff bottle ornately decorated with raised filigree design and enameled 
figure accents on center medallions, 830 enameled vintage figure and 2 elephant charms - local pick up or in house shipping available

63
Lot Of Hand Carved Miniture Stone Figuries - 2 - Chinese antique hand-carved natural Hetian jade Figures on wood stands, 1 - green 
jade miniature bear with fish, and 1 - - Pompain miniature carved stone grand tour souvenir, {local pickup or in house shipping 
available}

64 10k Gold Charm Bracelet with 14k Gold Charms - double ring bracelet with white gold double heart, 2-tone filagree & 2 tone hearts, 3 
tone flower, apple, bubble heart, & more - 7.5" long (4.0 dwt.) - Local pick up or in house shipping available

65
1897 Queen Victoria Diamond Jubilee Framed Stevengraph - 9" x 4 1/4" beautiful Stevengraph silk weaving with image of Queen 
Victoria, vivid yellow/ gold  crown above and 1837 1897 below, red and blue accent flag below and side ribbons with black on 
white floral and shamrock field. 13" x 8 1/4" frame under glass -  local pick up or in house shipping available

66 Vintage Unopened Shocking de Schiaparelli Perfume Bottle in Orig. Box - 3/4 oz. unopened with glass flowers and orig. measure tape 
paper under glass dome and orig. box - Local pick up or in house shipping available

67 14k Gold Hoop Swirl Ribbed Earrings - 1.5" long (2.8 dwt. both) - Local pick up or in house shipping available

68 Lot Of 6 Antique Ladies Dresser Jars - Including 5 crystal base with sterling lids, and 1 - Wave Crest Puffy hinged Box. {local pickup or 
in house shipping available}

69

Two Piece (Top & Base) Regency Styled MAITLAND-SMITH “SOREEN” Television Armoire Manufacturer ID #5230-235, Wood Finish, 
c2008, Imported - A large, antique inspired armoire that beautifully hides your flat screen TV behind two glass display doors. In Very 
Good, Vintage condition- no chips, cracks or major scratches. Original "distressed" finish. Any use marks/scuffs blend in nicely with 
the original finish. The doors are interior lit from above. The light switch is the hinge. Actual dimensions of TV area are 50" wide by 30 
1/4" high. Two built-in wooden media shelves above the TV area. The base is a three drawer bombe style cabinet on carved legs. 
Drawer fronts have a painted faux burl finish. All drawers have "knock-down" fronts for media equipment (DVR, VCR, etc.) One large 
drawer along the bottom and two shorter drawers above. The back of each drawer is short to allow electric cords and media cables 
to enter from the back. The back of the cabinet has long cut-outs for cords and cable. Total measurement of cabinet is approximately 
90" tall by 57" wide by 20 1/2" deep. Top Cabinet measures 57" high by 57" wide by 18 1/2" deep. It weighs approximately 200 lbs. 
Bottom Cabinet measures 33" high by 56 1/2" wide by 20 1/2" deep. It weighs approximately 200 lbs.  (Original MSRP was $6,695) - 
Local pick up only

70 Child's 10k Gold Diamond Heart Ring - size: 4 (1.0 dwt.) - Local Pick up or in house shipping available

71
Ridgeway Grandfather Clock with Moon Sun Dial - Clear view beveled glass front door and side panels, monumental pendulum with 
stylized open leaf scroll center accent and scroll cut crest on tubular and twist rod column arm, clock is backlit letting light out from 
pierced stars on moon dial and lightly illuminating the face - local pick up only

72
Official 1986 World Series Baseball Program New York Mets Vs Boston Red Sox Plus Ticket Stubs - 1 - Program and 1 - game 2 ticket 
stub, gate E, sec. 37, row H, seat 16.  2 - game 6 ticket stubs Gate E, sec 37, row H, seats 15 & 16. {local pick up or in house shipping 
available}

73 Pair of Pearl with Diamond 14k Gold Stud Earrings - 7 mm pearl encircled with diamonds - Local pick up or in house shipping available

74

Phil-Mar Double Black Panther TV Lamp - A vintage, mid-century circa 1940s-50's, Double Black Panther TV Lamp. The lamp is 
approximately 12 1/2" long, 8" high and 5" wide. The Double Panther is in very good used condition with no chips, cracks or repairs. 
The Lamp is in working order. The Panthers are black with green and blue moss highlights on the lamp. The TV Lamp is unmarked but 
is Phil-Mar. The Phil-Mar Corporation of Cleveland, Ohio was one of the major players in the TV lamp market, producing them in a 
tremendous variety of styles. In the early '40s they manufactured fiberglass products for the war effort, but 1946 saw all their 
attention focus on production of lamps and their "Glastron" lampshades.  They soon purchased Royal Hickman Industries, a company 
Hickman formed following his 1944 departure from Haeger Potteries, renaming it Ceramic Arts, Inc.  Frank Petty had worked with 
Hickman at Haeger and followed him to Hickman Industries, but opted to remain with Phil-Mar after the sale. Petty was well 
acquainted with the glazes and designs used by Hickman at Haeger Potteries, which is why there's such confusion today...is it Haeger 
or Phil-Mar? The products can be  similar.  Today many Phil-Mar products are unattributed (or thought to be by Haeger), as their very
foil labels are no longer present. {local pickup or in house shipping available}
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75
Un-polished Russian Rare, Magnificent Tombak bronze Samovar With Tray & Dish - Rare, Magnificent Tombak bronze Samovar 
with paneled barrel body & pearl bead upper rim, handled cap,  detailed scroll handles, self-footed circular skirted to square base 
with scroll feet. 18" tall X 14"deep , {local pickup or in house shipping available}

76 14K Yellow Gold Emerald & Diamond Ring - size 8, bar ring with 5 stones, 3 diamonds 1/8 ct each, 2 Emeralds 1 oval and one round 
about 1/4 ct each. {local pick up or in house shipping available}

77 Indonesian Dart Guns - 37" dyed mahogany carved bovine bone & 4 bamboo with etched designs (3 - 21" & 13") (no darts) - Local 
pick up or in house shipping available

78
2 Unused Classic Retro Giftwares In Original Packaging - 1 - Silex individual candlelight service with 4- 2 cup carafes with wrought iron 
black candle warmer bases. original box. 1 - White TR100 Lawn Ware Products Bubble Terrarium unused in box. both one 
money {local pickup or in house shipping available}

79 Replica Rolex Cosmograph "Winner 24 AD Daytona 1992" Wrist Watch - Working Manual Wind Replica Rolex Watch, 8" bracelet, 
Stainless Steel & Gold Color Finish. No box or papers, No guarantee. {local pick up or in house shipping available} 

80 Pair of Mid Century Singed Renauld Watercolors in Trapezoid Shape Frames - cityscapes, foxing on paper - 22" tall x 17" wide - Local 
pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging and shipping

81 Art Deco Hanging Glass Shade with Hanger - Not Complete - 15" diameter shade (great condition) with holder & chain, needs to be 
refurbished - Local pick up or in house shipping available

82 10K Yellow Gold Ruby & Diamond Band Ring - 5 rubies and 8 diamonds, size 7. 1.0 dwt. {local pick up or in house shipping available}

83 David Roberts Hand Colored Etching "Minaret Of The Mosque El Khomree" - London Published Nov. 1st 1856, By Day & Son Gate 
Street, Lincolns Inn Fields.   image 7 3/4" X 5", framed and matted 13 1/4" X 10 1/2",  {local pickup or in house shipping available}

84 Jessie Arms Botke (1883-1971) - Egrets and Lotus Framed & Matted Print - sight 30 1/2" X 25 1/4, framed and matted  39 3/4" X 34 1
/4".   {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}

85 Vintage 10k Gold Cameo Screwback Earrings -  1/2" long (1.0 dwt. incl. cameos) - local pick up or in house shipping available

86

Framed And Matted David Roberts Hand Colored Etching "Mosque El Mooristan Cairo" - London, Published By F. G. Moon, 20 
Threadneedle Street, Jan. 1st 1849, image 19 1/4" X 12 7/8", framed and matted, 27" X 20 1/4".  {local pickup or in house shipping 
available}
 

87
90 pcs. Noritake Embassy Suite China Dinnerware - 16", 14", & 12" oval platters, gravy and underplate, covered vegetable, two 10" 
oval vegetable bowls, creamer & sugar, 12 - 6.25" fruit & 8 - 8.25" rimmed soup bowls, 9 - 10 7/8", 12 - 8.5", & 12 - 6 5/8" plates, & 
12 cups & saucers -  (all in good condition) - local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging and shipping

88 14k Gold Nugget Ring - size: 6.5 (2.5 dwt.) - Local pick up or in house shipping available

89

Bev Doolittle Sacred Ground Framed, Matted, Signed and Numbered Limited Edition Print - "What spirits guard lands held holy by 
Blackfeet, Sioux, and Crow? In this camouflage painting, Doolittle answers the question and shows us that there are many levels to 
the visual experience. "I want to change the experience of seeing."--Bev Doolittle"{ -Image Size:15 3/4 x 42 1/2 in. Framed Size: 19 x 
46 1/2 in. Edition Size: 50,206 of 69,996 beautifully matted in long oak frame with soft rounded edges, COA on back and Applejack 
Limited Editions care card - Bev Doolittle’s phenomenal success has been a by-product of her desire to work hard at what she loves to 
do most – create art with meaning. “My love for nature, as well as man’s relationship with it, is the driving force behind all of my 
artwork. She Works with The Greenwich Workshop to produce fine art archival limited edition prints of her intricate original 
camouflage art. “I am not a prolific painter,” Bev explains. “My art style prevents that. Reproducing my painting in print was the 
perfect answer. I was able to concentrate on my most important ideas while still having my work represented in galleries around 
North America as well as abroad. My relationship with The Workshop and its extended family of artists, galleries and their customers 
has been a joy for me for more than twenty-five years.” Nearly all of Bev’s prints have been sell-outs and five books of her art have 
been released. Bev’s work reflects her love of horses, passion for the natural world and her affinity for the Native American’s spiritual 
relationship to the land. Bev and her husband, Jay, both graduates of the Art Center College of Design, began married life as art 
directors for an advertising agency in Los Angeles. Five year of living in the city made them more aware of what they were missing: 
the outdoors and creating their own art. “We hoarded our savings and struck out on our own, living out of our camper for a year. 
Calling ourselves, ‘Traveling Artists,’ we painted our way through the West. For me, success followed my passion. Passion is what 
drives me.” Bev, Jay and their son Jayson live close to nature in the California high desert. Joshua Tree National Park is their backyard 
- local pick up or in house shipping available - Local pick up only OR buyer arranges ALL packing and shipping through third party

90 Signed "Straight Arm & The Art of a Broken Tackle" Framed Lithograph - by A. Stone, with orig. sharpie signature on lower right 
corner, nicely mattted & framed: 41.5"x33.75" - Local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging & shipping

91 Custom Made 14k Gold Opal Ring - seven 7x4mm opals in filagree design, size: 10.5 (6.4 dwt. incl. opals) - local pick up or in house 
shipping available

92

36 Vitnage Harrison Fisher Romantic Postcards and Identification and Value Guide Book - 1900s-1930s Reinhalt and Newman/ Charles 
Scribner's Sons publishers postcards - some cards have been removed from album with loss or glue residue to back, photoed in sets 
of 4 with backs shown directly afterwards. Photos also show names of each - Also includes "The Super Rarre Postcards of Harrison 
Fisher: by Joseph Lee Mashburn"

93 Antique Alabaster Maiden Modestia by Professor Guiseppe Bessi - 13" tall x 13" wide, signed on back, one small cip on back corner of 
base - Local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging and shipping

94 10k Gold Marquise Black Onyx with Diamond Accent Ring - size: 7 ( dwt. incl. onyx) - Local pick up or in house shipping available
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95

Used Vintage Modern Sphere Table Lamp - The Modern Sphere Table Lamp is a high-end home decor piece that also offers an ample 
amount of light that is perfect for nightstands, living rooms, offices, and more. Crafted with a durable metal base and a unique 
polypropylene slatted sphere, this lovely lamp can be used to create the ultimate modern look for your home. some pitting on base. 
{local pickup or in house shipping available}

96 Bing & Grondahl Seagull Plates & Cups - 10 cups, six 6.5" plates, & two 4" plates (all in good condition) - Local pick up or in house 
shipping available

97
Vintage Blue Lagoon Pearl Bracelet by Mikimoto in Orig. Box - 6 1/2 to 7 mm pearls with 14k gold clasp marked BL, 7" long - Blue 
Lagoon is a Mikimoto brand that is not sold in Mikimoto stores. The pearls are considered to be in the top six percent to ten percent 
of the harvest. They are distributed by Zales, Gordon Jewelers and the Military Exchange - Local pick up or in house shipping available

98

Jack Dowd Pastel On Paper "Portrait Of Michael Jackson" - Framed 54" X  38", floating on black background,  image size 47" X 
32"  Jack Dowd  (John Henry Dowd) 1938 - New York City, Florida,  Jack Graduated Adelphi College, Garden City, NY 1960 Has lived 
and worked in NY, VT, CA, NC and FL Has shown in many museums including the Ringling here in Sarasota, FL and JMOMA in 
Jacksonville, FL In many collections, both public and private including Just for Feet stores across the country, Mountain Top Mall in St 
Thomas, NE Bio Labs in Beverly, MA, Randy Travis, Brian Johnson and Mike Ditka.  {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing 
and shipping}   

99 Collection of Glass Figural Christmas Ornaments - incl. SpongeBob, Coca Cola, lots of Santa's, swan, miniatures, Snow White, & more - 
Local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging and shipping

100 14k Gold Charm Bracelet with 14k Gold Charms - 8 charms incl. bingo card, filagree heart, "The Best", pelican, "Someone Special", 
Italian horn with flowers, & more (all 14k gold except horn is 18k), 6.5" long (10.5 dwt.)- Local pick up or in house shipping available

101
120+ Comic Books incl. DC, Vintage Classics, & Image - incl. Swamp Thing, Blood Lines, Demon, The Spectre, Superman, The New 
Guardians, Justice League America, The Green Lantern, Suicide Squad,Hawkworld, L.E.G.I.O.N., Sandman, Starman, Team 
Titans, Classics Illustrated, Archie, Sabrina, Bugs Bunny, Beetle Bailey, & more - Local pick or Media Mail in house shipping available

102 Vintage 17" Ceramic Electric Christmas Tree & 16" Paper Mache Santa Face Christmas Decorations - Santa could be electrified, {local 
pick up or in house shipping available}

103 Tray of Native American Sterling Silver Jewelry - turquoise nugget & mother of pearl cuff bracelets, claw pendant necklace, 2 hair 
clips, road runner pin, & dangle earrings - contents only, Local pick up or in house shipping available

104
Set Of 12 Cuthbertson American Christmas Tree Dishes & Glass Ornaments - 12 diner plates, lunch, cups and saucers and bowls, salt 
& pepper set, round serving bowl, creamer no sugar. and some glass christmass tree ornaments   all noe money.  - Local pick up or in 
house shipping available

105
A. Francesco Piranesi Roman Book Plate XXXVI-VII "Veduta del Castello dell'Acqua Felice" -  Original artist Giovanni Battista Piranesi, 
sight 16 3/4" X 27 1/2"  Framed and matted 25 3/4" X 36 7/8",  Folded book plate. {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing 
and shipping}

106 14k Gold Pearl Wreath Pin - 1 1/8" diameter with ten 4mm pearls (3.6 dwt. incl. pearls) - local pick up or in house shipping available

107

A. Francesco Piranesi Roman Book Plate XXVI-VII Engraving "Veduta del Campidoglio di fianco" - Original Artist: Giovanni Battista 
Piranesi, Italian, 1720–1778,  A. Francesco Piranesi's Father,  Folded Book Plate Exceptional view of the Campidoglio, taken from the 
staircase that goes to the Ara Coeli. Rich in characters and monuments.  {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and 
shipping}

108
Framed And Matted 1875 "Etablissements Francais, De L'Oceanie" Map - L'rie Abel Pilon & Cie. ; A. Le Vasseur, gendre et successeu 
No. 105 Map fron "THe Grand Atlas De La France 1875.   sight 12 3/4" X 14 1/2", framed and matted 18 1/8" X 20". {local pick up or in 
house shipping available}

109 Adorable Antique 14k Gold Bar Pin - 2" long (1.5 dwt.) - Local pick up or in house shipping available

110

Palestine The Edinburgh Geographical Institute, John Bartholomew & Co. "The Times Atlas" London 1922 - sight 22 1/2" X 17 3/8", 
framed and matted 30 1/2" X 25 1/2".   Col. map. Relief shown by hypsometric tints and spot heights; depths by bathymetric tints. 
Shows shipping routes, etc. Inset at (ca. 1:49,500) scale. Includes "Section across Judea and the Dead Sea." This is the second issue of 
the 1920 edition, which was the first edition to use Bartholomew's maps.  {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and 
shipping}

111 David Roberts Hand Colored Etching "St Jean d Aere April 25th 1839" - London,Published By F. G. Moon, 20 Threadneedle St. Sept 
18th 1843,  sight 10 3/4" X 14 1/4", framed and matted 17" X 20 5/8".   {local pickup or in house shipping available}

112 Used Seiko Diver Mechanical (Automatic) 6309-7040 Day/Date Men's Watch - Used condition with scratches, need buffing and polish. 
scratches on crystal. needs new strap, working with no guarantee. {local pick up or in house shipping available}

113 David Roberts Hand Colored Etching "Luay At Luaz Febuary 11th 1839" - London,Published By F. G. Moon, 20 Threadneedle St. Jan. 
1st 1845. sight 11" X 14", framed and matted 18" X 21".  {local pickup or in house shipping available

114 Pair Of Axis Paris Oh La Belle Table Lamps - coiled mesh metal bases with blue shades and orig. shipping boxes - 18.5" tall - local pick 
up or in house shipping available

115 Harley Davidson Sterling Silver Charm Bracelet with 15 Charms - Harley Davidson Insignia on bracelet with 15 souvenir Harley charms 
from around the country - Local pick up or in house shipping available

116 Vintage Hanging Capiz Shell Light, Never Used - 48" long, shell strands have never been unwrapped, no plus cord is made to hard wire 
in (appears to be in new vintage condition but there is no guarantee) - Local pick up or in house shipping available
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117

Lot Of 3 Porcelain Figurines - 1 - Royal Dux Bohemian porcelain figure of a woman collecting water at a well. 10"W X 8 1/2"D x 23" 
high. (cracks in base backside see photos), 1 - Porcelain Factory (Porzellanfabrik) Sandizell figurine of a street vendor fishmonger / fish 
seller. In excellent condition -- no chips or cracks. Measures 11" tall on a 8” diameter base., 1 - VTG Porcelain Figurine 19th Century 
Lamb German Man & Woman Playing Lute Guitar6 1/2" T X 5 1/4" W X 5" D  {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and 
shipping} because of crack we will not ship. 

118 Tray of Sterling Silver Jewelry - incl. moonstone, amethyst, crystal, cz's & more pendant necklaces, Art Deco pin, bangle bracelet, 
earrings, charms & more - contents only, Local pick up or in house shipping available

119 Vintage Cadillac Brochures, Road Atlases, Emblems, & More - Mustang, Colt, & Coronet chrome emblems, keys,fobs, 1980's Cadillac 
brochures, & more - Local pick up or in house shipping available (will not include the box)

120
3 Pairs Bookends Incl B&H and as is Trick Dog Mechanical Bank - Bradley and Hubbard openwork Urn and Gate (some paint chipping 
and loss), M V Turchin Mfg Co Cathedral, unmarked End of The Trail NA on horseback plus trick dog bank with missing works and 
broken latch end of dog - local pick up or in house shipping available

121 Men's Black Onyx with Diamond 10k Gold Ring - size: 10.5 (5.3 dwt. incl. onyx) - Local pick up or in house shipping available

122
Military Collectible Lot WWI & WWII - Including;  Camillus N.Y. leather stack handle fighting knife,5" blade. with leather sheath. 1 
-  British Machete with leather sheath, marked 1944 D.M &S. Ltd., 14½ " bolo blade stamped J.J.B., broad arrow, 1943, with riveted 
slab.  3 pcs of trench art, bullets, match safe, pinnies, and patches, all one money.   {local pickup or in house shipping available}

123 2 Antique Coal Irons - both are latch sad irons with wood handles - Local pick up or in house shipping available

124 14k Yellow Gold with 5 Diamonds - 5 round brilliant cut diamonds (0.6 ct) size: 9 (1.7 dwt. incl. diamonds) - local pick up or in house 
shipping available

125 Firkins & Baskets - 3 graduating size W.E. Harris fro F.O. Merz firkins, Longaberger American Cancer Society basket, 2 unsigned 
baskets, & miniature hinged top basket purse - Local pick up or in house shipping available

126

1978 How The West Was Won Lunch Box and Thermos and 1972 Gunsmoke Lunch Boxes - How The West Was Won front and back 
panels clear with little wear, some rust spots to top and minor wear to paint rim edges Thermos great, insides clean with only minor 
rest issues to bottom edge of lid, Gunsmoke has embossed images with great graphics, noticeable scratches and dirt on surface but 
no rust, handle as is (connecting ends broke, main plastic handle inside lunch box) with no thermos and interior shows some wear 
through paint to base where thermos sat  - in house shipping available

127 14k Gold Band/Ring with Diamond Accents - brushed sides with 5 round brilliant cut diamonds set in white gold in diagonal design, 
size:10 (2.8 dwt. incl. diamonds) - local pick up or in house shipping available

128 Large Brass Eagle Sculpture - 18" tall x 17" wide {local pickup or in house shipping available}

129 3 Lionel Train Cars In Original Boxes - 1 - New Haven 6084, 1 - Reading Company 15106, 1 -  U.S. Mail Post Office LC 3428 {local pick 
up or In house shipping available}

130 14k Gold Diamond Ring - center marquise diamond set with 3 round diamond accents set in white gold on yellow gold band - size: 9, 
(1.9 dwt. incl. diamonds) - local pick up or in house shipping available

131

Approx. 17 Pcs. Vintage Chintz China - incl. 10" Dorset divided tray, 5 pcs. of Lord Nelson Rose Time (5.25" bud vase, pair of salt & 
peppers on tray, & oval bowl), Shelley Melody lunch plate & pr. of salt & peppers, Occupied Japan rectangular covered dish, 2.5" 
Springtime footed compote, Ivory open sugar, & Bedale covered mustard (chip on rim), Marina & Ann Hathaway's Cottage cream & 
sugar sets (all have some minor mild crazing but no cracks or chips unless noted) - Local pick up or in house shipping available

132 1900 -1940 Chinese Hinged Box, Stamped Decorated Brass & Inlaid Carved & Pearced White Jade Cover - 4 1/2" X 6"  1 1/4"  {local 
pickup or in house shipping available}

133 10K Bright & Matte Yellow Gold Hugs & Kisses Necklace - 16 1/2" long, X & Heart Necklace. with Kay Jewelers folding display and 
storage box. 6.5 dwt. {local pickup or in house shipping available}

134 21 1/2" Two Tone Bronze "Victorian Lady With Hat & Fan" - 21 1/2" Tall, 12" Wide,10" Deep. unsigned. Brown Bronze & Mottled 
Green Patina.  {local pick up or in house shipping available}

135 Aynsley & Shelley China - 14 -8" plates, creamer, & 10 cups & saucers Aynsley clover & Shelley Blue Rock individual cream & sugar 
with tray- Local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging and shipping

136 9 Sterling Silver Rings - lots a bling - contents only, local pick up or in house shipping available

137 RARE Artist Signed CHERILLON Bronze "Wild Horses" - 10" X 14" X 6" Bronze with 2 horses running wild. {local pick up or in house 
shipping available}

138 2 Javier Blas Hand Painted & Carved Wood Snakes Plus 4 Carved Tegu Nuts - 2 Oaxacan carved wood & hand painted snakes 4.5" & 
3.5" tall plus 4 carved tegu nuts incl. sea turtles, rattlesnake, & gecko - Local pick up or in house shipping available

139 3 Pcs. of 14k & 10k Gold Jewelry - incl. 14k gold heart stick pin & antique leaf lapel pin (1 1 dwt. both) plus German round 10k gold 
with garnet - Local pick up or in house shipping available

140
Collection of Hat Pins, Stick Pins, & Hair Pins - vintage 7" hat pins, hair pins, & lots of vintage stick pins incl. Christmas, enameled, 
rhinestone, art glass, & gold tone - we do our best to ensure the jewelry is in good condition but there is no guarantee, contents only 
- Local pick up or in house shipping available
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141
6 Heirloom Collection The Beatles Christmas Ormanents in Original Boxes - 4 in the The Yellow Submarine Series, First and Second in 
series of cars - (Sgt Peppers Lonely Hearts Club Band and Let it Be), see photos for specifics -  Local pick up or in house shipping 
available

142 Rare 1894-O Morgan Silver Dollar - 1,723,100 original mintage - local pick up or in house shipping available

143 Lot of Vintage Metalware Incl. Bronze Bookends - pair of bronze bookends of of Inn, copper finish tiger, & 1 Hubley cast iron Airedale 
Fox Terrier bookend #294- Local pick up or in house shipping available

144 2 Vintage Asian Octogon Wooden Scroll Boxes With Locks And Keys - 1 - 16" long black lacquerware with hand painted lotus blossoms 
and bronze hardware & lock & key, 1 - 17 1/2" long Keyaki wood octogon box with brass hardware & lock and key

145 Replica Rolex Oyster Perpetual Skeleton Ladies Wrist Watch - Working self winding Rolex Replica wrist watch. 7 1/2" bracelet, Purple 
face, two tone gold finish, No box or papers, no guarantee  {local pick up or in house shipping available} 

146 10 Pcs. Vintage Fireking Jadeite - 9", 8", & 6" swirl mixing bowls, 7" mixing bowl, 5" salad bowl, 3 Alice teacups, & swirl saucer (no 
cracks or chips) - Local Pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging and shipping

147
Collection of Vintage Art Glass - 3 footed stretch vases (blue, 2 amber, & green), 11" footed panel footed vase, 12" clear karafe, pr. of 
7"& 8" angel art glass fish, & 2 paperweights incl. Royal Krona fox (all in great condition) - Local pick or buyer arranges third party 
packaging & shipping

148 Rare 1903-S Morgan Silver Dollar EF - 1,241,000 original mintage, EF grade is opinion of consignor. check photos for details and 
condition - local pick up or in house shipping available

149 Tramp Art Decorator Box with Lift Top, Drawer and Decorative Knobs - sliding front door hosts 3 decorative knobs, lift top fron has 2 
decorative knobs, raised on 4 classic tramp art feet - local pick up or in house shipping avialable

150
150+ Marvel Comics - incl. some vintage - The Mighty Thor, The Incredible Hulk, X-Men, Iron Man, Green Goblin, Daredevil, Ghost 
Rider, Sub-Mariner, The New Warriors, The Amazing Spider-Man, Spawn, Nightstalkers, Warheads, The New Defenders, Namor, X-
Force, Wolverine, & more - Local pick or Media Mail in house shipping available

151 5 Franklin Silver Half Dollars - 1958 UNC FBL, 1961-D, and 3 1962-D mixed grades, see photos - grading is opinion of consignor -local 
pick up or in house shipping available

152 Vintage Knights of Columbus Dress Sword with Sheath - Local pick or in house shipping available

153 Original 19th Century Japanese Carved Bone Tanto Knife Dagger and Scabbard - 20 3/4" total length, blade 12 3/4 to hilt. Short Sword 
With Scabbard, handle and scabbard made of carved bone. {local pick up or in house shipping available}

154
9 PF 69 Ultra Cameo Mixed Date Silver State Quarters - 6  NGC  2000-S (2 Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, So. Carolina and 
Virginia), 2002-S Mississippi and 2003-S Arkansas and PCGS PR69DCAM 2005-S West Virginia - local pick up or in house shipping 
available

155 Braided Leather Riding Crop With Hidden Dagger, German Marked Blade - 28 1/2" total length,  dagger length 18", leather signed 
LUXEN?  {Luxenburg}, some damage to leather, see photo.  {local pick up or in house shipping available}

156 Romanian Kaman Music Corp. Hand Crafted Montana Mandolin - 34" Long, model MTG1, tear drop flat back body, dotted ebony fret 
board with walnut head.  {local pickup or in house shipping available} {

157 10K Gold Estate Jewelry - incl. men's well worn ring with red gemstone size: 11, pair of sunshine dangle earrings, heart charm, 
stylized flower pin, & amethyst necklace (damage to herringbone chain) (8.7 dwt. all 4 pcs incl. stones)

158 Folley English Cups & Saucers - 11 sets, blue flowers on branch with gold trim (all in good condition) - Local pick up or in house 
shipping available

159
Star Wars, Disney Villains, & Godzilla Christmas Ornaments - Kurt S. Adler Star Wars glass ornaments in orig. box, Disney Villains in 
orig. box, & American Greetings Godzilla & Mechagodzilla in boxes (no guarantee they work) - Local pick up or in house shipping 
available

160

6 2010 Ultra Rare Holo Pokemon Cards Umbreon, Absol, Steelix, Celebi, Magnazone & Electrode - Umbreon 86/90 HGSS - Undaunted 
Singles Mint/Near Mint, Steelix 87/95 HGSS - Unleashed Singles NM (slight bow to card, tiny edge chipping), and 4 HGSS Triumphant 
Singles (Absol 91/102, Celebi 92/102, Electrode 93/102 and Magnezone 96/102, Near mint), all 2010 copyright marks (grading is 
opinion, see photos) - local pick up or in house shipping available

161

19th Century Swiss Made 10 Airs Crank Music Box #21831 - working condition, mulitple tines are broken and miss the spikes (see 
photos) - 22 5/8" X 9" X 5 1/2" tall, 13" single comb 76 tooth, lever crank wind, songs Madame Favart, The Pirates Of Penzance, 
Carmen, Scots Wha Ha'e Wi Wallace Bled, Scots Wha Ha'e Wi Wallace Bled, Kiss Me Quick And Go, Ye Banks and Braes O' Bonnie 
Doon, Les noces d'Olivette , Bohemian Girl, and Zampa. {local pick up or in house shipping available}

162 3 Antique Wood Carpenter's Planes - Stanley No 4 and more - great condition, rich patina to the wood - local pick up or in house 
shipping available

163 14 Matron Head US Large Cents, 1817-1841 - 3 -1817, 1819, 1821 (holed in center), 1826, 3 -1838, 1839, 2 -1840 and 2 -1841 - mixed 
grades, see photos - local pick up or in house shipping avaialble

164 Collection of Vintage Perfume Bottles incl. Jovan Sculptura - 3 sizes of Jovan Sculptura, Limited Ed. Adrian miniature in orig. box, & 
small polished stone necklace perfume - Local pick up or in house shipping available

165 Antique Folk Art Hand Painted Wall Mirror With 2 Doors - Hand crafted wood and Tin Painted with flowers and birds, 22" X 14" with 2 
20 3/4" X 6 1/4" doors. {local pick up or in house shipping available}
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166 Replica Rolex Submariner 300m Superlative Chronometer Brushed Steel with Black Dial - Replica #80632  white dot on bezel missing, 
working. {local pickup or in house shipping available}

167 2 Indonesian Dragon Design Hand Carved Bovine Bone Dart Guns - natural bone color & dyed mahogany, both approx. 38" long (no 
darts) - Local pick up or in house shipping available

168
Steiff Dinos 1990 Limited Edition Replica of 1960 Mohair Dinisaur - only 4,000 were made, staying true to the original color theme 
and construction of the original 1959-60 version - bright clear colors, traditional stuffed mohair style and colorful air brush accents, 
stands 4" tall with back scale felt spine and raised head about 12" long - local pick up or in house shipping available

169 3 MS 67 PL NGC and 2 MS67 PCGS 2000-D Millennium Set Sacagawea Dollars - local pick up or in house shipping available

170
Signed Costume & Micro Mosaic Jewelry - incl. 2 Joan Rivers rhinestone & double strand faux pearl bracelets, Swarovski bangle 
bracelet & clip earrings, & 6 pcs. of Italian micro mosaic incl. cross pendant, 4 pins, & pair of clip back earrings  - we do our best to 
ensure the jewelry is in good condition but there is no guarantee, contents only - Local pick up or in house shipping available

171

Approx. 70 Artisan Fimo Clay Beads Attributed to Artist JSA Jon Stuart Anderson - These beads are from a local estate where they 
collected Jon Stuart Anderson Pieces. He is renowned globally for what first appeared on the USA arts and crafts scene as Fimo 
creations that were made with a millefiori technique.There are approx. 70 beads with very detailed imagery incl. dancer, animals, 
plants, etc. & a complete necklace on leather with carved bone scorpion pendant - local pick up or in house shipping available

172 Vintage Navajo Sterling Silver Squash Blossom - 24" long on chain with 2" Naja - (contents only, local pick up or in house shipping 
available

173 30" Composte Fishing Boat With Fisherman With Pole, Dog, Bucket Of Fish an an Oar - sweet fishing colectible  {local pickup or in 
house shipping available}

174

16 Wave A and 15 Wave B 2013 & 21 of 62 2014 Walt Disney World Resort Hidden Mickey Pins and Pin Organizer Storage Bag - 
Hidden Mickey Pins are only from cast members and can be traded with them from their Lanyards in the park - includes 2013 Wave A 
Sweet Characters Bambi and Pinocchio, Magic Kingdom Park Villains Parking Signs Cruella and Jafar, Epcot Cast Costumes, 4 
Friendship Boats, Mickey, Donald and Goofy Character Popcorn Labels, 3 Duffy the Disney Bear in Hats and 1 Chaser, Wave B Patriotic 
Disney Characters Mickey and Figment, Park Icons with Disney Characters , Hollywood Studios and Sorcerer Mickey, Sport Goofy 
Swimming and Skiing (plus 2005 Transportation Horse Drawn Wagon with Goofy Riding), Pin Traders Icon Buzz Lightyear, Disney Birds 
Allan-a-Dale, and all 7 Pluto days of the week, 2014 Wave A 4 of 5 Magic Kingdom Parking Signs - Heroes (Rapunzel, Peter Pan, 
Aladdin and Woody), 4 Seven dwarves (Happy, Sneezy and 2 Bashful), 3 of 5 Character Sketch Pads (Simba, Cars and Fish), and 
Cheerio Flying Peter Pan Chaser Pin, plus Wave B 4 of 5 Villainous sidekicks, and all 5 Mobil Phones  , also included is zip up Disney 
Parks Pin Trading zip up storage/ display bag with5 padded pin board flip ups and multiple pockets - see photos for details in house 
shipping available

175 Lucoral 14K & Cultured Pearl 16" Necklace With Matching 14K Stud Earrings. - necklace 8mm pearls, earrings 7 1/2mm pearls, with 
presentation box.  {local pickup or in house shipping available}

176 Marvel 2001 The Amazing Spider-Man Black Cover Issue #36 - 9/11 World Trade Center tribute (near new condition based on non-
professional opinon) - Local pick up or in house shipping available

177 11 Art Glass Paperweights - incl. Waterford The Times Square Collection in as is orig. box, Vera Bradley, novelty teapot & duck, & 7 
swirl & flower design (all in good condition) - Local pick up or in house shipping available

178 6 MS 67 PL NGC 2000-D Millennium Set Sacagawea Dollars - local pick up or in house shipping available

179
Antique & Vintage Costume Jewelry - incl. Kary 5th Avenue, enamel, crystal, & glass pins, pendants, bracelets, rings, & earrings, plus 
ladies cufflinks - we do our best to ensure the jewelry is in good condition but there is no guarantee, contents only - Local pick up or 
in house shipping available

180
Weiss Vintage Rhinestone Jewelry - incl. Weiss bracelet with matching clip on earrings, aurora borealis rhinestone pin with matching 
clip on earrings, 4 row rhinestone bracelet, & pair of black rhinestone clip on earrings - we do our best to ensure the jewelry is in 
good condition but there is no guarantee, contents only - Local pick up or in house shipping available

181 2 Gold Heart Pendant Necklaces - 10k yellow gold heart & diamond pendant on 16" chain (0.83 dwt.) & 14k yellow gold sapphire 
heart pendant on 16" braided chain (1.9 dwt.) - Local pick up or in house shipping available

182 2 New Brahmin Pouches - Jada Regal Melbourne handled top & toasted almond (both new with orig. tags) - Local pick up or in house 
shipping available

183 Vintage Fenton Log Cabin Lamp - custard satin glass hand painted shade with wooded log cabin design on orig. oil lamp style base, 
18.5" tall to top of chimney (excellent condition) - Local pick up or in house shipping available

184 Native American Sterling Silver & Turquoise Cuff Bracelet - size 8 1/2", crack from use has been cold welded. 3.005 ozt. {local pick up 
or in house shipping available}

185

Vintage Chinese Embossed Enamel On Brass and Champleve Tablewares - translucent embossed enameled rectangular silent butler 
with flowering branch and butterfly motif, wood lined desk box with  floral and animal motives, 3 styles of stamp boxes,ash tray and 
matchbox holder, 3 tiny pill boxes with turquoise enameled interior, tiny ceremonial gravy boat, 2 round ash trays, mini teapot, 
and  petite champleve bell and round apple box, {local pickup or in house shipping available}

186
Lot Of Pottery & Porcelain - 1 - Van Briggle Matt red 5" milk picture, 1 - Lamberton blue glaze candle stick, 1 -  Royal Copenhagen 6 1
/4 shallow fluted edge bowl, 1 - Blue and white Bing & Grondahl  5" square pin tray. and 1 - Van Briggle turquoise flower frog.  all 5 
for one money {local pickup or in house shipping available}

187 15 US Braided Hair Large Cents 1846-1855 - 2 -1846, 5 -1847 (1 holed),1850, 2 -1851 (1 holed), 3 -1852, 1853, and 1855 - mixed 
grades, see photos - local pick up or in house shipping avaialble
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188
Lot Of 7 Japanese Ceramic Animals & 1 Covered Box - 1 - 8 1/2" tall Blue glazed duck (repaired tail), 1 - 6 1/2" tall yellow glazed duck, 
1 -  2 1/2" tall gray glazed duck. 2 -  2" tall recumbent dogs 1 blue 1 yellow, 1 - 2 1/2" tall light yellow horse. and 3" round 
celadon sandhill crane covered box. all 7 pcs one money. {local pickup or in house shipping available}

189

Colection Of 8 Flowblue & Transferware Plates - 1 - 9 1/2" Wedgwood American Clipper Ship Plates "Amm Mc Kim"  1 - 9 1
/2"  Watteau Doulton John G. Wittier's birth place,  2 - Mulberry flow  Ironstone  E. Chanlinor Pelen, 1 -  9" Staffordshire The Temple, 
and 3 -  5 to 5 1/2" shallow bowls, all 8 one money.  {local pick up only OR buyer arranges ALL packing and shipping through third 
party}

190 Tray of Sterling Silver Jewelry - incl. marcasite necklace & bracelet set, dragonfly pin, pendants, rings, earrings, & more - contents 
only, Local pick up or in house shipping available

191 5 Pieces Of Cloisonne - 1 - 9 1/2' tall Duck On Wood Stand, 1 - 8 3/4" tall vase, 1 7 3/4" tall vase, 1 - 4" tall covered ginger jar, and  1 
-  6" across open bowl. all 5 one money. {local pickup or in house shipping available}

192

Fostoria American 2056 Dinnerware and Serving Pieces - 1/2 gal pitcher with ice lip and 3 pint boudoir pitcher, 14 bread plates, 8 -9 1
/2" dinner plates, 8 footed juice tumblers, 9 -5 1/2" high tumblers, 8 flared coffee cups and 6 saucers, 8 reg nappy bowls, 11 reg low 
footed sherbets, 3 toed tidbit tray, three corner handled nappy, 11" low punch bowl base/ chip bowl, 9" and 12" relish boats, 
toothpick, pr candlesticks, cream and covered sugar, 10" celery, 3 stacking nappy bowls, 10 1/2" oval platter - local pick up only OR 
buyer arranges ALL packing and shipping through third party

193 6 MS 67 PL NGC 2000-D Millennium Set Sacagawea Dollars - local pick up or in house shipping available

194
Steiff Mopsy Mohair Dog Puppet and 13" Diane Stiles Teddy Bear - 8" Steiff Mopsy dog puppy glove hand puppet with original name 
tag, ear button and tag 6620/17, and 13" Teddy Stiles short cinnamon brown mohair fully jointed bear wth tag made by Diane Stiles 
with reb neck ribbon, pulling toy London Zoo Matchbox double decker bus - local pick up or in house shipping available

195
Approx. 11 Pcs. Vintage Chintz China - incl. 12 pcs. of Summertime ( 10" square plate, 2 pr. of salt & pepper shakers,  7.5" tray with 
cream & sugar, 5" plate for teapot, 3 different shaped bowls), Sunshine tri-lobe condiment tray, & Lefton cup & saucer (all have some 
minor mild crazing but no cracks or chips unless noted) - Local pick up or in house shipping available

196 8 Sterling Silver Rings - incl. amethyst, carved carnelian Intaglio, Navajo signed Running Bear turquoise, lapis, & more   -contents only, 
local pick up or in house shipping available

197 Collection of Vintage Dresser Jars & Crystal Perfumes - incl. 2 dresser jars with sterling tops & 5 crystal perfumes (2 have tiny chips, 
see photos) - Local pick up or in house shipping available

198
22 Pcs Fine Cut Crystal Including Libbey - 4 Libbey American Brilliant Cut Crystal punch cups and 3 martini glasses, Baccarat crystal 
saucer champagne and set of  7 water and 6 wine unmarked crystal goblets with panel cut base design and fine cut band - local pick 
up only or buyer arranges all packing and shipping through third party

199 Native American Sterling Silver Bolo & Belt Buckle - unsigned eagle with turquoise bolo clip with sterling ends & signed Phillip Sanchez 
2.5" eagle with turquoise belt buckle on size 38 Tony Lama snake & leather belt - Local pick up or in house shipping available

200 8 Rosenthal Pompadour Dinnerware Serving Dishes - incl. 13" round & two 13" oval platters, 9.5" oval dish, gravy, 11" vegetable 
serving bowl, cream & sugar (all in great condition) Local pick up or in house shipping available

201
Album of German WWII Cigarette War Propoganda Trading Cards - 232 of 279 (missing 47)Die Reichswehr German WWII cigarette 
propaganda trading cards in color (some with glue residue and back damage from being mounted in album, see photo for list of 
missing numbers) - local pick up or in house shipping available

202 Obsolete Ohio Police / Constable Badge J.R.C. HI-GLO By Blackinton, Attleboro Falls, Mass. - with original papers and box. {local pick 
up or in house shipping available}

203

1930s Button Gum/ Cracker Jack President and Famous American Prize Pins - Washington, John Adams, Jefferson, Madison, Monroe, 
John Quincy Adams, Van Buren, Harrison, Polk, Taylor, Fillmore, Pierce, Buchanan, Lincoln, Johnson, Hays, Garfield, Arthur, Harrison, 
McKinley, Taft, Wilson, Harding, Coolidge, Hoover plus 29 duplicates - see photos for esact contents and conditions - local pick up or 
in house shipping available

204 Copper & Brass Bugle & Persian Mixed Metal Souvenirs - {local pickup or in house shipping available}

205 Replica Rolex Cosmograph "Winner 24 AD Daytona 1992" Wrist Watch - Working Maual Wind Replica Rolex Watch 8" bracelet, Aged 
Copper Finish, No paperwork or box, no guarantee. {local pick up or in house shipping available}

206 Vintage German Child's Sewing Machine - Never Used - black with hand painted decoration and orig. paper with directions - 7" tall - 
Local pick up or in house shipping available

207

14 Antique Flow Blue Platters, Bowls, Plates, cups and Saucers And More - 14" Johnson Bos Eclipse platter, Octagon panel mid 1800s 
creamer, Stanley Touraine cup and saucer, New Wharf Pottery fruit bowl, Cauldon Bentick low footed compote, Blue Onion covered 
veggie lid, Ridgeway demitasse cup and 2 saucers, Oskar Davidsen Royal Copenhagen Alpine Lace 6" plate, German blue lace votive 
and Gothic  7" plate -  local pick up only OR buyer arranges ALL packing and shipping through third party

208 10 PF 69 Ultra Cameo NGC Silver State Quarters (all 5 2003-S and 2004-S) - slabbed and graded 2003-S Alabama, Arkansas, Illinois, 
Maine and Missouri, 2004-S Florida, Iowa, Michigan, Texas, Wisconsin - local pick up or in house shipping available

209
Estate Princess House Christmas Decorations in Boxes - incl. #6475 set of 3 hand painted oil lamps, #1474 stocking hanger, #2380 
ceramic sleigh tray on metal base (box as is), #315 glass tree topper with snowflake design, #1455 blue & white ornament, #6408 
2002 annual ornament, #6578 hand blown glass angel, & more - Local pick up or in house shipping available

210 2 Wood Bali Lotus Bowl & Walking Stick - 9"x12" lotus bowl & 40" hand carved walking stick with carved faces - Local pick up or in 
house shipping available
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211
Collection Of 7 Pcs Of Vintage Cinnabar Jewelry - 31" Silk Rope And Cinnabar Heart & Bead Necklace,  3 1/2" double Cinnabar coins 
collar pin, pair of Cinnabar bead screw back earrings, pair of oval cinnabar stud earrings, 3 Cinnabar rings 2 adjustable brass mounts 
and 1 size 6 1/2 {local pickup or in house shipping available}

212

1959-62 Demon's Art Studio AKA Hayrapetian Studios 4 Pencil Sketch Portraits - sight on all 4 11 1/2" X 8 1/4", framed and matted 16 
3/8" X 16 1/4".  signed Arthur. S,  some staining see photos,   Arthur Hayrapetian was the founder of "Demon's Art Studio", also 
known as "Hayrapetian Studios" located in front of the Naderi Hotel, Tehran, Iran. Artists were allowed to sign their works and they 
were sold to shops, street vendors and tourists. The studio worked with the best watercolorists in Tehran during the 1940-60 {local 
pick up or in house shipping available}

213 Alice Petipaw (Pettipaw, Pettipas)1925 Gouache On Paper Board, "Inlet With Sailboats" - sight 4 1/2" X 9 1/2", framed and matted 11 
1/2" X 16 3/4".  signed Alice 1925, inscribed on verso By Alice Petipaw 1925, {local pick up or in house shipping available}

214

Derek Jeter, Alex Rodriguez, & Mickey Mantle Baseball Cards - 2006 Alex Rodriguez Topps Allen & Ginter Rip Card "Rip It!", Unopened 
2006 New York Yankees Topps Team Set, 2006 Josh Hamilton Topps Certified autographed Rookie Card, 4 Derek Jeter (1994 The 
Upper Deck rookie card, 1993 Upper Deck Prospect, 1993 Upper Deck rookie card, & Topps Co-Signers,2 Mickey Mantle reprint 
graded cards, graded 1981 Hall of Fame Babe Ruth Metallic Plaque cards, & Bernie Williams leading swatch - Local pick up or in house 
shipping available

215 Lot Of 6 Vintage Persian Watercolors On Silk With Calligraphy - 2 each mounted, matted and framed in 3 frames, 2 in each frame. 
sight on each 12" X 7 5/8", frames 30 3/4 X 12 1/2".   {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}

216 3 Copies Of Famous Still Life Paintings -  "Cherries In Bowl" Framed Oil On Canvas, and 2 - framed oil on board Floral still life.paintings 
in ornate frames -  {local pickup or in house shipping available}

217
Lot Of 17 Character Watches - including 2 - Dr Seuss with tin litho boxes, Sponge Bob, 2 - Spider Man, Disney: 3 - Dick Tracy, Minnie 
Mouse, 4 - Mickey Mouse, Monopoly, The 50 Minute Freud Watch, 3rd Rock, Winnie The Poo, Tinkerbell, and Heart Strong.   {local 
pickup or in house shipping available}

218 Toy Trains & Accessories - 6 Life-Like new in boxes (Southern, Western Maryland, Hudson's Bay Oil and Gas, cattle car, & more), 10 
Athearn, Stone & Gravel unloading station, & more - local pick up or in house shipping available

219
SAF Schmusetiere Super Teddy and Johanna Haida Henry Bears - 2 great vintage fully jointed teddy bears - 17" Austria made SAF 
brown bear with soft fur, original paper and cloth labels, and 12" Johanna Haida Germany Henry beige mohair jointed doll with cloth 
label, felt pad hands and red neck ribbon - local pick up or in house shipping available

220 Tray of Antique & Vintage Gold Filled Jewelry - (gold filled jewelry has the same value as sterling silver - contents only, local pick up or 
in house shipping available

221
Lot Of Judaica Items - Including a 1969 silver covered prayer book, A Menorah, Pair Of star of David candle sticks, framed family crest 
with prayer , framed limited edition print of 2 Rabbis. 1 - bronze desk top hinged fold out prayer. all one money   {local pickup or in 
house shipping available}

222

Judy Larson Then There Were None Signed and Numbered 1995 Limited Edition Print with Folder COA - Image Size: 29 1/2 x 18 1/2 in 
Edition Size: 843 of 2500 signed and numbered by the artist in 38 1/2 x 28 1/2 in. protective presentation folio, published by 
Applejack Limited Editions with care card - Judy Larson received a Bachelor of Science degree in Commercial Art from Pacific Union 
College in Northern California, then spent the next 17 years as a commercial artist, illustrator and art director. In 1988, influenced by 
her love of nature and animals, Judy devoted her time to wildlife art. Her primary focus in each of her paintings is the animal, with 
the horse as a recurring subject. Her unique approach to her work is through the use of scratch board-a technique that can render 
magnificent detail but one requiring infinite patience. Scratch board, an old, but little used medium, consists of a smooth, thin surface 
of hardened China clay applied to a board. The subject is then painted solidly with black India ink to create a silhouette. Now the 
exacting work begins, engraving the image into the surface of the artwork. Once the subject has been totally scratched, it is a finished 
black and white illustration, ready for the artist to add color. Judy uses a combination of airbrush, gouache or acrylics for finishing, 
with frequent re-scratching for detail.For Judy Larson, whose underlying message is always passionately ecological, her medium of 
scratchboard, as well as her "art of concealment," allows her "to take the viewer with me." Explains Larson, "My desire is to engage 
viewers on three levels: first, by revealing the beauty of animals through intricate detail; second, by concealing a hidden image that 
draws the viewer to examine the painting more closely and through which I can tell a story; and third, by promoting a deeper 
awareness of the environment on a level that will hopefully have an impact." - print mint, some light scuff marks to front of folio 
cover local pick up or in house shipping available

223 2 Antique 1800s French Grand Tour Perfume Crystal Scent Bottles With Gilded Hinged Cap - with original interior crystal stoppers. cap 
tops with Mounted Miniature Paintings 1- Rue La Madeleine, and 1- L' Arc  de Triomphe  {local pickup or in house shipping available}
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224

Bev Doolittle Prayer for the Wild Things Signed and Numbered Limited Edition Print with Folder COA - Size: 24 X 31.5 in.Edition Size: 
27,416 of 65,000 in protective 32 x 21 1/4 folio with back support, tissue front cover, Coa Anddocumentationsheet plus list of all the 
hidden animals and birds "If you spend a long time in a wild place, you hear things, you see things you didn't know were there. In this 
wild place you might hear Chief Eagle Feather's prayer. He is thanking the Great Spirit for the wild creatures that share his world with 
him. The four-legged ones. The ones that swim in the water. The ones who fly though the air. Hidden, but near, the animals and birds 
Pray with the chief, but not in words. How many creatures can you find? 26 species represented by 34 animals and birds that move, 
flow, fly and hide in this tremendous landscape." - Bev Doolittle’s phenomenal success has been a by-product of her desire to work 
hard at what she loves to do most – create art with meaning. “My love for nature, as well as man’s relationship with it, is the driving 
force behind all of my artwork. She Works with The Greenwich Workshop to produce fine art archival limited edition prints of her 
intricate original camouflage art. “I am not a prolific painter,” Bev explains. “My art style prevents that. Reproducing my painting in 
print was the perfect answer. I was able to concentrate on my most important ideas while still having my work represented in 
galleries around North America as well as abroad. My relationship with The Workshop and its extended family of artists, galleries and 
their customers has been a joy for me for more than twenty-five years.” Nearly all of Bev’s prints have been sell-outs and five books 
of her art have been released. Bev’s work reflects her love of horses, passion for the natural world and her affinity for the Native 
American’s spiritual relationship to the land. Bev and her husband, Jay, both graduates of the Art Center College of Design, began 
married life as art directors for an advertising agency in Los Angeles. Five year of living in the city made them more aware of what 
they were missing: the outdoors and creating their own art. “We hoarded our savings and struck out on our own, living out of our 
camper for a year. Calling ourselves, ‘Traveling Artists,’ we painted our way through the West. For me, success followed my passion. 
Passion is what drives me.” Bev, Jay and their son Jayson live close to nature in the California high desert. Joshua Tree National Park is 
their backyard - local pick up or in house shipping available - local pick up or in house shipping available

225

One Of Two Tufted Leather Hancock & Moore 2 Cushion "Bovey" Sofa Love Seat - Manufacturer ID #4396, c2008, Made in USA 
Handcrafted by one of America’s leading luxury manufacturers. The Bovey sofa, with its exaggerated rolled edges, generous folds and 
deep button tufting, is a decidedly American take on the classic English “Chesterfield.” Boasting a solid hardwood frame (constructed 
to order,) eight-way hand tied spring support, and cross braced decking, it is built to last generations. It is covered in a rich, mahogany 
colored, aniline dyed leather that was developed to mimic a “lovingly worn bomber jacket”- the scuffs and creases are intentional 
elements of its design. The seat cushions are a luxurious down blanket wrapped around a solid core- perfect for long-periods of 
reading, TV watching and napping! Upgraded decorative nailhead trim at the deck base and along the tuxedo arm fronts. Measures 
85” by 40” deep and 32” high. Original factory card detailing construction, care and the signatures of the employees that built it! 
Note the details, experience the comfort of scale and construction, and you’ll immediately understand why Hancock & Moore is 
considered the “best luxury sofa made in America.”  - Local pick up only

226
George Baxter, Needle Box miniature Horse Race Print In Gilt Frame - Frame Marked A. F. print 1" x 2",  paper 2 5/8" X 3 3/8"   NOTE: 
Baxter perfected the full color print in about 1839-40, his technique was expensive, laborious, but more importantly, the first color 
print process. It was a short lived process that has never been surpassed    {local pickup or in house shipping available}

227

Bev Doolittle The Sentinel Signed and Numbered Limited Edition Print with Folder COA - Size: 21 1/4 X 17 3/4 in. Edition Size: 30,613 
of 35,000 in 22 x 18 3/4 in. Protective folio with back card and tissue front, COA and care card "Stay with me, Wolf Brother, as I watch 
over my village. Lend me your sharp eyes. Help me to remember that I am part of all I see. Every animal and bird every rock, every 
tree. We are all part of the beautiful circle of life created by the Great Spirit. Gray Wolf's guardian spirit is very near. Can you see 
him? - Bev Doolittle’s phenomenal success has been a by-product of her desire to work hard at what she loves to do most – create art 
with meaning. “My love for nature, as well as man’s relationship with it, is the driving force behind all of my artwork. She Works with 
The Greenwich Workshop to produce fine art archival limited edition prints of her intricate original camouflage art. “I am not a 
prolific painter,” Bev explains. “My art style prevents that. Reproducing my painting in print was the perfect answer. I was able to 
concentrate on my most important ideas while still having my work represented in galleries around North America as well as abroad. 
My relationship with The Workshop and its extended family of artists, galleries and their customers has been a joy for me for more 
than twenty-five years.” Nearly all of Bev’s prints have been sell-outs and five books of her art have been released. Bev’s work 
reflects her love of horses, passion for the natural world and her affinity for the Native American’s spiritual relationship to the land. 
Bev and her husband, Jay, both graduates of the Art Center College of Design, began married life as art directors for an advertising 
agency in Los Angeles. Five year of living in the city made them more aware of what they were missing: the outdoors and creating 
their own art. “We hoarded our savings and struck out on our own, living out of our camper for a year. Calling ourselves, ‘Traveling 
Artists,’ we painted our way through the West. For me, success followed my passion. Passion is what drives me.” Bev, Jay and their 
son Jayson live close to nature in the California high desert. Joshua Tree National Park is their backyard - local pick up or in house 
shipping available - local pick up or in house shipping available

228
Lot Of 4 Stuffed Animals - 1- Miniature Steiff jointed bear with box. Steiff annual 2021 gift, 1 - Douglas & Co. Cuddle Toy stuffed Polar 
Bear  Douglas & Co. Cuddle Toy stuffed Polar Bear, 1 - Belknap Mill Girl Bunny by Mary Gosling, and 1 - Princess soft toy teddy bear. 
all one money {local pickup or in house shipping available}

229

Two Relic Pistols - 1 - Iver Johnson American Bull Dog 32 Cal 5 Shot, 2 1/2" Octagon Barrel, Nickel Plated, Original Hard plastic Grips 
with Eagle holding Arrows & Twigs, marked on frame under grips 2802, Cylinder rotates every time.   1-  Vest Pocket 1st Model S&W 
32 Cal, 2" octagon Barrel, Self Cocker, Nickel plated & Nickel plated Trigger Guard, 1891-1897 Original hard plastic grips, marked on 
frame under grips 78. Cylinder rotates every time. both one money  {local pick up or in house shipping available}
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230

Bev Doolittle Wilderness Fine Art Poster Print with Original Folder and COA - titled "Wilderness! Wilderness? - Image Size: 16 7/16"h x 
14 13/32"w. Published: May 1993 in presentation protective folio cover with care card and artist info card- "Wilderness is a place 
where natural forces prevail. It is more than a beautiful 'postcard-perfect' landscape. Each missing plant or animal, seemingly 
insignificant in itself, creates a vacuum over time. That ethereal ambiance, the essence of true wilderness, slowly drifts away. We are 
then left with a beautiful landscape which was once so much more." - Bev Doolittle Is it still wilderness without wildlife? That is the 
message of "Wilderness! Wilderness?" by Bev Doolittle. Her fine art poster has the unique Doolittle artistic approach that invites you 
to look beyond the obvious. Whichever way you view it, her message is clear in the reflection. What do you see there? Are the 
animals appearing . . . or disappearing?" -Bev Doolittle’s phenomenal success has been a by-product of her desire to work hard at 
what she loves to do most – create art with meaning. “My love for nature, as well as man’s relationship with it, is the driving force 
behind all of my artwork. She Works with The Greenwich Workshop to produce fine art archival limited edition prints of her intricate 
original camouflage art. “I am not a prolific painter,” Bev explains. “My art style prevents that. Reproducing my painting in print was 
the perfect answer. I was able to concentrate on my most important ideas while still having my work represented in galleries around 
North America as well as abroad. My relationship with The Workshop and its extended family of artists, galleries and their customers 
has been a joy for me for more than twenty-five years.” Nearly all of Bev’s prints have been sell-outs and five books of her art have 
been released. Bev’s work reflects her love of horses, passion for the natural world and her affinity for the Native American’s spiritual 
relationship to the land. Bev and her husband, Jay, both graduates of the Art Center College of Design, began married life as art 
directors for an advertising agency in Los Angeles. Five year of living in the city made them more aware of what they were missing: 
the outdoors and creating their own art. “We hoarded our savings and struck out on our own, living out of our camper for a year. 
Calling ourselves, ‘Traveling Artists,’ we painted our way through the West. For me, success followed my passion. Passion is what 
drives me.” Bev, Jay and their son Jayson live close to nature in the California high desert. Joshua Tree National Park is their backyard 
- local pick up or in house shipping available - local pick up or in house shipping availablez

231 Collection of Sports Jerseys incl Signed Devil Ray - local pick up or in house shipping available

232 2 Hand Painted Miniature Portrait Paintings Of Young Woman - Painted On Oval Vellum 3 1/4" X 2 1/2"and framed in Miniature 
Convex Frames 3 7/8" X 3 1/16"  Both signed see photos.    {local pickup or in house shipping available}

233

Bev Doolittle Sacred Circle Signed and Numbered Limited Edition Print with Folder COA - Image Size: 26 X 26.5 in. Edition Size: 38,893 
of 40,192 in protective folio covers and COA Buo Info card - "The sacred circle is the circle of life; the delicate thread that unites all 
living things. Only man knowingly holds the thread. Of all the animals, only he has the intelligence to protect and preserve it. Only he 
can be the keeper of the sacred circle." - Bev Doolittle’s phenomenal success has been a by-product of her desire to work hard at 
what she loves to do most – create art with meaning. “My love for nature, as well as man’s relationship with it, is the driving force 
behind all of my artwork. She Works with The Greenwich Workshop to produce fine art archival limited edition prints of her intricate 
original camouflage art. “I am not a prolific painter,” Bev explains. “My art style prevents that. Reproducing my painting in print was 
the perfect answer. I was able to concentrate on my most important ideas while still having my work represented in galleries around 
North America as well as abroad. My relationship with The Workshop and its extended family of artists, galleries and their customers 
has been a joy for me for more than twenty-five years.” Nearly all of Bev’s prints have been sell-outs and five books of her art have 
been released. Bev’s work reflects her love of horses, passion for the natural world and her affinity for the Native American’s spiritual 
relationship to the land. Bev and her husband, Jay, both graduates of the Art Center College of Design, began married life as art 
directors for an advertising agency in Los Angeles. Five year of living in the city made them more aware of what they were missing: 
the outdoors and creating their own art. “We hoarded our savings and struck out on our own, living out of our camper for a year. 
Calling ourselves, ‘Traveling Artists,’ we painted our way through the West. For me, success followed my passion. Passion is what 
drives me.” Bev, Jay and their son Jayson live close to nature in the California high desert. Joshua Tree National Park is their backyard 
- local pick up or in house shipping available - local pick up or in house shipping available

234 Antique Ansonia La Layon Royal Bonn Porcelain Mantle Clock Made In Germany 1881 - 14 1/4" tall, 14 1/2" wide, 5 1/2" deep, gongs 
every 1/2 Hour, working with key.  {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}

235

56 Error, Die Variety and Mis-Strike Cents, Nickels, Dime, Quarters and Half Dollar Coins - 2 Indian Head Misplaced Date coins (MPD 
FS-302 S-9 and clear MPD-006 Snow 10), , 18 Lincoln Cents Include 1909 vdb penny, 1951 D/D, 1936 FS-102 DDO, 1955 red extra thick 
obverse lettering, 1943-S/S RPM 9 & 4 Repunched; 1943 D Obv K-1 R?R Draw is to N. West; 1945-D/D RPM Lg D/Sm D, B/B Rev K-12;
1952 D/D RPM-16 D in Bust; 1957-D/D sm D/ Lg D Tilted West K-11 Brks OG; two Proof 1962-D/D; 1968-S Proof DDO, 1995 (light 
struck front no back, light struck back, no front); 2000-P Semi-Thick Planchet Gem BU;2000-P Thick Planchet Odd Strike Features Gem 
BU; 2000-P Normal Thin Planchet Gem BU; 1998 Phantom S mint set; 2004-S with bubble through date, 13 Jeffersons incl 2004-D 
Buttonhole Collar, mixed date D/Ds, and D/s, Die Cracks, Etc,  and 1 1935-P DDR FS 801 Buffalo nickel, 16 Quarters incl lots of off set 
punch, doubling, etc, 3 50c with 1982 no FG on reverse, 1964 Silver triple DDO and 1974-D DDO in mint UNC cello pack and 1 mis-
puched Dime plus NGC graded Washington Clad 25c Type 2 Planchet Mint Error unprinted slab (see COA for background) Check picks 
for basic info (All from life time estate collection of coin error and variety enthusiast, grading and varieties are his educated opinions 
from extended research - believed to be correct, but sold as is, do not have time or ability to get close-ups, descriptions are from past 
numismatist owner) {in house shipping available}
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236

Bev Doolittle Three More For Breakfast Signed and Numbered Limited Edition Print with Folder COA - "It's not a good idea to cook 
bacon in bear country... unless you are great at tree-climbing."Look carefully and you'll see three unexpected breakfast guests about 
to make their furry presence known." 17 3/4X 18 1/4 size, limited edition lithograph, signed and numbered by the artist 7,253 of 
20,000 edition size in 18 1/2 × 19 folio cover with protective back and front papers, info bio COA and care card - Bev Doolittle’s 
phenomenal success has been a by-product of her desire to work hard at what she loves to do most – create art with meaning. “My 
love for nature, as well as man’s relationship with it, is the driving force behind all of my artwork. She Works with The Greenwich 
Workshop to produce fine art archival limited edition prints of her intricate original camouflage art. “I am not a prolific painter,” Bev 
explains. “My art style prevents that. Reproducing my painting in print was the perfect answer. I was able to concentrate on my most 
important ideas while still having my work represented in galleries around North America as well as abroad. My relationship with The 
Workshop and its extended family of artists, galleries and their customers has been a joy for me for more than twenty-five years.” 
Nearly all of Bev’s prints have been sell-outs and five books of her art have been released. Bev’s work reflects her love of horses, 
passion for the natural world and her affinity for the Native American’s spiritual relationship to the land. Bev and her husband, Jay, 
both graduates of the Art Center College of Design, began married life as art directors for an advertising agency in Los Angeles. Five 
year of living in the city made them more aware of what they were missing: the outdoors and creating their own art. “We hoarded 
our savings and struck out on our own, living out of our camper for a year. Calling ourselves, ‘Traveling Artists,’ we painted our way 
through the West. For me, success followed my passion. Passion is what drives me.” Bev, Jay and their son Jayson live close to nature 
in the California high desert. Joshua Tree National Park is their backyard - local pick up or in house shipping available - local pick up or 
in house shipping available

237
Vintage Ladies Lot incl. Mink Stole & Feather Fan - incl. mink stole & collar (some stains on lining of stole) white ostrich feather 
folding fan with jeweled monogrammed, 2 pair of opera glasses, clutches (some with mild stains), & scarves - Local pick up or in 
house shipping available

238

8 Holo Rare 1999 and 2000 Pokemon Cards Incl uding Dark Dragonite 5/82 - Dark Dragonite and Dark Vileplume  13/82 of Team 
Rocket Unlimited Singles 1999/2000 both in Near Mint Condition, Snorlax 11/64 1999 Jungle Series  lightly played, slight chipping to 
edge and slight  bow to card, Mewtwo 10/102 (lightly plyaed, some fine scratches to parts of holo), Gyarados 6/102 (lightly played, a 
couple scratches),and Alakazam 1/102 (NM/ LP)  Base Set Unlimited Singles 1999, Zapdos 20/130 mint/ Near mint Base Set 2 Singles 
1999/2000 and Erika's Vileplume 5/132 Gym Heroes Unlimited Series 1999/2000 LP (holo surface near perfect, slight crease to top of 
card ) all early copyright marks (grading is opinion, see photos) - local pick up or in house shipping available

239

Joanne Isaac 2 Framed And Matted Hand Painted Etchings - framed  15 1/2" x 9 3/8" each , sight 9 3/8" x 3" each,  1 - 30/150 
"Sanguine, Narcissi"    1 -   20/150 "Sanguine, Amaryllis"  Art degrees from the renowned Parsons School of Design and Yale University 
didn't figure into the development of Joanne Isaac's ultimate artistic niche. Although Isaac said she has "put her foot in a lot of pots" 
in the realm of fine arts, etchings are her love and livelihood.  {local pickup or in house shipping available}

240

One Of Two Tufted Leather Hancock & Moore 2 Cushion "Bovey" Sofa Love Seat - Manufacturer ID #4396, c2008, Made in USA 
Handcrafted by one of America’s leading luxury manufacturers. The Bovey sofa, with its exaggerated rolled edges, generous folds and 
deep button tufting, is a decidedly American take on the classic English “Chesterfield.” Boasting a solid hardwood frame (constructed 
to order,) eight-way hand tied spring support, and cross braced decking, it is built to last generations. It is covered in a rich, mahogany 
colored, aniline dyed leather that was developed to mimic a “lovingly worn bomber jacket”- the scuffs and creases are intentional 
elements of its design. The seat cushions are a luxurious down blanket wrapped around a solid core- perfect for long-periods of 
reading, TV watching and napping! Upgraded decorative nailhead trim at the deck base and along the tuxedo arm fronts. Measures 
85” by 40” deep and 32” high. Original factory card detailing construction, care and the signatures of the employees that built it! 
Note the details, experience the comfort of scale and construction, and you’ll immediately understand why Hancock & Moore is 
considered the “best luxury sofa made in America.” - Local pick up only

241

4 New Old Stock Zippo Camel Lighters in Original Tin Boxes and Outside Cigarette Pack Style Sleeves - All New In Box never used with 
original seals unbroken to lighters Includes Joe Camel Moon and Motorcycle, Joe Camel Tux and cigs, Smokin' Joe's Racing with 
checkered flag #23 in satin purple (1997 Sports Marketing Enterprises on sleeve), and  mirror finish with Camel Sunset, - hard to find 
in such mint condition! - local pick up or in house shipping available

242 Persian Bokhara 100% Wool Pile Rug - 60" X 37 1/2" {local pick up or in house shipping available}

243 2 Vintage Furs - red fox vest (46" bust x 29" long) & mink coat (40" bust, 29" long, 23" long sleeve from seam) both in very good 
condition with lots of life left - Local pick up or in house shipping available

244

27 Pokemon Promos, Secret Rare and Related Trading Cards - Black Star Promo Mew 8, Mewtwo 12, and Sabrina's Abra 19 non- 
holos, Moltres SM143, Articuno SM144, Zapdos SM145, Vikavolt SM208, Mismagius SM222, and Terrakion SM223, Full Art Holo 
Metagross XY34, Flygon EX XY61, and Pikachu Ex KY174, Ultra holo Suicine. HgSS21 and non-holo Bisharp 20/39 missing type symbol, 
McDonald Pixel Holo Audino 12/12, Axew 12/12, Emolga 6/12. and Magmar 3/12, Secret Rare gold foil Reshiram 114/113, and Shiny 
Holo Krookodile127/124, Pokemon Mewtwo Strikes Back Movie Cards (2 -#2, 2 -#2 and2 - #6 Plus TV Animation Edition EP10 
Bulbasaur and the Hidden Village - local pick up or in house shipping available

245 23" Silver Aluminum Crinkle Pom Pom Christmas Tree - Complete with 23 branches (all present), as is foil on pole, brand unknown - 
local pick up or in house shipping available

246
Eight Day E. N. Welch Cathedral Top Shelf Regulator Clock W/ Alarm & Shelf - circa 1864, gongs on the hour,  18 3/4 tall, 10 1/2" wide, 
4" deep, painted dial, center alarm set, key wind with key working, reverse painted Civil War door glass, mahogany veneer case. {local 
pickup or in house shipping available}

247
Mostly Men's Jewelry Lot incl. Gold Pins - two 10k gold pins (25 years General Motors Assembly Division & Women's Society Christian 
Service), 14k gold (cherub pin & 25 year service), cufflinks, watches (untested, as is), & more  - Local pick up or in house shipping 
available
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248

3 Albums of Walt Disney, Movie and Hollywood Legend Trading Cards - 28 misc Beauty and the Beast 1992 Pro Set, Little Mermaid 
(promo, 1-21, 25, 29,34, 37-41, 43, 44, 46-51, 53-89, Ursula sticker, stand ups 1, 3, 6-10,12, 14 and 15, you color 1-6, 8-14),  Walt 
Disney Favorite Stories/ Family Portraits and World Tour set of 210 (missing #101), Album of Movie cards with 1996 The 
Phantom (missing 14, 20, 26, 42, 48, 63, 64, 69, 71, 78, 85, 87, 88), 43 misc  The Rocketeers incl 9 stickers, 74 Jurassic Park, and 
complete 100 Base set The Mask 1994,Hollywood and Movie Star album with  Marilyn Monroe Sports Time 1993 (84 of100) and 1995 
(51 of 100), American Bandstand (1-30, 42-100), Hollywood stars 1991 Starline trivia cards 132 of 250 (?) And 18 of 66 Elvis 1978 
Boxcar Cards - local pick up or in house shipping available

249 Shine Electric Color Wheel with Bulb - Local pick up or in house shipping available

250 60 Higher Grade AU to UNC Mercury Dimes 1935-1945 - great condition, all better grades see photos (grading written on cards is 
opinion of collector, sold as is) - local pick up or in house shipping avaialble

251
10" Vintage Blown Glass Net Float with Original Rope Netting and 5 -2" to 3" floats - netting around large float has some breaks but 
solid, great aged nautical look, and small weight made of aqua glass - local pick up only OR buyer arranges ALL packing and shipping 
through third party

252

Approx. 20 Pcs. Vintage Chintz China with Black Background - incl. 7 pcs. of Royal Winton Nantwich (square tray, cream, sugar, has 
rim chip, & 4 pc. set of egg shape salt & peppers with covered mustard on clover tray), Rosina cup & saucer, Peony rectangular tray, 
pair of Orient salt & pepper, 4 pcs. of Peking (sugar, pie spatula, round & rectangular dishes), Oriental Fantasy 2.5" tall covered dish & 
more (all have some minor mild crazing but no cracks or chips unless noted) - Local pick up or in house shipping available

253

Approx 80 Rare Holo, Reverse Holo and Non-Holo Pokemon Trading Cards - Lightly Played to Near Mint 1999 Holo Rare Aerodactyl 1
/62,  Articuno 2/62, Gengar 5/62, Hitmonlee 7/62, 2 Lapras 10/62, Pikachu 12/62, Kangaskhan 5/64,Nidoqueen 7/64, Snorlax 11/64, 
Vileplume 15/64, Chansey 3/102,Hitmonchan 7/102,  Machamp 8/102, Mewtwo 10/102, 2000 Dark Weezing 14/84 holo, 2011 
Braviery 88/98, 2012 Meganium 8/214, Full Art M Rayquanza EX 8/108, Mewtwo EX 62/162, and Lycanroc GX 74/145, Vespiquen 11
/98, Reverse Holo Crustle 11/236, Moderately Played (some creasing, minimal scratches) holos with Dark Gyardos 8/82, Nidoking 11
/102. Ninetales 12/102, Espeon 81/90. Muk 13/62, Crobat 56/149, Chandelure 30/236, 2 Machamp 8/102, Victini 10/105, Reverse 
Holo Unfezant 86/114, Magnezone 60/236, Swanna 37/114, Full Art M Rayquanza EX 76/108, Gallade EX  34/108, Reshiram 113/114, 
Porygon-Z GX Black Star Promo SM216 and 36 Non-Holo rare cards - see photos for details - I have tried to note issues, but all are sold 
as is, see pictures for details or ask for specific details - local pick up or in house shipping available

254
54" Aluminum Silver Pompom Christmas Tree by Consolidated Novelty (NY/NJ) - Complete with 57 branches (all present), silver 
painted pole and as is original box - local pick up or in house shipping (with additional $10 handling charge above actual shipping 
costs) available

255
Approx. 50 Vintage Hand Blown Glass Christmas Ornaments incl. Mercury Glass - incl. 2 lamps & teapot, reflectors, mica, pinecones, 
hand painted, tree topper, & more (none are broken, the finish is in various states of vintage condition) - Local pick up or in house 
shipping available

256
Tray Lot of Compacts, Sterling Salts, Cuticle Sets, Brushes and More - pr of sterling silver Viking Ship salts with crystal inserts and one 
spoon, brushes with sterling accents, folding combs, compacts, silver mount weighted lighter and more - local pick up or  in house 
shipping available

257
Large Lot of Hummels incl. Musical Snow Globes & Collector's Clubs Figurines - 7 snow globes with working music boxes, Member's 
Club For Keeps, From Me to You, Nature's Gifts, Forever Yours, What's That 4, 1990 angel ornament, Puppet Princess, Pony Express, 
& more (most with boxes, all in good condition) - Local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging and shipping

258 1995 GIA Manuals - complete Diamonds manual sections 1-22 & Diamond grading sections 5-22 plus Famous Diamonds hardcover 
book 2nd ed. by Ian Balfour - Local pick up or in house shipping available

259
Sterling Silver Jewelry Some New with Tags - incl. Giani Bernini 24k gold over sterling earrings, B. Brilliant cubic zirconia earrings & 
cross necklace, Macy's bracelet, heart and crystal pendant, rings, bracelets, & more - contents only, local pick up or in house shipping 
available

260 12 Vintage Pocket Knives - Camillus "The American Wildlife Series", Schrade, & Remington Mini-Trapper in boxes, Schrade Uncle 
Henry with leather sheath, Case, Solingen, Dakota, Imperial, Kent, & Camillus - Local pick or in house shipping available

261 VIntage Daisy Red Ryder BB Gun - Model 1838B BB Cal [45 mm] shot lever action Air Gun... Careful, "You'll shoot your eye out, kid!" - 
local pick up or in house shipping available

262 2 Sterling Silver Gemstone Necklaces - amethyst faceted beads with amethyst pendant & contemporary amethyst, citrine, & peridot 
pendant on snake chain - Local pick up or in house shipping available

263

Antique 'Zulu' Breech Loading Shotgun -  This is a very hard to find Snider Breech-load Conversion 'Zulu' 12 ga. Shotgun. These type 
guns were originally French military percussion muzzle loading rifle-muskets that were then converted in Belgium with the Snider 
Breech system, bore reamed to smoothbore, half stocked and sold as surplus in the African trade mainly to East African natives to 
harass the British. Years later, some entrepreneurial Belgians bought up all those old breech loading muskets and converted them to 
shotguns for the American market. Settlers heading out west needed a gun to get food more than defending against Indians, and lots 
of them were bought up by these pioneers. "The history of the Zulu Shotgun goes back to the end of the muzzle loading era. With the 
civil war ushering in the era of the breech loading metallic cartridge firearm and with large stocks of muzzle loading weapons on 
hand, countries needed a way to convert these weapons to a breech loading weapon. One of the first methods was the Snider or 
Tabatiere conversion. By the late 1870's large quantities of French converted rifle were on the surplus market with no buyers. A 
decision was made to convert them to an inexpensive shotgun. This was accomplished by reaming out the rifling in the barrels to 
make them smooth bore, scrubbing all the original marks off the rifles and then proof them with Belgium proof marks, cut down the 
stocks to a sporter configuration and removing the rifle sights and installing a front sight bead."

264 Floor Lamp White Tulip Base and Green PVC. Design by Miguel Milá For Tramo Retro Space Age 60's. - MCM Green PVC Shade and 
slide clip on chrome pole.  {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}
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265
10 PCGS PR69DCam PCGS Silver State Quarters (All 5 2000-S & 2004-S), Most Flag Sereies Reverse Case - slabbed and graded 2000-S 
Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, S. Carolina and Virginia,  and 2004-S Florida, Iowa, Michigan, Texas, Wisconsin, (all are 
state flag series except Florida)local pick up or in house shipping available

266 2 Wood Occasional Tables - 1 - Mahogany Pie Crust Tea Table Raised On Ball & Claw Feet, 1 - Leather Top Kidney Shaped Low Side 
Table raised on Quadpod base. Both one money.  {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}

267
70" Aluminum Silver Christmas Tree - By Holiday Industries, Inc (VA), complete tree with 55 branches (all present), foil on pole as is, 
comes with aqua glass ornaments, no box - local pick up or in house shipping (with additional $10 handling charge above actual 
shipping costs) available

268 Lot Of Sterling Silver Jewelry - 1 - Web Sterling baby rattle, 4 - sterling rings, 2 - chains with pendants, 2 - brooches, 1 fish link 
bracelet, 3 - pendants, and 5 cuff / bangle bracelets. all one money. 6.065 ozt total. {local pick up or in house shipping available}

269
3 Vintage Wood Planes - 1 - Stanley Bed Rock #605 Type B Pat 1895 Corrugated Base (wood handle as is). 1 - Vintage DEFIANCE By 
STANLEY Plane C32 Block Plane 6.5” 2 Tone Blue Wood Plane,  1 - unmarked Mini wood plane 4 3/4"  all one money. {local pickup or 
in house shipping available}

270 Replica Louis Vuitton Hand Bag with Dust Bag - never used, 20" wide x 12" tall - Local pick up or in house shipping available

271 2 Vintage Sterling Silver Necklaces - Italian Cleopatra fringed collar necklace & large amber pendant necklace- Local pick up or in 
house shipping available

272 Collection Of 24 Antique Wood & Glass Sock Darner Egg Darning Tool Primitive Sewing - in hand made split ash basket,  SEE PHOTOS 
{local pickup or in house shipping available}

273
Large Case Lot Of Collectibles -  Including;  1 - Interlox Master Slide Rule No. 106, 72inch, Club patches see photos,  cedar box of club, 
political ect buttons,  portable hanging herb scales, wood card case, Star finder 2102-D Weems & Plath, Chevalier Paris binoculars 
with case, Proebster Draftsman compass set & T Alteneders & sons beam compass set, both with hard case, 

274

6 Ancient Roman Coins Incl 260 AD Gallienus Antoninius Bronze Billon - Gallienus Antoninanus bronze billon (Antioch (Antakya, 
Turkey) mint, 262 - 264 A.D. - obverse GALLIENVS P F AVG, radiate, draped, and cuirassed bust right, reverse AEQVITAS AVG (equity 
of the emperor) Aequitas standing slightly left, head left, scales in right hand, cornucopia in left hand - Gobl 1610b RIC (V-I) 626 and 5 
others - see photos, maybe you know who they are!!! - local pick up or in house shipping available

275 Case Lot Of Harley Davidson Patches & Related Collectibles - Including Harley Davidson & Club  Patches and Pins, Suspenders, Eagle 
Belt Buckle see photos, {local pickup or in house shipping available}

276

Lot Of Collectible Pen And Pocket Lighters {Mickey Mouse Zippo} - Including 2 - Colibri La Grand Pen & Pencil Sets with box and 
paper,  Pierre Cardin Blue Marble & Chrome Pen & Pencil Set with Box, 1- Bill Blass Ultra Blue & Chrome Pen in  box, 1 - Porsche 
Design Metal Gray Pen in wood box, 1 - Gold Point Clasic Black & Chrome pen no box, Parker "TWO ALL BEEF PATTIES SPECIAL SAUCE 
LETTuCE CHEESE PICKLES ONIONS ON A SESAME SEED BUN" McDonalds Big Mac advertising pen with box, Lighters;  Zippo XIV plain 
cover, Zippo HO2  Marlboro Horseshoe with box, Zippo G01 "worn" pic of Elvis,  Mickey Mouse Zippo Slim with box {no box cover 
needs new insert just send it to Zippo} see photo, XTREME  Zippo C01 with plastic display case, 1 - Ronson Varaflame Comet SI with 
display box,  inscribed "J.E.D. 668", 1 - Vintage RARE Colibri Japan Lighter Ultra Slim Maroon Gold 3"x3/8"x3/8, 1 - Colibri Clip Lighter 
box only,  1 - Survival Life lighter, American Embassy Moscow USSR Bowers Storm Master ligher and hinged box with flints& oneshot 
fluid fuel, 1 - Elgin American Mother of Pearl and goldtone, 1 - Eagle lighter, 1 - Ace/King click lighter, Ronson green leather  lighter. 
all one money. {local pickup or in house shipping available}

277

18 High Graded Clad State Quarters plus 1999, 2000 and 20001 P and D Ungraded Sets - NGC PF 69 Ultra Cameo 2000-S Maryland and 
Mississippi, 2001-S Rhode Island and Kentucky, MS66 W PL 2000-P New Hampshire and  2001-P North Carolina, 2005-P Satin Mint 
Strike MS 69 NGC Minnesota and Oregon, PCGS Satin Finish Case MS68SF 2005-P California and 2005-D Oregon and Minnesota, 7 
PCGS MS67 (2000-P Maryland, 2000-D  South Carolina, 2001-P Vermont and New York (both state flag case reverse), 2001-D Rhode 
Island, 2002-D Mississippi and Indiana) plus ungraded 5 coin yearly sets for Pennsylvania and Denver Mints (1999, 2000 and 2001) 
- local pick up or in house shipping available

278

Lot Of Military World War Collectibles - Wool Army Green Jacket Bake a Lite Buttons & Pants, 2 hats and a rain cover, Book The Army 
Historical Foundation Beaux Arts Editions 2001, Lot of Russian Patches, pinnies, medal and badges, 2 - Selective Service Medals, 
collection of USA patches, 2 American Leagion hats with Pins,  Vintage Dietzgen Brass Optical Surveying Hand Level Scope with 
Leather Sheath / Case,  13 3/4" tall Trench Art Mortar Shell Vase inscribed " To The Professional LTC George E Strickland From The 
Noncommissioned Officers Of The 313th Radio Research BN. Feburary 1968 - August 1968" and more. SEE PHOTOS {local pickup or in 
house shipping available}

279

Case Lot Of Collectible Sheath And Pocket Knives - Including 1 - Winchester 4660614A with nylon sheath, Frost Cutlery with nylon 
sheath, Case XX   316-5 SSP with leather sheath,  Concord Original Bowie Knife with leather sheath, Chipaway Cutlery sevival knife 
with leather sheath, 7 Victorinox multi use pocket knives, Puma Master 230 470 folding knife, 2-EDC 5N1  7Cr17MoV folding knife, 
Buck 186T folding knife, Olympus multi folding knife, Schrade +187 folding knife, Old Timer 19401 folding knife, Normark Pocket 
Swede folding knife, Sheffield 3 blade folding knife, Berlin pocket knife, Case mini 2 blade folding knife, 2-1964 Ford Mustang 100 
years United folding knife one in original tin, , Buck 309+ 2 blade folding knife, and more All one money.  {local pickup or in house 
shipping available}

280
Sterling Silver Jewelry Lot - incl. Beau flower pin, Harry Iskin heart pin, art glass, marcasite, & heart gemstone pendants, gold filled 
black onyx pin and screw back earrings, garnet triple layer pin, rings, & more - we do our best to ensure the jewelry is in good 
condition but there is no guarantee, contents only - Local pick up or in house shipping available

281
2 - Persian Middle Eastern Hand Made Metal Lock Boxes. - 1 -Persian Middle Eastern Hand Made Hammered Copper Metal Round 
Spice Lock Box, 1 - Persian Middle Eastern Handmade Decorated Metal Lock Box With Mirror, lock & key. {local pickup or in house 
shipping available}

282 Pair of Wood Carved Elephant Lamps - with bone tusks, 28" tall - & more - Local pick or buyer arranges third party packaging and 
shipping
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283
Jewelry Lot incl. Sterling & Gold Filled - .800 silver peacock & black onyx filagree pins, sterling silver matching pendant necklace and 
screw back earrings, Three Graces carved cameo set in gold filled pin, red gemstone gold filled bracelet, Mediterranean Artists Co. 
necklace in orig. box, Iris glass necklace with sterling chain - contents only, Local pick up or in house shipping available

284
Lot Of Collectible Kitchen Treen Pestles, Bear Bottles, Balance Scales, and more - 4 - Vintage Snow Crest Beverages Glass Bottle Bear 
Coin Bank, 7 - Treen Turned wood pestles, 1 - hand carved wood Gnome nut cracker, 1 - turned wood  hookah mouth pc., 1 - hand 
turned wood cup and ball game, 1 -  Arabic Brass and iron balance table scales with weights. 

285
200+ Marvel & DC Comic Books - incl. Swamp Thing, Ghost Rider, Superboy, Spider-Man, Indestructible Hulk, Avenging Spider-Man, 
Harley Quinn, Thor, Guardians of the Galaxy, The Shadow, Arrow, Before Watchmen, & much more - Local pick up or in house 
shipping available

286
15 PR69 DCAM/ PF 69 Ultra Cameo State Quarter Sets of 1999-S, and 2005-S - ICG PR69 DCAM 199-S Connecticut, Delaware, Georgia, 
New Jersey and Pennsylvania, PCGS PR69DCAM and NGC PF 69 Ultra Cameo  2005 sets (California, Kansas, Minnesota, Oregon and 
West Virginia - local pick up or in house shipping available

287 Great Vintage Hadley Roma Locking & Rotating Watch Band Store Counter Display - includes new men's & ladies leather & 
expandable watch bands & 2 keys (display is all plastic) - Local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging and shipping

288
Approx. 45 Vintage Christmas Hand Blown Ornaments incl. Mercury Glass - incl. 2.5" Western Germany pastel with mica, 2" hand 
painted, 2" long balloon shape, reflectors with mica, & more (none are broken, the finish is in various states of vintage condition) - 
Local pick up or in house shipping available

289 Tray Sterling Silver Jewelry - incl. Giani Berini 24k gold over sterling necklace, matching beaded necklace & bracelet, B. Brilliant cubic 
zirconia pendants & earrings, heart locket necklace, rings, earrings, & more - contents only, local pick up or in house shipping available

290 Antique & Vintage Black & White Photos incl. Civil War Era Military - many cabinet & family black & white photos plus an antique civil 
war era photo album incl. military & ladies - Local pick up or in house shipping available

291

Approx. 50 Vintage Record Albums - incl. Phil Collins, Ella Fitzgerald, Tom Lehrer, The Steve Miller Band, Sidney Poitier, Led Zepplin, 
Styx, Santana, Iron Maiden, Elton John, Ceschi, Jimmy Buffett, Nellie, Fats Domino, John Hiatt, The Village People, Sneaker, Grease 
soundtrack, Beatles, & more (condition is vintage with normal signs of age and use) - Local pick up or Media Mail in house shipping 
available

292 Sterling Silver & Mexican Green stone Unmarked Taxco Necklace - size 14", weight 1.965 ozt. {local pick up or in house shipping 
available}

293 Lot Of World War Patches Medals Badges Uniform Ect. - 2 - US Wool green blankets one covered with military patches, Medals, 
badges, and insignia.   see photo,   {local pickup or in house shipping available}

294

Lot Of Wrist Watches Some In Original Boxes - Including;  1 -Seiko Automatic 21 Jewels 7S26-02F0 Date Day with Box and Tag,  1 
-  Bulova Maritime Star C8331052 Date Day with box needs battery, 1 -  Vintage Seiko 7009-3201 Automatic 17 jewels Men's Wrist 
Watch, 1 - Logo art "Phillies" wrist watch with tin needs battery,   1 - Jules Jurgensen Quartua 7286 leather strap needs battery, 1 - 
Pulsar day date V733-7A40 needs battery, 1 - Carrage by Timex needs battery, 1 - Milan SR626sw needs battery, 1 - Carvelle by 
Bulova date day needs battery, Timex Expedition Indiglo CR20116 needs battery,  1 - Bulova date presentation G.E.C. 25 years 
Howmet Corp. need battery,  1- Nine West NW/1282 needs battery, 1 - Skagen 384XSBB1 needs battery, ABC Century Award needs 
battery, just boxes Anne Kline II, Geoffrey Beene, And Citizen Eco-Drive, all one money  with V  {local pickup or in house shipping 
available}

295 Sterling Silver Jewelry Lot - incl. angel pin by Pearl Shorty, Peruzzi calla lily, double sided Peruvian Inca Chief & calendar necklace, 
sword with scabbard, earrings, clover gold club pin, locket, & more - contents only, local pick up or in house shipping available

296 Large Lot of Cast Iron Cookware - incl. 4 corn roasters, Lodge 10" & 5", 10" #8 3-section heat ring, & 8" eight section, 8" Griswold, & 
11.25" skillet pans, 12.5" Utopia skillet new in box, & 5 trivets incl. electric warmer with tile - Local pick ONLY

297 4 Whimsical Paintings by Florida Artist Su Daitch - two 20" square "Flower Child" & "How Deep" & two 16" square "I'm Your Little 
Carrot Top" & "Put a Lid on It" - local pick up or in house shipping available

298
14k White Gold Light Amethyst Pendant Necklace - 1 1/4" long pendant with 5 slanted rows of faint amethyst marked RGE 14k (RGE 
is a trademark of Rare Gems of Earth, NY, NY) on 17" twist rope necklace (3.9 dwt. both pcs. incl. diamonds) - Local pick up or in 
house shipping available

299

Lot Of 9 Framed And Unframed Nudes - Including;   1 - Un-Framed  Wladyslaw Pawelec Photography 24 1/2" X 18" poster, 1 - Un-
Framed Laurence Sackman 20" X 27 1/2" poster, 1 -  20" X 16" matted, Un-Signed and Un-Framed Pastel on Paper Recumbent Male 
Nude, 1 - Framed 10 1/4" X 11 1/8" Nude Caviar Ad, 1 - Framed 15" X 12 1/2"  male and female nudes, 1 - Armitage "Dog-on-it" Pin 
Up Girl Framed 15 1/2" X 12 1/8"  1 -  Framed Mandel Studio Nude Print 15 1/2" X 12",  
1 - Framed Nude 18 5/8" X 15 5/8"  1 - Framed Nude Photograph Print  29 5/8" X 23 3/8"    all one money    {local pick up or buyer 
arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}

300 Gustav Becker Vienna Wall Regulator Clock - 52" long, chimes on every 1/2 hour. Working with crank weight driven. (local pick up or 
buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping)

301 Unusual 14k Gold Pearl Hoop Pierced Earrings - 6mm pearl dangles between channel - 1" long (2.1 dwt. incl. pearls) - Local pick up or 
in house shipping available

302 Unghans Oak Case Wall Regulator Clock - every 1/4 hour chime. Working with key. (local pickup only OR buyer arranges ALL  packing 
and shipping through third party)

303 Persian 100% Wool Rug - 143" X 100 1/4"   Very Clean Used Carpet, Reds Blues, Cream & Pink  {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd 
party packing and shipping}

304 2 - 14K Gold & Cultured Pearl Necklaces - 1 - 14K Yellow gold clasp with 5 1.2mm pearls,16" long.  1 -  14K white gold clasp with 6mm 
pearls, 14" long. {local pickup or in house shipping available}
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305
2 Pcs. Women's Antique Clothing - Chinese Yun Jian embroidered silk ceremonial cloud collar, circa 1880 with tassels and mirror 
decoration (very good condition for age, some of the mirrors are broken) & Victorian Irish crochet coat (very good antique condition) 
- Local pick up or in house shipping available

306 Antique Oak Rocker - rich dark wood patina with leather  seat and turned spindle back, 35" tall x 23" wide - local pick up only

307 Tray of Sterling Silver & Gold Filled Jewelry - incl. marcasite necklace & bracelet suite, freshwater pearl beaded necklace, lots of rings, 
pins, watches (unknown if they work), & more - contents only, Local pick up or in house shipping available

308 Black Mink Coat with Fox Fur Collar - by Blackglama, beautiful condition with storage bag - 38" bust, 24" long, 38" waist, & 23" sleeve 
from seam - Local pick up or in house shipping available

309 200+ Marvel & DC Comic Books - incl. Micronauts, X-Men, Max Fury, Swamp Thing, Everybody Loves Tank Girl, Dial, X-Treme S-Men, 
Swamp Thing, The Defenders, Daredevil, Ghost Rider, Scarlet, Alpha Girl, & much more - Local pick up or in house shipping available

310 2 Pair of 10k White Gold & Diamond Stud Earrings - 10x13mm with black accent & 9mm square knot design both with diamonds (4.0 
dwt. both pair) - local pick up or in house shipping available

311
Large Lot of Watch Catalogs incl. Jaeger leCoultre, Chopard, Omega, & More - 1980's-2000's incl. Ferrari, Vacheron Constantin, Bell & 
Ross, Panerai, International Watch Co. Schaffhausen, Ulysse Nardin, Corum, Girard-Perregaux, & more - Local pick up or Media Mail 
in house shipping available

312 Lenox Angel Figurines in Orig. Boxes - 4 annual 2006, '08, '09, & '10, Pink Ribbon Breast Cancer Awareness, Heaven's Grace, plus Park 
Avenue Dreams (all in great condition) - Local pick up or in house shipping available

313 Collection of Vintage Stick Pins incl. 10k Gold - five 10k gold - pearl, flower with pearl, flower with diamond chip, glass flower with 
pearl, & rose gold with glass cameo plus carved scrimshaw - local pick up or in house shipping available

314
40+ Pcs. of Vintage Spaulding Ware Melmac Dinnerware - service for 6 + incl. dinner & bread plates, bowls, cups & saucers, salad 
bowl with tongs, & platter in great red and fall leaf design (some signs of age with fading and cut marks) - Local pick up or in house 
shipping available

315 Cute 20th Century Oil Painting of Terrier Dog Signed Shipley - canvas 9" tall (scratch painting near dogs chin) - Local pick up or in 
house shipping available

316 Art Deco 10k White Gold Filagree Bar Pin with Sapphire - 2.5" long (1.5 dwt. incl. sapphire) - local pick up or in house shipping 
available

317 Lot of Pyrex Nesting Bowls - clear bottom nesting bowls in primary colors (no red, yellow has chip on base), blue, & pinks (tiny nick on 
outside of orange bowl) plus 2 sets of 4 Duralex - Local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging and shipping

318 Vintage Christmas Decoration Lot - incl. 1995 Swarovski ornament in box, Kurt Adler Northwind Santa in as is box, Napco S1699 angel 
spaghetti planter, pr. of deer shakers, elves, plastic Nativity pcs. & more  - Local pick up or in house shipping available

319 14K Yellow Gold Diamond, Emerald & Black Onyx Ring - 1-diamond, 2 lab created emeralds, and 2 black onyx stones. size 13, total 
weight 5.2 dwt. {local pickup or in house shipping available}

320 Howard Miller Oak Wall Regulartor Clock - 24' tall, 14 3/4" wide, 7 1/4" deep, working with key, Westminster chime 1/4 hour, {local 
pickup or in house shipping available}

321

Vintage Men's Lot - Hat, Belt, Cufflinks, & Much More - incl. vintage wind breaker with race car related patches, 7 1/4 Fairmount 
homburg style hat in orig. box, kaleidoscope in orig. box, gloves, Tommy Hilfiger scarf with matching umbrella in orig. box, belt 
buckles, suit brushes, Imperial Farragut's pocket telescope with case, 15" Shine pipe in orig. box, & much more - Local pick up or in 
house shipping available

322 Gorgeous 14k Gold Diamond Tennis Bracelet - with $7,765 retail appraisal - 34 round diamonds estimated total 5.50 ct., 7.25" long, 
(10.3 dwt.) - Local pick up or in house shipping available

323 3 Working Novelty Phones - 2 Crosley candlestick dial & pay phone, & AT&T Mickey Mouse touch tone (appears to have been 
repainted white in places) - Local pick up or in house shipping available in very  boxlarge

324 2 Hand Bags & Coach Wristlet & Wallet - new Elise Hope faux leather handbag, gently used Georgetown Leather Design handbag
/shoulder bag, new coach white wallet & brown wristlet - Local pick up or in house shipping available

325 Art Deco 10k White Gold with Diamond Bar Pin - 2.1" long (1.4 dwt.)  - local pick up or in house shipping available

326

Collection Of Fraternal Organization Hats, Badges, Lapel Pins Boxes and More - 3 - Fez Hats 1 - Aladdin Motor Patrol, 1 - Aladdin 
Kentucky Colonel, 1 - Thea Golden Sphinx, 2 - Banners, Welcolm Nobles 1981 Inperial Council Session July 12-17 New Orleans, LA.  1 - 
Welcome Shriners July 2nd thru July 6th Atlanta 1985 Imperial Council Session, carved wood storage box Shriners, collar tips, patches, 
photos and more.   Boy Scout buttons, Red Cross Buttons, Texas Challenge Medals,  Running race medal, polish lawn blwling medal, 
Shriners past president badge, 1940 state high school Orchestra contest medal, Indianapolis moto and lots more. r speedway 
admission pin with paper card, Florida H. S. Association medal, The Embers New York Food And Music badge, Jubilee 1887 Medal, 
vintage German Patrona Bavadia Bayern Medal, Jr. Deputy Sheriffs Leage badge,  {local pickup or in house shipping available}

327

5 Ink and Colored Pencil/ Pastel Illustrations of Egyptian Gods by Neil Soto - black and white drawings with colorful god images rising 
from the page in matching 15 1/2" x 12 1/4" frames - Hawk head Amen Re with golden sun globe in hand, Falcon head Horus with 
sword and ankh with  lightning behind and pharaoh's crook and whip in the sand beside, Leopard head Bast petting her leopard pet in 
front of distant pyramid, Ibis head Toth with flaming staff and hieroglyph cartouche, and Isis with woman and kestral changing head 
standing between the living and the dead with step pyramid in background - each is signed Neil Soto '97 - local pick up or in house 
shipping available
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328 14K Yellow Gold & Diamond Ring - with10 round cut channel set diamonds, size 13, total weight 3.0 dwt. {local pickup or in house 
shipping available}

329 New with Tag Brahmin Leather Crossbody Bag - Jules toasted almond, 7" tall - Local pick up or in house shipping available

330
Approx. 45 Pcs. of English Staffordshire Yorkshire Ironstone Dinnerware - 13" oval platter, round veggie, 8 - 9 7/8" dinner plates, 
gravy with separate tray, creamer, cups & saucers (all in good condition) Local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging & 
shipping

331 10k Emerald Ring - 5mmx3mm pear shape emerald (shows some signs of wear) in white gold on yellow gold band, size: 6.5 (2.1 dwt. 
incl. stones) - Local pick up or in house shipping available

332 14 Pcs. Waterford Marquis Crystal - 5 full boxes - 9" vase & bowl, 4 ea. Brookside all purpose & iced stemmed glasses, & 4 double old 
fashioned - Local pick up or in house shipping available

333 15 Carved Wood Folkart Nautical Fishermen - hand carved and painted, 3"-12" - local pick up or in house shipping available

334
2 Child's 10k Gold Heart Pendant Necklaces, 14k Gold Ring, & Ladies 14k Gold Signet Ring - 13" w/ bubble heart & delicate 15" with 
embossed heart necklaces (1.0 dwt. both necklaces), antique child's pearl ring (0.5 dwt.), size: 5.5 & monogrammed ladies signet ring 
size: 8.5 (3.2 dwt.) - Local pick up or in house shipping available

335 Thomas Kinkade Pink Breast Cancer Awareness Figurines - all with boxes & coa's except 1 (all in great condition) - Local pick up or in 
house shipping available

336
Approx. 25 Pcs. of Contemporary Fiestaware - plum platter & 3 small bowls, flamingo 44 oz. teapot, large disc pitcher, plexiglass 
coffee pot thermos, & candlestick, sunflower juniper 6 pc. place setting & 64 oz. pedestal bowl, turquoise large disc pitcher, 44 oz. 
teapot, & round coffee mug, & more - Local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging & shipping

337 14k Gold Topaz Ring - 12"x10" cushion cut topaz with side flower accents, size: 7 (3.7 dwt. inc. stones) - Local pick up or in house 
shipping available

338
Approx. 11 pcs. Vintage Chintz China - incl. 5 pcs. Rosalynde by James Kent (7.5" teapot, 2 creamer, sugar, & 10" ruffled bowl), 11" 
rectangular Marion tray, Dorset gravy boat with under plate, James Kent Bilverdale cream & sugar, & more (all have some minor mild 
crazing but no cracks or chips unless noted) - Local pick up or in house shipping available

339
50 Vintage Record Albums - incl. Iron Butterfly, Moody Blues, Led Zeppelin, Crosby Still & Nash, The Beatles, Jefferson Starship, Jimi 
Hendrix, Alice Cooper, Aerosmith, 38 special, Elton John, Three Dog Night, Billy Joel, Rick James, Grandfunk, Chicago & more - Local 
pick or Media Mail in house shipping available

340 Sterling Silver Jewelry Lot - incl. gemstone bracelets, rings, & earrings plus dragon pin, - local pick up or in house shipping available

341

Star Trek Enterprise Model Kits, Klingon and Romulan Bird of Prey and More, Some Sets As Is - USS Enterprise models including 
complete amt Ertl #6676 Star Trek U.S.S.Enterprise Space Ship Model with parts sealed in original packs, Next Generation #6619 with 
lots of add on lights and Testors model glue and ST IV Voyage Home sets apparently complete with some parts in bags and  some 
partially assembled, partial USS Enterprise Bridge set (all above with full boxes), Wrath of Khan cut down box with aparently 
complete partial build up (lots of glue marks), unboxed bagged sets of Klingon fighter, Romulan Bird of pray and more - see photos, 
all sold as is - local pick up or in house shipping available

342 New with Tag Turquoise Brahmin Leather Crossbody Bag - 9" tall - Local pick up or in house shipping available

343 15 Sterling Silver Pendants - incl. quartz, carnelian, tiger eye, turquoise, polished stone, & more - local pick up or in house shipping 
available

344 A. Francesco Piranesi Romano 1780 Book Plate LXXIII-IV Engraving - sight 20 1/8" X 27 3/4", matted and unframed 27 1/4" X 35 1
/8".  folded book plate. {local pickup or in house shipping available}

345
Lakers Basket Ball Luke Walton Autographed Game Shoe & Bill & Luke Autographed Poster - un framed 27 X 18 LA Gear Past. Present. 
Future. signed by Both Bill Walton & Luke Walton, and Luke Walton's Left LA Gear Luke Catapult #4 Game Shoe signed by Luke, both 
one money. {local pickup or in house shipping available}

346 Beautiful Vintage Royalle Cultured Pearl Necklace in Orig. Box - hand knotted 5 1/2" mm pearls with 14k gold claps, 24" long - Local 
pick up or in house shipping available

347 2 Cast Iron 2 Part Doorstop/Bookends - Griffin and Mallard - Hand painted 14" long mallard and 10" antique 2 part griffin (may have 
been andiron ends?) -local pick up or in house shipping available

348
Estate Handbags, Wallets, & Wristlets - incl. gently used 14" wide Patricia Nash shoulder bag, Brahmin black leather shoulder 
handbag with dust bag (some signs of age in leather), Dooney & Bourke & Coach wristlets (both like new) - Local pick up or in house 
shipping available
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349

Upcycled Watch into Unique Scarab Amulet Bracelet, 14K White Gold Diamond & Scarab Amulet Bracelet -  size 6",  total weight 
without Scarab 8.1 dwt.  Inside this Amulet is the prayer used by the Egyptians over 3000 year ago from the "Book Of The Dead" Spell 
30b.  It says: “Oh my heart of [my] mother! Oh my heart of [my] mother! My heart of my different ages! Do not stand as a witness! 
Do not oppose me in the tribunal! Do not show your hostility against me before the Keeper of the Balance! For you are my ka which is 
in my body, the protector who causes my limbs to be healthy! Go forth (for yourself) to the good place to which we hasten! Do not 
cause our name to stink to the entourage who make men in heaps! What is good for us is good for the judge! May the heart stretch (i.
e. be happy) at the verdict! Do not speak lies in the presence of god! Behold You are distinguished, existing (as a justified one)! The 
scarab was an important symbol in Egyptian mythology in this amulet  the scarab signifies creation, transformation,renewal, coming 
into being, and everlasting life. the Diamonds represent The Sun, power,courage and truth. the white gold combines the sun and 
moon energies to attune you to nature, attracting honor, wealth, & happiness, alleviates tension & stress as well as amplifying 
positive feelings. come on in and try me on.    {local pick up or in house shipping available}

350

Flow Blue Earthenware - 17" x 14" Corinthian Flute Cauldon England Stoneware JR platter, 11 1/2" Allerton's Willow platter, 10" 
Villeroy & Boch turkey plate, Copeland Spode's Tower 9.5" bowl, 6" pitcher (spout chip), and sugar bowl (crazing, staining), 5 1/2" 
Copeland The Mayflower Plymouth Ware pitcher, 5" Buffalo Pottery 1911 Willow covered sugar, 9" Capitol at Washington DC No 8 Ye 
Old Historical Pottery Staffordshire plate with slight base hairline, and 10 " Battle at Bunker Hill plate - local pick up only OR buyer 
arranges ALL packing and shipping

351
Paden City Ruby Red Crow's Feet Glassware - 16 luncheon plates, 9 cream soups and 7 bread plates/ liners, 7 cups and 11 saucers, 
side handled serving bowl and tray, flared edge bowl, center handle sandwich tray, oval bowl and platter and clear compote - local 
pick up only OR buyer arranges ALL packing and shipping through third party

352 Vintage Justin Wilson Senior Sterling Silver & Turquoise Cluster Necklace - 17" long with sterling, turquoise nugget, & shell beads with 
1.5" petit point turquoise pendant - local pick up or in house shipping available

353

Charlotte Flo Singer -Johnson Acrylic on Canvas 20' x 28" Abstract - brilliant form and color, a mix between Georgia O'keefe's Poppies 
and Peter Max pop art, in artist's original  thin slat board framing - born in Germany and active in Sarasota Charlotte "Flo" Singer-
Johnson, (1923-2012) was born in Munich, Germany, and studied at the Academy of Fine Arts there. She immigrated to the US in 
1950. a published author and artist, Flo Singer also known as  Florence Singer Johnson is known for her vivid color abstract, cat and 
animal art. The Sarasota artist won several show exhibit competitions and works in watercolors, acrylics, graphics and book 
illustrations - local pick up or in house shipping with additional boxing charges

354
11 Pcs. Mostly Waterford Crystal - Waterford salad set (box as is), set of 4 Marquis 5.75" beverage glasses in box, 5" bowl, ring 
holder, red Marquis 9.75" & 9.25" vases, & 2 Orrefors vase & votive candle (scratch on vase interior) (all in good condition except 
where noted) - Local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging and shipping

355 14k White Gold Ring with Cubic Zirconia in Orig. Box - designed after The Vanderbilt Jewel, size: 7 (1.7 dwt ) - Local pick up or in house 
shipping available

356
Approx. 15 Pcs. Vintage Chintz China - incl. Rosina cup & saucer, Somerset 5.75" wide tray, 7" Pelham plate, Du Barry tab handle 
square tray & round dish, 9" German tray, 2 Longton square nut dishes, 3" handled dish, James Sadler Sophie individual teapot, & 
more (all have some minor mild crazing but no cracks or chips unless noted) - Local pick up or in house shipping available

357 Approx. 40 Vintage Hand Blown Glass Christmas Ornaments - incl. mercury, reflectors, pinecones, stars, pointy, hand painted and 
glitter (none are broken, the finish is in various states of vintage condition) - Local pick up or in house shipping available

358 Case Lot of Sterling Silver - incl. golf club, heart, & bangle bracelets, cat & charm bracelets, lockets, earrings, & more - contents only, 
local pick up or in house shipping available

359
5 Vintage Funko Pop Vinyl Figurines in Original Packs - Pop! Daredevil 120, Pop! Movies Back to the Future Marty McFly 49 and Dr 
Emmett Brown, Pop! Television  Power Ranger Pumpkin Rapper 663 and Jeopardy Alex Trebek 776 - local pick up or in house shipping 
available

360 Oil On Canvas Of Two Rabbis Signed Eligible - 16" X 20" unframed, 24" X 28 3/8" framed.   {local pickup or in house shipping available}

361 2 Pair of 10k White Gold Diamond Stud Earrings - 12mm hexagon shape & 9mm square knot design both with diamonds (3.5 dwt. 
both pair) - local pick up or in house shipping available

362 1800s Gold Plated Embossed Handle Walking Stick - detail floral design handle, wood shaft, & metal tip - 34" long - Local pick up or in 
house shipping available

363
Member's Mark Hand Painted Victorian Village Lighted Christmas Houses in orig. Box - includes church, home, toy shop, restaurant, 
skating rink, bridge, horse & carriage, people, trees, lamps, etc. (house has broken finial on roof, box as is)- Local pick up or in house 
shipping available

364 Ruby & Diamond Pendant 14k Gold Necklace - 1" pendant with 4x2mm marquise rubies and diamond accents on 16" chain (1.8 dwt. 
incl. rubies) - local pick up or in house shipping available

365
2 Oil on Canvas Parisian Street Scene Painting signed Burnett - 22 1/2' x 28" framed light impasto/ impressionist painting of The 
Cathedral of Notre Dame signed W Burnett lower left and matching 28" x 22 1/2" framed painting of Le Moulon Rouge signed Burnett 
lower right, both double matted under glass - local pick up only or buyer arranges all packing and shipping through third party

366

8 Victorian Village Lighted Christmas Houses - 7 Santa's Workbench (The Chocolate Truffle, Ski Mountain, Spinning Top Toy Shoppe, 
The Padded Paw Veterinary, Licorice & Lollipop's Confectionary, Dancing Sugar Plums, & Potion & Pill Apothecary) plus & 1 Village 
Square City Hall (all appear to be in great condition, with a light bulb cord in each) - Local pick up or buyer arranges third party 
packaging and shipping

367 Vintage 10k Gold Emerald Ring - round bezel set emerald in concentric design, size: 4.5 (1.1 dwt. incl. emerald) - Local pick up or in 
house shipping available

368 2 Shelves of Blue Willow - incl. teapots, coffee pots, cruets, butter, salts & peppers, cups & saucers, mugs, cream & sugar, covered 
dish, & more - Local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging and shipping
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369
Thomas Kincade Ladies & Bradford Exchange Angels in Orig. Boxes with Coa's - 3 Bradford Exchange angels, 4 Thomas Kinkade 
Hamilton Collection Mother & Child figurines, & 4 Thomas Kinkade Passion for Red lady figurines (all in great condition) - Local pick up 
or in house shipping available

370 14k Gold Opal & Amethyst Ring - 6mmx8mm oval opal surround by amethyst set in 14k yellow gold, size: 8 3/4 (2.3 dwt. incl. stones) - 
Local pick up or in house shipping available

371 Collection of Glass Figural Christmas Ornaments - incl. UF Gators, alligator, pickle, cardinal, flamingo, Ninja Turtle, Corpse Bride, & 
more - Local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging and shipping

372

Large Lot Vintage Pyrex - incl. avocado 1 qt. & 2 1/2 qt. cinderella round casseroles & oval 1 1/2 qt., 1 & 1.5 qt Autumn Floral 
cinderella round casseroles & Spring Blossom loaf pan, 1 qt. yellow & 1.5 qt.flameglo cinderella casseroles, red 7 oz. square & five 1 1
/2 cup refrigerator dishes, primary yellow 1 1/2 qt. cinderella, loaf, 2 1 1/2 qt. covered hostess (1 with lid), rectangular space saver, & 
#404 bowl, floral casserole, lime green rectangular, 2 pale yellow & emerald green round casseroles (good condition with some signs 
of age but no cracks or chips) - Local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging and shipping

373 14k Gold Amethyst Ring - 9mmx13mm rectangular amethyst set in 14k yellow gold, size: 7.5 (3.5 dwt. incl. amethyst) - Local pick up 
or in house shipping available

374
8 Pcs Asian Art Wood and Stone Carvings and Snuff Bottles - 2 -8" wood carved Chinese figures (light boxwood?), and 4" seated 
fisherman with open top hat accent and inlaid eyes and teeth, 3 soapstone vases with flower accents and 2 reverse painted snuff 
bottles - see photos for details, local pick up or in house shipping available

375
Approx. 50 Vintage Record Albums - incl. Jefferson Starship, ABBA, The Fantasticks, The Beatles, The Rolling Stones, The Kinks, Led 
Zeppelin, Willie Nelson, The Doors, Jim Croce, Johnny Cash, Peter, Paul, & Mary, David Bowie, The Epidemics, Van Halen, The Mama's 
and the Papa's, Hank Williams, Cream, & more  - Local pick up or Media Mail in house shipping available

376
Renaissance Revival Chain MMA 14k Yellow Gold Bracelet - 8" long (14.4 dwt.)  {MMA} Metropolitan Museum of Art, Designed after 
Reinhold Vasters 1827-1909 German Silversmith, This chain is seen on Vasters Pendant with a triton riding a unicorn-like sea creature 
1870- 1895, the oblong links look like a string of floats used in netting.  - local pick up or in house shipping available

377 Hand Carved And Painted Entrance Topper - 25" X 46 1/2" hand carved wood lotus buds and blossoms bejeweled with colored 
mirror. [Local pickup or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping]

378 Vintage Thompson Cast Iron Traveling Tractor Walking Lawn Sprinkler Hose Creeper -  local pick up or in house shipping available

379 Sterling Silver Jewerly Tray - many pendant necklaces incl. Bradford Exchange heart in orig. box, moonstone sun, gemstone cross & 
teardrop, quartz, & more plus earrings, military wings, etc. - contents only, Local pick up or in house shipping available

380 Gently Used Brahmin Leather Hand Bag - with dust bag (small stain on white leather from strap during storage) - Local pick up or in 
house shipping available

381 2 Chinese Ming Trees Stone & Glass - 1-  17 1/2" tall Glass peony flowers on curved branch in white pot, 1 -  12" tall Stone floral in 
stone vase. one money  {local pickup or in house shipping available}

382

2 Charlotte Flo Singer -Johnson Acrylic on Canvas Abstract Paintings - 16" x 201/2"  and 17" x 20" abstracts in vivid colors and grays, 
allowing faces, flower,s animal and bird forms to arise from the subconscious, both mounted in thin subdued framing - born in 
Germany and active in Sarasota Charlotte "Flo" Singer-Johnson, (1923-2012) was born in Munich, Germany, and studied at the 
Academy of Fine Arts there. She immigrated to the US in 1950. a published author and artist, Flo Singer aka Florence Singer Johnson 
is known for her vivid color abstract, cat and animal art. The Sarasota artist won several show exhibit competitions and works in 
watercolors, acrylics, graphics and book illustrations - local pick up or in house shipping with additional boxing charges

383 Franklin Mint Monopoly Collector's Edition Board Game - never opened - Local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging & 
shipping

384 Vera Bradley & Lily Pulitzer Beach Bags & Back Packs - new with tag Lily Pulitzer insulated cooler, Vera Bradley gently used paisley 
laptop backpack & black hand bag, & new Tutti Fruitti laptop backpack - Local pick up or in house shipping available

385

2 Copies Of Famous Portraits. Beatrice d’Este and George Boleyn - 1 - Framed Oil On Canvas Copy of a painting of an Italian 
noblewoman Beatrice d’Este made by the famous painter and sculptor Leonardo da Vinci who is considered to be one of the best 
artists of all time, 1 - Framed Oil On Canvas Copy  Portrait Of George Boleyn by Hans Holbein. {local pick up or in house shipping 
available}

386

2 Britains Boxed 8701 Color Party Sets and Larger Scale Field Cannon and Limber Model - 8701 Britains Middlesex Colour Party, Escort 
and Sentry Sets have never been opened (one set has 2 soldiers loose from stand) and come with the shipping box that originally held 
3 of them,  Cannon with Limber is a large great detailed reproduction wood kit with metal mounts and cannon (36" x 12" when 
together) - local pick up only, or buyer arranges all packing and shipping through third party

387

3 Aladdin Lunch Boxes with Thermoses - Superman 1978, Sesame Street 1979 and Heathcliff 1982 - Heathcliff lunch box near mint 
with minimal scuffs and small internal rust spots near hinge (Aladdin thermos missing lid, some damage to base),, Superman has 
noticeable wear, worn edge rim paint, side dent and inside rust spots but graphics are still clear and bright thermos intact but minor 
line wear to graphics, Sesame Street well used, with edge rim paint loss, some inside rust but strong graphics, thermos in very good 
condition - see photos for details, in house shipping available

388 2 - Framed Miniture Oil On Board Portraits - 1 - portrait of Baldassare Castiglione, and 1 - portrait of young woman copy of Piero del 
Pollaivolo, both wonderfully framed, {local pickup or in house shipping available

389 18" Three Tier Cast Iron Bonbon Tidbit Tray - Open Circular Banded galleys, raised on 3 scroll feet - local pick up or in house shipping 
available

390 Pair Of Hand Carved Wood Thai Dancer Panels - 35" X 13 3/4" with gold gilt and bejeweled with mirror dots [Local pickup or in house 
shipping available, ]
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391 Our Lady of Fatima Apparition Portuguese Ceramic Tile Wall Art - frame size: 24"x17" - Local pick up or buyer arranges third party 
packaging and shipping

392

75++ Vintage Crooner, Jazz, Classic Rock & Other Vinyl Record Albums - Includes 9 record sets of "The World's Most Beautiful Music" 
by The Festival Library, and Treasury of Great Operettas plus 16 albums on old combo album file, 7 Frank Sinatra, Tony Bennet, 2 
Sammy Davis Jr, 2 Ray Conniff, Nat King Cole Al Martino, 2 Jerry Vale, Honky Tonk, Lionel Hampton, Music of Spring, Peter Paul and 
Mary, Morton Gould, Guadalajara Brass, Hugo Winterhauler, The New Glenn Miller Band, Frankie Carle & Orchestra, The Longines 
Symphony Big Band Era themes, 6 Herb Alpert and the Tijuana Brass, Andre Previn, Julie Andrews, Hammond Organ Spectacular, 
Pattie Page, Roger Williams, Tommy Garret, Mexicali Brass, The First Family satire album, Ray Charles Singers, Great hits of the '60s, 
Variety Album, The Little Drummer Boy chorus album and more - local pick up and in house shipping available through media mail

393 73 Vintage Hotwheels, Matchbox, Zymec and Other 1/64 Die Cast Toy Cars and Vehicles - 24 Matchbox, 11 Hot Wheels, 10 Zylmex, 4 
Thuder Bird rocket cars, 6 Kidco, 5 Corgi Juniors and 12 more local pick up or in house shipping available

394
4 Porcleain & Ceramic Figurines - Royal Doulton Cobbler HN1706 & Pretty Lady, Royal Copenhagen Mermaid on the Rocks, & Arnart 
Creations of old man & wagon music box (working) (all in good condition) - Local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging and 
shipping

395

12 Mixed Date Buyer's Choice Christmas Carolers Figurines, Box Houses and More - Mixed years 1987-1999 with well dressed 
gentlman and lady, red dressed woman with basket and The Prince Second Edition 1999, red and plaid dressed couple, boy with 
wreath, 4 young kids with pets, wreaths and christmas trees, baby in stroller, 8 as is cats and dogs and 8 house backdrop storage 
boxes - local pick up only OR buyer arranges ALL packing and shipping through third party

396 2 Framed Staind And Leaded Glass Windows - 1 - 32" X 30" framed, purple, white & Blue stained glass, 1 - 30 3/4" X 31" 
framed  leaded Glass some beveled pcs. {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}

397

Collection of Asian and Egypt Miniature Art Objects - 1 1/2" bronze of Asian protector or demon sitting in flowing robe with incredible 
detail, 3" bronze censor pot, pr of 2 1/2" stainless steel longevity figures on base plinth (blanks for seal stamps?),  Egyptian Bronze of 
seated pharaoh and miniature middle east archaic form 3 light oil lamp with chained wick accessories - local pick up or inhouse 
shipping available

398 Playmates 1992 Star Trek USS Enterprise and 1993 Klingon Attack Cruiser with Boxes - both with Boxes, Batteries and Working sounds 
and light accents - local pick up or in house shipping available

399
Rail King Ready-To-Run New York Central 2-6-0 Steam Locomotive Set Complete With Box - "The Complete Solution " Train Set with 
Die Cast Steam Engine, MTH Flat car, TIMKEN Boxcar, NYC Wood Side Caboose each with die=cast trucks and operating couplers, 8 pc 
round track and 50 watt Z-500 Transformer - local pick up or in house shipping available (Large box, heavy)

400
Collection of Vintage Novelty Desk Items - incl. crystal set in metal holder with rabbit inkwell (chipped lid), hound dog with walnut 
and milk glass insert inkwell, milk glass inkwell with metal base and lid with embossed deer head and applied flower, pen tray with 
dog, & more - Local pick up or in house shipping available

401
E Stacey Impasto Painting on Board of Serene Veranda in Wide Gilt Wood Frame - Sunlight rests on the patio chairs facing a 
Tuscany style rolling landscape beyond a white fence in a wide pallet knife s brush stroke technique, boldly signed E Stacy lower right 
-  20" x 24" canvas in 30 x 34" simple gilt board frame - local pick up OR buyer arranges ALL packing and shipping through third party

402 Vintage Made in Western Germany Olympia Typewriter with Case - appears to be in great working condition - Local pick or buyer 
arranges third party packaging and shipping

403
23 PcsVaseline and Green Depression Radium Glass and more - Cameo Ballerina low compote and sherbet, 5 mixed pattern footed 
sherbets (Block Optic, Florentine, Rose Cameo, Dots and Ribbon) Horseshoe sherbet and saucer, Madrid pate, berry bowl, cup and 
saucer, pr candlesticks, EAPG Vaseline glass bottle shape novelty relish and clear Fostoria Co Heart paperweight and more

404 1829-1832 Leather Bound Accounting Ledger With Alphabetical Indexed Hand Written Entries - some water staining, brittle leather, 
great antique office cabinet/ man cave decoration - local pick up or in house shipping available

405

H Solenghi Oil on Canvas Country Landscape Painting - 35" x 29" framed fine oil on canvas landscape design, relaxed couple walking 
at the turn of a country road, dwarfed b the majestic rolling hills and trees with rising landscape behind in verdant colors and textures 
-  a lot of yellowing, needs a good cleaning - signed lower right, name plaque on frame - Local Pick Up Only OR Buyer Arranges 
ALL  Packing adn Shipping through Third Party

406 Royal Dux & Lladro Polar Bear Figurines - 10.5" tall x 14" wide Royal Dux & 5" Lladro #1208 with box (both in great condition) - Local 
pick up or in house shipping available

407
Lot Of 3 Antique Maps - framed 12" X 9 1/2", sight 11"  X 8 1/2",  "A New Map of Lincolnshire" 1764 Thomas Kitchin , 1 -  double sided 
unframed 17 3/4" X 14 1/2" Map of Knox County Maine on one side and City of Rockland (Knox County) on the other side. needs 
repair to tears. {local pickup or in house shipping available}

408 3 Large Delft Chargers - classic blue and white with great village scenes by Boch for Royal Sphinx, 15" (great condition) - Local pick up 
or buyer arranges third party packaging and shipping

409 Amethyst Color Art Glass Vase with Mythical Design Band - ground rim and pontil, 6" tall (great condition) - Local pick up or in house 
shipping available
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410

250+ Vintage Rock and Roll, Jazz, Crooner, Classical & Other 45 Vinyl Record Albums with Sleeves - 1950-60s cardboard and picture 
sleeve covers (The Best of The Ames in Hi-fi EAP-4320, Sydney Torch EC-81017. Perry Como EPA-642 and 47-8004 (paper sleeve), 
Dance Craze EAP 1-518, Lecuona Rhythms BEP.6214, Boston Pops WEPR 1 & 5,  Ballantine Beer Golden Harvest Sing Along ZTV 69742 
with lyrics sheet, Joe "Fingers" Carr Fireman's Ball part 2, Richard Hayman Singing Strings EP-1-3133, Harry Belafonte 45ep epa-559 
AND epa 559, 47-6830 (paper) and Jerry and the Harrmonicats 4-41816), 20 Capitol Records (4 Frank Sinatra, 5 Nat King Cole, 2 Dean 
Martin, Stan Frieberg, Les Baxter, Ray Anthony, Walter Schumann, Nelson Riddle, Kay Starr, The Four Preps, The Kingston Trio, and 
Peggy Lee), 20 London Records with 11 by Montavani and his Orchestra, 3 Frank Chacksfield, Edmund Ross, Frank Weir, Bob Sharples, 
The Lonnie Donegan Skiffle Group), 14 Decca ( 4 Al Hibbler incl Promo, Tommy Dorsey, Bert Kaempfert, Bing Crosby, Leroy Anderson, 
Gordon Jenkins, Domenico Modugno, Moross Ztoloff all with their Orchestras, Sammy Davis Jr and Toni Arden), 9 Red Vinyl (2 Tikva 
Records Malavasky Family Choir, 2 Ruth Wallis, Boston Pips & Chicago Symphony plus 3 in back folio albums) , 25 Columbia (Johnnie 
Mathis, The Four Lads, Paul Weston With Doris Day, Frankie Lane, Jo Stafford, 4 Tony Bennett w/ Percy Faith Orc and 1 w Ray Ellis, 
Benny Goodman, Rosemarie Cooney, other Percy Faith Orchestra, Morton Gould, etc), 21 RCA Victor (5 Perry Como, 3 Harry 
Belafonte, 3 Hugo Winterhauter & Orch., 2 Dinah Shore, Eddie Fisher, Hambone, Fats Waller, etc), 8 Mercury ( 4 Harmonicats, Sarah 
Vaughn, Richard Hayman, Billy Williams, Damita Jo), 4 M-G-M ( St Louis Blues, David Rose, Art Mooney, Anna Soundtrack), 5 Coral (2 
Pearl Bailey, 2 Eileen Barton, and Betty Madigan), 4 United Artists (Steve Lawrence, Don Costa2 Epic (2 Ferrante &Teicher, Ray 
Hamilton, De John Sisters), 2 ABC-Paramount (Steve Kaurence & Lloyd Price), 2 Kapp (Jack Jones & Kenny Ball) , King Promotional 
Arthur Prysock, Carlton Anita Bryant, Warwick Matt Monro, Plain sleeve mixed labels ( Clef, Dot, Commodore, Liberty, Tops, Robin 
Hood, Equity, Chic Cadence, Essex, Groove, Fraternity, De Luxe, Swan, GA Challenge, Jubilee and Elektra, Lots of Extra sleeves and 9 
storage album Sets of 45s - local pick up or in house shipping available

411 Crossman 760 Pumpmaster .177 cal, 4.5mm, BB Rifle with All-Pro Scope - Scope 4X32, coated optics, image moving, pumps and 
shoots.  {local pickup or in house shipping available}

412
Funko Pop Movies 886 Charlie Sheen Signed Vinyl Figure JSACOA - POP! Movies Series, signed 'Ricky "Wild Thing" #99' as his 
character Billy Wild Thing Vaughn from the Movie Major League in red pen with JSA sticker and Witnessed Protection COA attached - 
local pick up or in house shipping available

413 36" Tall Chinese Ceramic 3 Piece Handled Urn - 36" x 22" x 14" made in 3 pcs lid, center vase, & base[Local pickup or buyer arranges 
3rd party packing and shipping]

414 Vintage Fire King Ivory Swirl & Shell Pink Glass - pink glass 12" pedestal cake stand, Fire King ivory set of 4 mixing bowls, 12" platter, 4 
dinner plates, & 4 saucers (all in good vintage condition) - Local pick up or in house shipping available

415 Royal Doulton Lilac Time Lady Figurine - HN 2137 (great condition) - Local pick up or in house shipping available

416

Traditional Oil on Canvas Pastoral Farm Landscape with Cows and Chickens in Ornate Frame - Great technique, with naturalistic pose 
cows and chickens in foreground near at the edge of farm pond near an old farm gate leading to half hidden overgrown farm 
cottage,  farmer sitting in distance with grazing cows in the field and distant buildings and rising landscape behind - unsigned, approx 
24" x 26" canvas in wide and deep ornate 34 1/2" x 36" frame

417

Large Tray lot FULL of Celebrity Signed Photos and Sports Items - great collection, some with COAs, but many have "Opinion" COAs, 
so you be the judge - lot is sold as is with no guarantees - see photos for contents,includes JSA COA signed Chase Headley photo, 
Elizabeth Rohm signed photo with Metro Entertainment, Katherine Heigl Universal Authentic, and Eliza Dushku Simics Celebrity 
Signing COAs, 2 triple signed 2012 St Pete Grand Prix program magazines 9n silver pen, 5 famous golfer signed pics including Tommy 
Jacobs, Jerry Kelly, Azinger, Craig Parry and a program from 2002 Memorial Tournament, signed Dwight Stephenson football 
print, Dan Marino cap, signed photos and prints of Ted Williams and Mickey Mantle, Muhammad Ali, Hank Aaron, Willie Mays, 
Whitey Ford, several Sarah Michelle Gellar (Buffy), Andy Hallet, Motley Creu album plus collectible baseballs with Cal Ripken print 
collector in package, signed balls included faded team signed, and more! - local pick up or in house shipping available

418 Funko Pop #84 Signed "Stone Cold" Steve Austin Vinyl Figurine JSA COA - POP! Wrestling Series, signed in silver pen with JSA sticker 
and COA attached - local pick up or in house shipping available

419 Dale Tiffany Stained Glass Lamp - double light bulb with pull chains - 23" tall (great condition) - Local pick up or buyer arranges third 
party packaging and shipping 

420 11 Dept. 56 Jeweled Boxes with Boxes - Santa's, Krinkles holiday, Birthday cake, Wizard of Oz Witch, & more - - Local pick up or in 
house shipping available

421

1979 Walt Disney Magic Kingdom with 2 Thermoses, Indiana Jones with Thermos and Papers - Walt Disney Magic Kingdom/ 
Wonderful World Lunch Box shows only most minimal signs of use with Wonderful World Aladdin Thermos (1980 copyright) plus 
extra Walt Disney World Aladdin Thermo Bottle and Near Mint 1984 Indiana Jones and The Temple of Doom with Thermos and 
Papers (mild denting to right corner of top panel  - in house shipping available

422
Collection of Vintage Ethnic Textiles & Hats - incl 21.5"x46" handwoven rug, adult & child's Arabic shoes, two Iranian 70"x100" cotton 
sheets & two pcs. Iranian cotton fabric 33"x115" (all have some age stains), & 5 German hats (2 velour & 3 felt, some with pins) - 
Local pick up or in house shipping available

423

3 Charlotte Flo Singer -Johnson Watercolor and Pen and Ink Cat Paintings with Attitude and Cats by Flo Illustrated Book - watercolor 
blue cat resting below the covers signed Flo S J  in 14" x 16" frame, Watercolor layered cat and foot images signed Flo S  J '07 in 12"
x16" frame, black cat stretching signed Flo S J in 12" x 15" frame (all matted under glass) and 1997 Cats by Flo illustrated book by 
Pleiades Press Florida -  born in Germany and active in Sarasota Charlotte "Flo" Singer-Johnson, (1923-2012) was born in Munich, 
Germany, and studied at the Academy of Fine Arts there. She immigrated to the US in 1950. a published author and artist, Flo Singer 
aka Florence Singer Johnson is known for her vivid color abstract, cat and animal art. The Sarasota artist won several show exhibit 
competitions and works in watercolors, acrylics, graphics and book illustrations - local pick up or in house shipping with additional 
boxing charges

424
Tray of Vintage Jewelry - incl. mosaic pin & earrings, Art Deco rhinestone pendant necklace, crystal dangle necklace, glass dragon 
pendant beaded necklace, carved shell cameo & mother of pearl pins, Art Deco lucite pin, coal cameo earrings, - Local pick up or in 
house shipping available
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425

Brand New D'Angelibo Premier DC Grateful Dead Signature Guitar -
The D’Angelico Premier Grateful Dead DC is a collectable semi-hollow body guitar with sublime tone and killer Grateful Dead-inspired 
aesthetics. From the first note, you’ll delight in the bright, resonant tone and copious levels of sustain that are produced by its semi-
hollow maple body. You’ll also appreciate the feedback-free performance afforded by its solid center block. The Premier Grateful 
Dead DC is jam-packed with a diverse range of tones — from jazz-tinged cleans to high-gain distortion, this guitar can do it all. 
Exploring this semi-hollowbody’s fast-and-smooth 14”-radius fingerboard is a pleasure, while getting around its comfortable C-
shaped neck feels effortless. The Premier Grateful Dead DC is a real looker, thanks to its iconic red-white-and-blue Dead lightning bolt 
graphic, pearloid Block fingerboard inlays, 1-ply cream binding, Skyscraper truss rod cover, and Grateful Dead headstock logo. If you’
re hunting for a fun-to-play semi-hollowbody, Buy this D’Angelico’s Premier Grateful Dead DC. But be warned — you won’t want to 
put it down!  with soft body carrying case and orig. shipping box, never played - Local pick up or in house shipping available

426
Top of Cart Full of Singer Sewing Machine, Attachments, & Accessories - 1960's Singer model 403A slant needle with the power cord, 
foot peddle, bobbins, top hat fashion disks, accessories, manual, & orig. box - Local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging 
and shipping

427 Cobalt Cut to Clear Crystal Martini Glasses - 7", three layered design with top circle cuts, middle flame cut and bottome finecut band - 
local pick up or in house shipping available

428
Playmobile, Airplane, Jet, Airport Terminal and Accessory Sets - Useable partial play sets, perfect for parts and add ons - near 
compliete Aero Jet, Airport Terminal, passenger jet, luggage car set, plane steps and cargo car and more - see photos for actual pieces 
present, local pick up or in house shipping available

429
2 Tier Cart of EAPG Wine and Other Glasses, Duncan Sandwich, , Early Colored Glass,Etc - 24 mixed pattern small EAPG wine glasses, 
lots of sizes of compotes, pitchers, vases, etched shot glasses, Vaseline bicolor, green and amethyst glass goblets and vases, Duncan 
Sandwich dinner ware, and so much more - see various photos for contents and variety - Local Pick Up Only

430 6 Swarovski Minaitures with Boxes - field mouse, crab, pelican, poodle, fox, & anteater (all in good condition) - Local pick up or in 
house shipping available

431 Full Case Lot of Jewelry - incl. Style & Co. watch, vintage rhinestone pins, crystal bracelets, flower power pins, hand blown art glass 
pendants, shell & polished stone necklaces & bracelets, & more - contents only, local pick up or in house shipping available

432 10 Pipes - incl. Dr. Grabow, imported Briar's, & vintage plastic pipe holder - Local pick up or in house shipping available

433

Star Trek Vintage 1967 Type II Phaser and Communicator plus Com Badges, Possibly Original Prop - Phaser comes with lucite display 
box marked "Working Phaser II Star Trek 1967 Second Season" and has some wear, hot glue attachment points, seems to have clear 
point that will light up (looks like the end piece was original hot glued on and has come loose, ring twists on, missing red base light in 
the neck of the front - a well used, but great Trekkie collectible - and Communicator has the inset base piece screening and edges to 
flip top that seem to be consistent with an actual prop. Also included is a newspaper photo of the original collector with another 
Trekkie at convention examining what I believe to be the same communicator. Everything I can find out points to original props, as 
the collector was a BIG Trekkie fan with lots of autographs, was at untold number of Conventions and Star Trek Cruises. the fact they 
are so accurately constructed, but have no sounds like the replica toy models also imply that they were actual props as  opposed to 
copies. There are no makers stamps to the items that also imply a real prop - You be the Judge!. 3 heavy metal com badges and mini 
pewter Spock figure also included - local pick up and  in house shipping available

434

Charms Candy, Whitman Educational and Uncle Sam Play Money Collection - Near Mint boxed set of 1943 Whitman #3943 Toy 
Money with  silvered and gold cardboard coins (unpunched from original sheets) plus currency, back of box listing game possibilities 
to use money and teach kids about making change and costs, 1930s Charms Candy toy money with 38 president and famous 
Americans coins with monetary backs (most 5cent, a few 10 cent, a coupel 25c and one 50c) and 41 with Charms Candy info backs, 
loads of Uncle Sam coins divided by type and "Play Money of American Children" by Richard D Clothier - local pick up or in house 
shipping available

435 Very Full Case Lot of Jewelry - incl. necklaces, bracelets, earrings, & more - contents only, local pick up or in house shipping available

436

Tibetan/ Nepalese Wool Carpet, Matching Runner and More - 192" x 31" runner and 72" x 48" area rugs, runner had tag from Carpet 
Industry Pvt. LTD. kathmandu, Nepal, 100% Hand Spun Vigin Wool Pile on 100% Cotton Warp - muted colors with sawtooth borders, 
geometric tile border wirh zig zag panels or stylized birds and suns PLUS57" x 27" red, white and black braided yarn style accent rug 
(all in good condition, could use a deep cleaning) - local pick up or in house shipping available

436A

Album FULL of Canada Proof and MS Quality Coins 1968- 2004 (30 Dollars, 3 50c, 49 Quarters and More) - 30 dollars (annual 1968-
1987 with extra variant for 1982 and 1984 and 9 total 1977), 3 -1977 1978 50 cents half dollars, 49 Quarters (1968-1991, 12 1992 
each with different territory designs, 1993-1997 with satin champagne finish 1996, 1997 and extra 1995, 2002 and 2004 poppy), plus 
2 1922, 2 1923, 1924 , 1925 and 1926 small cents, 1953 SF XF and 1991 MS64 nickels - local pick up or in house shipping available

437 16 Fishing Reels incl. Vintage - incl. "The Citation" & Model 100 Century by Johnson, Ted Williams 440, 235, & IV, Abumatic, Zebco 
Legacy 22, Shakespeare, South Bend 78, Penn No. 85, & more - Local pick up or in house shipping available

438
Country Decor Painted Firkin, Stool, Painted Rooster Doorstop - 8" tall firkin with rooster and flower paintings, Cushman Colonial 
Creation Bennington VT  4 footed stool and hand painted 12" cast iron rooster doorstop  - Local pick up only OR buyer arranges ALL 
packing and shipping through third party

439 3 Vintage Art Glass Vases - 5.5" tall art glass 2 handled swirl vase with gold fleck, 6" Consolidated Martele tri-color owl with orig. 
label, & 10" tall Kosta Boda crystal vase with cobalt blue accent (tiny chip on inside lip) - Local pick up or in house shipping available

440

Lot Of 15 Working Used Watches - Including; 1 - Naviforce Professional Waterproof NF9024M with box and papers, needs pins and 
connectors for band, 2 -  Panerai  Automatic Luminor Marina 1 yellow 1 black some corrosion on backs, 1 - Breitling Chrono-
matic  with some corrosion on back, 2 - Breitling for Bentley, 1-Breitling Montbrfilant Chronometre, 1 - Bulova Marine Star, 1 - 
Luminor Pnerai Automatic, 1 - U-Boat Italo Fontana, Caravelle waterproof , 1 - Seiko Chronograph 100m, 1 - Fossel ES3766, 1 - 
Silvana Automatic 5ATU, alot of these are Copies of very expensive watches. All sold with no guarantee. {local pickup or in house 
shipping available}
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441 1966 Corvette Owner's Guide Manual with Other Related Paperwork - owner protection plan, AM-FM radio instructions, title 
documents, etc. - Local pick up or in house shipping available

442 5.75" Pottery Ugly Jug - signed Carl on base with incised stamp - Local pick up or in house shipping available

443 Silver Plate Condiment Set & Trinket Boxes - boat shape tray with covered jam, salt shaker & glass lined open dish, Royal Bayreuth 
porcelain box with Greek Key design, hinged box with Native American design - Local pick up or in house shipping available

444 Full Tray of Ethnic Style Jewelry - incl. bone, seed bead, & wood jewelry - we do our best to ensure the jewelry is in good condition 
but there is no guarantee, contents only - Local pick up or in house shipping available

445

Signed And Numbered Edition "The Grandmothers" By Glenway Wescott Harper & Brothers Publishers 1927 - New York: Harper & 
Brothers Publishers, 1927. Limited Edition.Hardcover. Very Good/ with box as is see photos. signed by the Author. Copyright date is 
1927, This antique volume is a stated first edition and limited edition which is signed by the author on the limitation page. This 
edition of The grandmothers is limited to two hundred and fifty numbered copies each signed by the author of which only two 
hundred copies are for sale. This is volume No 147. The work is bound in green paper covered boards with cloth spine cover and both 
corners. This volume shows mild signs of exterior age/wear with light soiling to the boards. The interior pages show light age toning, 
primarily to the page edges. Many pages are unopened. {local pick up or in house shipping available}

446

Case Lot Of Collectibles - Including; Ansonia Carrage clock, not working, great case, door glass crack, Ronson Jumbo leather wrapped 
lighter, Las Vegas Golden Nugget roulette wheel ashtray, 2 - 1964-65 New York Worlds Fair pin trays, Cross pen and pencil set with 
box, Diaposon Normal A tuning fork plus 2 more, Zion Lodge No.1 mini trowel, and watch fob, wood handle corkscrew, collector 
spoons, Carved wood boot shape puzzle box, collection of mini padlocks and keys, Derringer watch fob with folding knife, Bisque mini 
pig wimsey, Medallions, Retro swizzle sticks, Dupont world fair pin, Arabian traditional Dagger, Western Boot Knife with leather 
sheath & original box, Fighting Knife with compass pummel and camo sheath, and assorted pocket knives, {local pickup or in house 
shipping available}

447
Full Case Lot of Mostly Vintage Costume Jewelry - incl. signed Napier, Monet, & Trifari, & Avon signed, polished stone, glass, bone, 
rhinestone, faux pearl & more - we do our best to ensure the jewelry is in good condition but there is no guarantee, contents only - 
Local pick up or in house shipping available

448 Hawkes Crystal Martini Pitcher with Sterling Lid - with etched flying duck in marsh design - 9" tall (great condition) - Local pick up or in 
house shipping available

449

7 Estate Handbags incl. Patricia Nash - Patricia Nash leather bucket bag with cut out design, leather tooled bag, Coach floral 
bandolier, Rosetti black leather with braided handle, Rapture Victoria's Secret faux leather, Rosetti brown leather (some lining stains), 
& little brown pouch (well used with stains on lining) (all in very good used condition unless noted) - Local pick up or in house 
shipping available

450 Album Full of 500+ Pokemon Trading Cards - Common and Uncommon cards with 36 Holo and reverse holo, hundreds of basic 
Pokemons, Trainers and Energy Cards, Most mint/ near mint - local pick up or in house shipping available

451 Pair of H&B Selb Bavaria Heinrich Hand Painted Vases - beautiful floral painting with gold accent, 6" tall, excellent condition - Local 
pick up or in house shipping available

452
2 Sets of Vintage Jarts Lawn Darts with Boxes - One box has an extra dart, both have tbe twotarget rings.Boxrs ahow wear and 
discoloring, one marked "Regent Model 73929 Regent Sports Company Hauppauge, New York, the other Jarts Company, Fort 
Edwards, New York - local pick up or in house shipping available

453
2 Gilbert Erector Sets - 10052 Rocket Launcher Set with Motor and "The New Erector" Old Blue Box Set - Well filled boxes, seem to be 
at least mostly complete, perhaps complete (see photos of contents)l and both sets have instruction and info booklets -local pick up 
only OR buyer arranges ALL packing and shipping through third party (HEAVY!)

454 1930's Jade Green Console Set - 1931 Fenton bowl #1513-17" (great condition) & 10.5" tall Northwood swirl candlesticks (1 has chip 
that has been ground down) - Local pick up or in house shipping available

455 Charles Sylvester,Jjourneys Through Bookland 10 Volume Set 1922 Embossed Red & Gold Boards and Spine - each book 8 3/4" X 6 1
/4", Used Condition, bumps and rubs on edges of spine and boards see photos. {local pickup or in house shipping available}

456
Case Lot of Costume Jewelry - incl. cloisonne, art glass, fresh water pearl, mother of pearl, & crystal beaded necklaces, bracelets, 
earrings, & more - we do our best to ensure the jewelry is in good condition but there is no guarantee - Local pick up or in house 
shipping available

457 8 Pcs. Art Glass - incl. 10" Fenton Lattice Optic opalescent bowl, 8" tall basket, Morgantown? 4.5" bowl, 8.5" art glass vase, 3 
paperweights, & a boot (all in great condition) - Local pick up or in house shipping available

458
Tudor Tru Action Baseball Game in Original Box - Model No 550 - box and metal game board are in great shape, I have pictured the 
rest of the contents in the box, not sure in complete, but jucge by pictures - great game room display, near mint board and good 
condition box - local pick up or in house shipping available

459
Large Case of Costume Jewelry - incl. seed bead loom necklace, faux pearl, polished stone necklaces & bracelets, cufflk & leather 
bracelets, & more - we do our best to ensure the jewelry is in good condition but there is no guarantee - Local pick up or in house 
shipping available

460 Friar Tuck Munk Decanter with 6 cups - 9.5" tall with 6 mug shot glasses (all in good condition) - Local pick up or in house shipping 
available 
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461

Franklin Mint Gas Station Collectible Souvenir Game Tokens - State of The Union, American Landmarks and Presidents - 2 full Franklin 
Mint 1968 Shell's Mr President Bronze medallions in displays with envelopes and booklets, empty display sheet, and 3 partial game 
cards, 75 Shell's Famous Americans Coin Game and 19 Famous Facts and Faces tokens, 2  Franklin Mint 1969 Shell's States fo the 
Union full bronze coin sets (one assembled and one with coins still sealed in original plastic bag) with info books and original 
envelopes plus one partial  set and unopened game sheet, States of the Union Bronze The Original Thirteen" set with envelope and 
booklet, 1969 Sunoco 20 Pc Landmarks of America Golden Solid Bronze Set with envelope and booklet and additional empty display 
board plus 11 filled original game cards with aluminum tokens - local pick up or in house shipping available

462

50 Vintage Classic Rock and Roll Vinyl Record Albums and More - 3 Neil Young, 3 Neil Young & Crazy Horse, 3 Crosby Stills Nash and 
Young, Stills Young Band, Steven Stills, Boston, Joplin, McCartney, King Crimson, Walsh, Leon Russel, 2 Santana, 4 Seals and Croft, 2 
Rolling Stones, 2 The Animals, 2 Pink Floyd, The Birds,  Foreigners, Rush, The Yardbirds, Buffalo Springfield, Whitesnake, The Moody 
Blues, Free Live, and  Promo Led Zeppelin IV Zoso, also 6 45s and an album with no cover and 20 odd covers without albums - local 
pick up or in house shipping available through media mail

463 500+ Vitnage Postcards - Texas incl Alamo, Washington DC Monuments and White House, Souvenir State, travel and 
landmark,  Railroad and more - local pick up or in house shipping available

464 Full Case of Costume Jewelry - incl. seed bead, shell, wood, art glass, fresh water pearl, & more beaded jewelry - we do our best to 
ensure the jewelry is in good condition but there is no guarantee, contents only - Local pick up or in house shipping available

465

Lot Of 75+ Men's And Ladies Wrist Watches - Including Guess, Fossel, Waltham, Black Hills Gold, Embasy, Style & Co., Bulova, Seiko, 
Legion, Nautica, Nine West, Awatch, Elgin, Gruin, Geoffry Beene, Invicta, Liz Clayborn, Drone, Speidel, Kennith Cole, Anne Kline, 
Citizen, Cerentino, Swiss Army, Timex, DKNY, Pulsar, KG Heuer, Watchit, Michael Kors, Geneva, Helbros, Monet, Narmi, Carvelle, 
Carrage, Sharp, King Girl, and Coach, and more, All sold as is, No guarantee. {local pickup or in house shipping available

466
3 Graduated 1887 Queen Victoria Jubilee Jugs, Plate, 1897 Diamond Jubilee Plate & More - large jug has hairline, also black glazed tea 
tile with enameled Queen Victoria decoration (1887?) and as is CV with crown mark wash set soap dish - local pick up or in house 
shipping available with large box to ensure safe shipping

467 Collection Of World And USA Stamps, Blocks & 1st Day Covers - aprox 300 first day covers, 100s of 4 stamp USA blocks and world 
blocks unused and cancelled. {local pickup or in house shipping available}

468 Tray of Mostly Polished Stone Beaded Jewelry - incl. mother of pearl, jade, amethyst, agate, onyx, lapis, & more - we do our best to 
ensure the jewelry is in good condition but there is no guarantee, contents only - Local pick up or in house shipping available

469 45+ Pair of Sterling Silver Earrings - sterling findings, etc. of pierced dangles, screw back, & clip-ons - contents only, Local pick up or in 
house shipping available

470 500+ Vintage Postcards - Pennsylvania embossed, Liberty Bell and other landmarks, other Souvenir State, Railroad and more local 
pick up or in house shipping available

471 Collection of Vintage Bells - incl. 2 sets on straps, 11"-2" tall round brass cowbell, & more (some are missing inside ringer) - Local pick 
up or in house shipping available

472 Vintage Inkwells, Trinket Box, Carriage Clock, Etc. - Metal Arts bronze inkwell with embossed owl, double inkwell in closing wood box, 
brass inkwell (no insert), Art Nouveau stamp box, & carriage clock (not working) - Local pick up or in house shipping available

473 Case Lot of Vintage Jewelry incl. Signed - incl. Monet, Trifar, Napier, Coro, Rhinestone necklaces, pins, earrings, & bracelets, & more - 
we do our best to ensure the jewelry is in good condition but there is no guarantee - Local pick up or in house shipping available

474

Lot Of 23 Leather Bound Books; 1952-59 US Army Technical Photography, Drafting & Automotive Manuals - 15 books of multiple US 
Army Manuals,  8 Books On Photography, 1 book with 3 manuals bound in leather; TM 11-2343 Still Picture Camera set KS-6(1) 1956, 
TM 11-6720-201-15, still picture camera set KS-15(1) and camera equipment AN/GFQ-2, TM 11-6740-203-10, operator's manual 
photographic film processing unit PH-668/U. 1 leather bound book with 7 manuals 1956-59;  TM 11-2318, still picture camera KA-7
(1), TM 11-2343 still picture camera set KS6(1), TM 11-2352, camera equipment PH-104, TM 11-2386 camera PH-274, TM 11-5309, 
photographic film rewinder FM-2(2) and photographic film splicer FM-117A, TM 11-6720-203-10, still camera KA-20A, TM11-6760-
202-10 aircraft camera mount LA-116A,  1 leather book with 1 manual; TM 11 401 Elements Of Signal Photography, 1 leather book 
with 1 manual, TM 11-2343 still picture camera set KS-6(1), 1 leather book with 1 manual, TM 30-245/NAVAER 10-35-610/AFM 200-
50 the nature of photographic interpretation, and NAVAR 10-1-752 manual of problems, 1 leather book with 1 manual TM9-8000, TO 
36A-1-76 Army and Airforce principles of automotive vehicles 1956, 1 leather book with 2 manuals TM 5-230 and TO 00-25-103 Army 
and Airforce General Drafting 1955,  TM 11-2396, Cameras PH-330-A through PH-330-J, 1 leather book with 1 manual FM 21-31 
Topographic Symbols, 1952, 1 leather book with Photography Directory buying guide 1960-61 & 62,  and many more see photos,    23 
books one money {local pick up or in house shipping available}

475 Lot Of 15 Sterling Silver Hair Pins - 4.280 ozt.  {local pick up or in house shipping available}

476 Tray lot of 50+ lighters - As is novelties, untested, for every occassion - local pick up or in house shipping available

477 32 Large Bet Buckles Advertising, Trade, Fraternal and More - Budweiser, Marlboro, Winchester, Regal, Mark 44, Southern Outdoor, 
Levi, Shafer, Seagram's, and more {local pickup or in house shipping available}

478 5 Hummel Figurines - Retreat to Safety, Boy on Fence with Goose, Be Patient, & Knit One Pearl One (all in good condition) - Local pick 
up or in house shipping available

479 Full Tray of Costume Jewelry - rhinestone, abalone, & polished stone necklaces, & bracelets, faux pearl, earrings, & more - we do our 
best to ensure the jewelry is in good condition but there is no guarantee - Local pick up or in house shipping available

480
Case Lot of Vintage Jewelry incl. Signed - Monet, Carol Lee, Norma Jean, Lisner, Emmons, Napier, Marvella, Goldette, Christian Dior 
faux pearl necklace & more - we do our best to ensure the jewelry is in good condition but there is no guarantee - Local pick up or in 
house shipping available
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481 Reproduction Art Noveau Cast Iron Picture Frame - 16" tall - Local pick up or in house shipping available

482
2 Binders FULL of Autographed Nascar Driver - Michael Ritch, Ryan Unzinger, Trevor Bayne, Casey Smith, Sam Fullone, Andrew 
Rogers, Dominick Casola, Danny O'Quinn, Mike Hampton, AJ Fike and so many others -150+ signed photos, tickets and cards and lots 
more unsigned photos -local pick up or in house shipping available

483

7 Queen Victoria Lthographs and Art and More - framed and matted 1837 Coronation, 1887 Jubilee and 1897 Diamond Jubilee 
antique Victorian chromo-litho full seated portraits, multi layer 1851 Victoria exhibit presentation art, small antique etching of 
Windsor Castle,  Victoria brand fruit label, and 2 contemporary brochures - 1981 Exhibit of Coronation, Wedding and Royal 
memorabilia and Folder from Victoria castle - local pick up only OR buyer arranges ALL packing and shipping through third party

484

19 2011 and 27 2012 Wald Disney Resort Hidden Mickey Pins - 2011 Wave A 3 of 5 Good, all 5 Cute Yeti, 2 of 5 Oragne Bird, 1 of 5 
DeeBees, 1 Retro Icon and 4 of 5 Classic D; Wave B United Kingdom Royal Guard , Princess Flowers Belle and Tiana; 2012 Wave A with 
all 12 Zodiacs, 3 Chasers, all 5 Compass and 2 Paint cans; Wave B Star Characters Dumbo and Cruella, and 3 Dumbo Collection in 
mirror frames - 46 total pins, see photos for details - in house shipping available

485
Spanish American WW1 ERA # 1005 Engineer Bolo Machete Collins & Co. - 15" curved blade, 4 7/8" handle, 1/2" steel reinforcement 
ring, 3 stud handle, decorated leather and brass plated steel sheath. overall good condition see photos {local pickup or in house 
shipping available}

486

You Could Be The Next Karaoke To Stardome - Including Pro Equipment 2 -CD organizers, 1 - mic table stand, 1 - Sharp Aquos LC-
13E1U 13-Inch Flat-Panel LCD TV, Silver, 1 - Crown XLS 402 Power Amp 2 Channel Black 1300 Watt Amplifier With Cord, 1 - Mackie 
DFX-12 Sound Mixer 12 input channels: 4 mono mic/line, 2 mono mic/stereo, 1 - Pioneer DVL-V888 Karaoke DVD Laserdisk CD Player, 
and 2 - Vintage Audio Centron Model AC-122W Amplifier Speaker Enclosure 100 Watts Black, all one money  (FROM ESTATE, ALL 
LIGHT UP UNKNOWN IF THEY WORK)  {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}

487 The A-Team Metal Lunch Box with Thermos and Papers Near Mint 1983 - Very minimal shelf wear, lunch box great color, thermos has 
crack along full back corner edge - see photos for details, in house shipping available

488

15 Leather Bound Magazines and Books - 10 leather bound National Geographic Magazines, 2 - leather bound Persian vocabulary 
1954 Cambridge University,  Perspolis  by Ali- Sami, 3rd edition 1958, Persian Grammar 1957 Cambridge University, leather bound the 
wonder of animals for boys and girls 9th edition ward, lock & co  several 1950s boating magazines bound in leather. 10 leather bound 
books of National Geographic Magazines 1959 all but april may june, 1960 july to december, 1961 full year, 1962 jan to march. all 
books one money

489

5 Photo History Books of World War I, II and more - 2 Volume The Photographic History of The Great European War in Gravure, in 
rotogravure etchings selected from the mid-week pictorial of the New York Times with 1917 gift insciption (toning, sine repairs, some 
water spotting), Collier's Photographic History of Wold War II withover 800 pictures with 20 pages in full color, Album Edition 
copyright 1945, and 2 US Navy WR Photographs Pearl Harbor to Tokyo Bay - a collection of official Navy, Marine Corps and Coast 
Guard photographs compiled by Captain Edward Steichen, USNR, Published by U. S. Camera New York (paperback with some edge 
wear) - local pick up or in house shipping available

490
Oversized Chess Set ofthe Court of Henry VIII - Great Figural Set with King Henry VIII and one of his Wives, Bishop Wolsley and other 
full character playing pieces, ranging in hight from 6" to 8" - local pick up or buyer arranges all packing and shipping through third 
party

491

2 Vol 1866 The Civil War in America by Benson J Lossing - Illustrated in many hundred engravings on wood by Lossing and Barritt from 
sketches by author and others, copyright 1866 by Lossing, George W Childs Publisher, Philadelphia- leather bound, wear to bindings 
with spine cracks near base, title and front engraving of vol. 1 is loose, noticeable toning issues - local pick up or in house shipping 
available

492
Huge Lot of Fiestaware - vintage yellow cream & sugar, #5 mixing bowl, & ball salt & pepper shakers.  Contemporary - black teapot, 
persimmon coffee pot, rose, lilac, & pale yellow disc pitchers, yellow & cobalt cannisters, mugs incl 3 large, teacups, handled salt & 
pepper, gravy boat, platters, bowls, plates, colander, serving skillets, more (all in great condition) - Local pick up only

493 2 Vintagr Euopean Story Book Theme Block Puzzles in wood Picture Box - Each set creates 6 puzzle pictures - storage box has one 
picture on outside cover, one inset inside lid and 4 loose picture sheets - local pick up or in house shipping available

494

25+ Pcs Jeanette Depression Glass -Ultramarine Swirl, Windsor, Cherry Blossom Glassware and more - pr of Ultramarine Swirl  two-
lite candelabras, oval bowl, 4 custard cups, 2 round serving bowls, 4 desert plates, cream and sugar, pink Windsor boat form serving 
bowl and 5 tumblers, cubic covered candy jar compote and butter dish, pink handled and green 3 footed serving and cake plates, plus 
2 Louisa clear compotes - local pick up only OR buyer arranges ALL packing and shipping through third party

495

5 Vintage Lunch Boxes and 3 Thermoses - Decoware lunch pail tin with vintage children sport and activity scene white and black 
images on red (minor scratches, clean interior), 1980 Pac-Man (Clean, minor edge paint rubs, alligatoring issue to spot on ack panel, 
nice interior), Ohio Art Ghostland with game spinner board back panel (minor scratches and edge rubs), 1974 Yogi Bear near mint 
with some minor scratches and sticker residue, and 1982 Used McDonalds with edge paint wear, minor dents and scratches, good 
interior), plus Garfield Thermos, Aladdin Raggedy Ann and Andy and plain thermo bottles - see photos for details, in house shipping 
available

496

13 Art Glass Paperweights, Desk Sculptures and Figurines - 3" x 6" sculpture with fiddlehead scroll interior and hard to read signature, 
free form irregular egg shape signed Robert L Hamon, 3" Steuben Crystal Apple,Gullaskruf Sweden 1 1/2" squat spiraled blue theme, 
pink Dagenhart owl, owl on books, heart toothpick and dog figurine, hard to read signed blue swirl and 3 unsigned art glass 
paperweights and 4" Murano rooster fig - local pick up only OR buyer arranges ALL packing and shipping through third party

497 2 Vintage Wood Food Crates - Santa Clara prunes (6" tall x 16" wide) & Caracas bakers chocolate (hinged 4" tall x 9.25" wide) - Local 
pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging and shipping

498

Wood Carpenter's Tool Box Full Of Vintage Tools - Including 2 hand saws, 1 - Crown Tools Sheffield,England 9" Bevel Square,
Rosewood With Brass Trim, 1 - Craftsman 9-39485,  1 - unmarked bevel square, Crown tool rosewood scribe, 19" steel rasp, West 
Germany 2 handle wood shaver, Yankee No. 130A screwdriver, German adj. c clamp, assorted hammers, awls, 7 pc Cummins no. 
5183 punch set, Vintage Aitchison Mfg. Co. new Lesota round die screw plate No. SPS 175 Die Set, wood chisels and box  {local pick 
up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}
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499 2 Silver Desk Picture Frames - 1 - English Sterling Silver Carr's double folding frame 6" X 4 1/2" each side, 1  Towle Silver Plate 14 1/8 X 
11 1/8" with folding stand. {local pick up or in house shipping available}

500

2 - Shure Beta 87A Microphones with cord and Boom Floor Stands - Shure BETA 87A Supercardioid Single-Element Vocal Condenser 
Microphone for Studio Recording and Live Performances. Add some studio-grade clarity to the live mix. Designed to capture brighter 
vocals with sparkling accuracy, the BETA® 87A brings more crisp to the concert. And the increased presence will have everyone 
singing your praises..{local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}

501 Antique Farmers Scythe - wood handle - Local pick up ONLY

502 Hermann Eichberg "Cupid With Broken Bow" Miniature Bronze - 7" Tall signed on base, on black marble plinth, "aghast, he holds his 
head at the sight of his broken bow"  {local pick up or in house shipping available}

503 3 Antique Wood Chairs - 2 Children's straight back Chestnut chairs, and one Arts Ans Crafts Oak Side Chair. all one money.  {local pick 
up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}

504 44" Tall Carved Rosewood Stand Asian Motif - 44" Tall, 13" Round, {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}

505 3 Pcs. Fenton Glass - incl. 9" tall 1995-2005 hand painted Landmark Collection basket signed by Scott Fenton with poppy decoration, 
8" blue opalescent daffodil vase, & hand painted custard bird (all in great condition) - Local pick up or in house shipping available

506 Art Deco Spelter Lamp With Amber Glass Globe Shade - 18" Tall, Bronze Wash Spelter Statue Courting Couple Castle LOVE MEETS 
Lamp.   {local pickup or in house shipping available}

507 Table Top Pine Roll Top Breadbox / Desk - 12" X 18 " X 11 11/4" deep. {local pick up or in house shipping available}

508
Retro Cocktail Set, Glass Store Counter Jar and Ice Cream Scoop Collection - Chrome cocktail set with red lucite handles, 4 ruby 
cocktails with chrome stems (1 with shortened screw on peg) 9 1/2" tall glass lid candy/ general store counter jar full of 8 different ice 
cream scoops - local pick up only OR buyer arranges ALL packing and shipping through third party

509 Round Oak Dining Table With 3 Leaves and 4 Chairs - Nice golden oak color, dininng table has fine pin line inlay inner ring accent and 
marketry medallion accents to leg block attachments, smooth line chairs with rounded crest and splats - Local Pick up Only

510 Fender Stratocastor Electric Guitar with Carrying Case & Amp - model SP10 amp (near brand new condition) - Local pick up or in 
house shipping available

511

Antique Glass and Metal Inkwells and Bottles - 2" squat glass inkwell, 2" enameled porcelain with Victorian butterfly and flower 
raised enamel decoration, 1 1/2" block bevel and facet cut crystal (all with attached lids),3" blue over white cut to clear crystal inkwell 
with gilt metal rim (some bending, no cap), 1 1/2" Moser style enameled emerald glass petite compote and 1 1/4" crystal block 
inkwell/ candleblock, 2 1/2" crystal inkwell with sterling top (chip to foot) and scrolling brass inl stand with pen holder and glass 
inkwell

512
Pair Of Monumental Carved Alabaster or Soapstone Lidded Jar On Base Table Lamps - White, Pink & Black Veining, 22 1/2" Tall, 9 1/2" 
Wide, 6" Deep, overall height with shade and finial 39" tall. chips in bottom of the base feet, one shade has damage inside lining see 
photos {Pick up only no shipping}

513
Antique Golden Oak Side Board - Empire curved front column side accents with carved scroll work tops, 2 base door storage, 3 over 2 
top drawers, ball and claw feet (one foot missing a toe) and fancy carved drawer pulls, some also acting as key escutcheons. notch on 
back of top implies it originally had a mirror or back splash - local pick up ONLY

514 Vintage Wood Love Seat - with carved floral decoration back rest and curled side arm rests - Local pick up only

515
Steiff Plush Snail, Mouse and Sigizid Tiger Snake - Cosii Snail is 5"x6" with name tag, ear button and yellow tag 094835 Made in 
Germany, Cosy Mouse is about 9" long not including tail with ear button and yellow tag 5392/30 Made in Western Germany, and 
Sigikid Tiger Snake is 9" high sitting coiled with head up, stretches to about 4 feet long, tag reads Sigikid Made in West Germany

516 2 Antique Stands - wood column plant stand & handled 2-tier stand (both in vintage used condition) - Local pick ONLY

517 Zero Halliburton Brushed Aluminum Hard Case Briefcase Luggage - approx 13" x 19" vintage, some small dents and scuffs from use - 
see photos for details - local pick up or in house shipping available

518 Pair Of White Formica Top Rattan End Tables - {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}

519 Pair Of Leather Top Square Side Tables With Bottom Shelf - 26 1/2" Tall, 19 3/4" square, with zipper inlay banding. {local pick up only 
OR buyer arranges ALL packing and shipping through third party}

520 Pair of Marble Base Lamps - 27" tall - Local pick up ONLY

521 Antique Tiger Oak Claw Foot Bow Front China Cabinet - 1 glass and 3 wood shelves, mirrored top panel back, with round column front 
accents, makers tag on back from Mechanics Furniture Co Rockport, IL - {Local Pick Up Only}

522 Oak Arts & Crafts Rolling Book Shelf - 4 shelf with tapered sides  {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}

523 RARE Artist Signed CHERILLON Bronze 13 1/2" Bucking / Rearing Horse - mounted on round black marble plinth. {local pick up or in 
house shipping available}
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524 3 Standing Floor Microphone Stands - 1- boom stand, 1 - stick stand, and 1 - flex neck stand all 3 withy mic clips,    one money, {local 
pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}

525 1960's Norwegian Far Eastern Curlew Mounted Taxidermy - 11" tall with glass eyes, brought back from Norway in the 1960's (great 
condition) - Local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging and shipping

526 2 Drawer Maple Mid Century Modern Night Stand - with 2 USB ports mounted on back {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party 
packing and shipping}

527 2 Antique Button Tucked Chairs - His and hers parlor chairs, solid construction with some minor wear - see photos - Local pick up only 

528 6 Longaberger Baskets - incl. large 11"x16" picnic with plastic & fabric linings & 5 smaller incl. covered toggle purse - Local pick or in 
house shipping available

529
Mahogany Side Table With Pull Out Candle Shelves Raised On Cabriole Legs - {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and 
shipping}
 

530 Asian 3 Piece Hand Carved Nesting Tables - Carved Dragon Top Tables with dark brown finish with gold accents. {local pick up or 
buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}

531 Plush Kangaroo and Joey Stuffed Animals - 23" Momma Kangaroo 062759,  and 9 1/2" Joey that can squeeze into pouch 062728, soft 
plush cuddly construction

532 2 - 19th Century Upholstered Chairs - 1 - Chinese Chippendale Upholstered Arm Chairs, needs cleaning, 1 -  Antique French Scroll Back 
Upholstered Slipper Chair. both one money. {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}

533
Pair Of Yamaha 500 Watt Program 1000 Watt Max Speakers 8 Ohms, Used With Stands - speakers 27 1/4" X 19"X 14" deep angled 
sides, 1 - Stagg folding tripod base speaker stand black   and 1 - Groove Pac Pro Gear tripod speaker stand   {local pick up or buyer 
arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}     

534
Oak Arts And Crafts Umbrella Stand Coat/Hat Rack - great design with torchier inspired 4 sided top hat rack, 4 coat knobs on pedestal 
and open base with chain sides and center open space for umbrellas and canes - {local pick up or buyer arranges 3rd party packing 
and shipping}

535 Brass Umbrella/Cane Holder with Canes - 23" tall kissing parrots on rim of brass holder with 5 canes incl. brass horse head, parrot 
head shoe horn, & umbrella - Local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging and shipping

536
English Mahogany Pembroke Drop Leaf Table And Chair - 34" X 22" with 2 drop leaves 11 1/4" x 34", raised on reeded legs with brass 
cap feet. Top has satinwood inlaid banding. And a single drawer. With period side chair. One money. (Local pickup or buyer arranges 
3rd party packing and shipping)

537

3 Albums of Comic and Fantasy Art Trading Cards with DC Vertigo, Hildebrandt and Ken Kelly - DC Comics Vertigo by Sky Box 1994 
card set (87 of 90, missing 76, 77 and 78) in original Vertigo album, Ken Kelly Collection 2 Fantasy Art Trading Cards original album 
with 49 of 50 1996 Stickers (missing #36) plus one unopened pack and 1 Ken Kelly art card in front of album (some vinyl rips to album 
itself), Hildebrandt Collector Cards by Comic Images 1992 complete set of 90 plus P2, P3 and P4 prism holo and unopened pack of 10, 
30 years of magic: Greg Hildebrandt II 1993 wth 2 #32, #36, #40, #72,#7 and #74, missing 76 & 77 plus C3,C4, C5,and C6 Chromiums 
and unopened pack of 10,  The Brothers Hildebrandt 1994 complete set of 90 with extra 13, 24 and 29, F1 and F3 foil signature and 
unopened pack of 10, Greg and Tim Hildebrandt Separate and Together All Chromium 1995 (missing 43, and 75, extra 47, 84 and 89 
plus Wizard of Oz 1, 3 and 4, Robin Hood 1 and Promo The Kings of Color and unopened 7 card pack - local pick up or in house 
shipping available

538 13 Albums of First Day Covers - 4 International Honoring Americ's Bicentennial, 6 Postal Commemorative Society US, 1 Reader's 
Digest Vol. 1, & more - Local pick or Media Mail in house shipping available

539

3 Shelves of Christmas Village Lighted Houses & Accessories - incl. Santa's Workbench (Stoneybridge Church, Licorice & Lollipops 
Confectionary, Spinning Top Toy Shop, & Dancing Sugar Plums), 8 smaller houses, & multiple Home Accents accessories of people, 
trees, & other accessories new in packages (all house appear to be in good condition with light cords) - Local pick up or buyer 
arranges third party packaging and shipping

540

Collection of Vintage Model Kits - Space 1999 Eagle Transporter (parts complete in original unopened plastic seals, box decent with 
Japanese and English text) and Alpha Base (in plastic bag, seems complete has instructions but no box or guarantee, see photos), 
Revell Columbia and 747 #4715 (model pieces still connected to framework in original bags, some wear to edge of box), Z-28 Camaro 
(appears complete, pieces out fo plastic but I think all there), partial build out Revell USS Coral Sea air craft carrier H-440 (see photo 
details of contents) in as is box, additional models without boxes including partial build out and unbuilt Flying Sub, Corvette Model 
and Space Shuttle box with booster parts but no shuttle, Die Cast Models Including Franklin Mint Precision Models Stars and Stripes 
Stingray with all boxes and papers unopened in original sealed box, (plus additional box without a car)and 1988 boxed Truck and 
Racer all sold as is, see photos for details - Local Pick Up or Buyer Arranged ALL Packing and Shipping through third party

541

Case Lot of Collectibles Incl Military - WWII Military Medical Medcal Manual, child's gas mask with canister, old suction cup window 
climbing handles, vintage metal stove top tea kettle, decorator bronze urn, foreign military (Russia?) cap with insignia, glass beer 
stein with porcelain inlaid flip top, and salt glaze blue motto decorated small stoneware pitcher - local pick up only OR buyer arranges 
ALL packing and shipping through third party

542 3 Glass Shelf Closed Wall Hung Mini Display Cabinet - glass front door and sides with bell curve wood top - local pick up only or buyer 
arranges all packing and shipping through third party

543

1800s Stoneware Water Cooler with Applied Marks and Crest Accents Repurposed as Decorator Lamp - Pasteur (Chamberland) Filter 
(Patent) Defries & Sons Ld. 147 Houndsditch London E C - early water filters with ceramic core designed by pasteur and Chamberland 
to filter water for his experiments - great eye appeal, has been converted to lamp but still holds its eye appeal - local pick up only OR 
buyer arranges all packing and shipping through third party
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544
Lionel VIntage 8020 & 8021 Alco Deisel Engine Units A & B and 2442 Pullman Car with Transformer - Santa Fe Engine Set is circa 1970, 
Pullman car was made from 1946-1948 and includes Lionel LW Trainmaster Toy Transformer, with some track included - local pick up 
or in house shipping available (if you win the bid and want it shipped, tell us if you want the track shipped or not)

545

1910 Patent Mills Bell Fruit Gum Slot Machine Inner Mechanism Wheel - Great Steam Punk Art Accent with 3 wheel machanism, Mills 
Novelty Co Chicago Pat 1910 Bell Fruit Gum lables on each, Mills Family stamp to base wood - untested, sold as is as decorative 
novelty - local pick up or in house shipping available
 

546
Collection of Vintage Plastic Toy Cars, Die Cast Cars, Elvis Decanter, Claude Hopper and More - all sizes of retro plastic cars, die cast 
model cars some in boxes, Matchbox, folk art wooden Claude Hopper dancing wooden figure, airplanes and rubber tanks, plastic 
vehicle car parts, and LOTS more -  local pick up only OR buyer arranges ALL packing and shipping through third party

547 Box Lot of 1980s Baseball Cards with LOTS fo Rookies, Special Editions and more - 1982-1994, Way too many to mention- look 
through photo gallery for a brief glance at contents - local pick up or in house shipping available

548 Sony Bravia Subwoofer in Orig. Box - SWF-BR100 - Local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging & shipping

549
2 Boxed Sets of Billiard Balls and 2 tins of Marbles - Harvard Deluxe Regulation Billiard Balls of Genuine Phenolic Belgian Aramith 
P6101-I, and  2000 Elephant "Beautiful Balls" with mottled colors, both in good boxes, and 2 unopened marble tins of 100 each Cat's 
Eye marbles by Cardinal - local pick up or in house shipping available (heavy)

550

Case Lot Of Vintage Desk Collectibles - K&O Co (Kronheimer & Oldenbusch, 1885-1939), unsigned mid- century modern desk sets and 
other accessories with inkwells incl Jenning Bros., pen trays, blotters, calendar, desk clock, letter openers, lighters and notes, shoe 
horn and collecion of Ford company give away Barlow Swiss Army style and emblem pocket knives with boxes and pop top key chains 
- local pick up or in house shipping available

551 Vintage Asian Jewelry Box with Carved Stone Insets - 4 drawers behind 2 doors & bottom drawer with inset all with green brocade 
lining 12.75" tall (some mild signs of age) - Local pick up or in house shipping available

552

3 Vol 1895 Our Country, A Household History of the United States by Lossing - by Benson J. Lossing (continued from July 4 1876 by 
Hugh Craig) in fancy gold accent embossed covers with over 500 illustrations be Felix O. C. Darley, published by Johnson and Bailey, 
copyright 1895 by Charles F. Johnson - fine blue theme marbled front and back sheets and edges, nice condition, bindings good, some 
toning issues - local pick up or in house shipping available

553
8 Glass, Aluminum and Silver Plate Cocktail Shakers - 7" to 10 12" vintage designs - 6 glass cup bodies with drink recipes, red and 
black character decorated, and BaddaBing Club with pinup Betty Page back image, hammered aluminum and silver plate - local pick 
up or in house shipping available

554

Vintage DB Smith Indian Firefighters Back Pack Fire Pump - 
Made in USA by D B Smith and Co Utica NY - Indian Metal Backpack Fire Pumps are designed to help firefighters battle forest, brush, 
and rubbish fires; the performance of these pumps is legendary. Kidney shaped tank with baffle and contoured back support provides 
for greater comfort and balance. These pumps can be disassembled by hand for complete in field maintenance. comes with 
additional nozzle and old new stock replacement carrying rack unopened in original shipping pack - local pick up or in house shipping 
available

555

Trekkie Estate Collection of Star Trek signed Photos, Plates, Convention T-Shirts, Fliers and Masks - also photos from conventions, 
notes imply 1976 - late 1990s serious collector of all thinks Star Trek - plates of Captain Kirk, Spock, Dr McCoy, Scottie, Sulu, 
Uhuru and gold ink signed Chekov plate and 8x10 photo, Star Tek Encyclopedia hardback, Star Trek The Next Generation Companion 
Paperback, 2 early Star Tek Comics, LOTS of fan magazines and  and lots of signed photos (with flyers from Conventions where they 
did signing events) of Walter Koenig (Chekov), George Tekai (Sulu), Nichelle Nichols (Uhura), James Doohan (Scottie), Majel Barrett 
(The First Lady of Star Trek), Robert O'Reilly  (Gowron Klingon High Commander); Star Trek Next Generation Jonathan Frakes 
(Riker),  Brett Spiner (Data), Marina Sirtis (Troi), Gates McFaden (Beverley), Denise Crosby (Tasha Yar and Romulan Commander 
Sela), incl short cast bridge photo poster signed by Micheal Dorn (Warf) and Jonathan Frakes (Riker), Deep Space Nine Ferengi 
Armin Shimmerman (Quark), Aron Eisenberg (Nog) and Max Grodenchik (Rom),  Cardassians Andrew Robinson (Garak) and Marc 
Alaimo (Dukat), Terry Farrell (Dax), Rene Auberjonois (Odo, also including signed and dated latex face mask) ; Voyager Kate Mulgrew 
(Janeway), Robert Beltran (Chakotay), Roxann Biggs-Dawson (Torres), Jeri Ryan (Seven of Nine), Ethan Philips (Neelix),Tim Russ 
(Tuvok), Robert Picardo (The Doctor), Garrett Wang (Kim), Robert Duncan McNeill (Paris) plus Ann Lockhart (Sheba in Original Battle 
Star Galactica) and probably more - some include group signed cast photos, Convention T-Shirt with Robert Beltran, Armin 
Shimmerman (Quark), and Roxann Biggs-Dawson, captain {Picard action figure with weapons and box from Insurrection,  and the list 
goes on - see photos for fuller details, all signatures believed correct with all the Convention signing info and from quality, but sold as 
is - local pick up and  in house shipping available

556 Oval Checkered Butcher Block & Chrome Plated Roast Carving Rack - 20" WX 7 1/2"D X 5 1/2" T,   {local pickup or in house shipping 
available}

557 2 Porcelain Fish/Plant Bowls on Wood Stands - both hand painted with floral designs outside and koi fish inside, 13" diameter x 10" 
tall & 11.25" diameter x 10" tall -  Local pick up ONLY

558

Tray Lot of Military and Related Memorabilia Collectibles - 12 vintage Army Instruction booklets from WWII and some later with 
emphasis on Baking, 2 105MM M4B1 amo shell bases to vases with high varnish finish, collection of 4 rolled WWII tank prints with 
info and booklet, patch, military and other cufflinks, pendants and pins, March to Victory book, hand fan and more - see photos for 
details - local pick up or in house shipping available

559 20" Mid-century Cased Cobalt Glass Decorator Bottle with ROund Stopper - blue cased over white glass, slight opening to  base of 
stopper shows layering - local pick up or in house shipping available with large box to ensure safe delivery

560
2Trays of Misc Cameras and Lenses - incl. Olympus OM10 35mm with 1:4 f=35-70mm & 1:1.8 f=50mm lens, J66 & Colorpack II 
Polaroids, Agfa Synchro box, Minolta SRT 101 35mm with 1:14 f=58mm & 1:2.8 f=28mm, Nikkormat 35mm with 1:2 f=50mm lens, 
Vivitar 1:2.5 28mm & 1:3.8 85-205mm lens, German Rollei 35, & more - Contents Only, Local pick up or in house shipping available
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561
8 Vintage Chrome Cocktail Shakers and Pitchers - 3 12" handled pitchers with spout caps and tight fitting lids (red lucite handle, black 
bakelite handle and Farberware marked with chrome handle), and 5 chrome and stainless steel shakers with strainer lids and caps - 
local pick up or in house shipping available

562

8 Art Glass Figures and Vases with Murano, Fenton, Steuben, Sweden and More - 8" Fenton custard wild roseand 7" Pilgrim swirl 
cased cranberry vases, 5" Reijmeyre Sweden owl and 6 1/2" Rooster attrib to Czech glass, 10" sapphire blue Art Deco decanter with 
flared sides, pedestal foot and abstract globe and line cutting, 8" pulled loop decanter Attrib to Murano, 5" ribbed orange mid-
century design short cruet with stopper, Steuben crystal bowl with swirl accent peg foot - local pick up OR buyer arranges ALL packing 
and shipping through third party

563 18" OK Venus Cast Iron Stove with Galvanized Coal Bucket and Shovel - front & top loading (repainted) & more - Local pick ONLY

564

2 Trays of Star Wars Collectibles - Darth Vader 2005 Rubies Costume Company 2 part helmet mask, Folio of 6 11x14 poster image art, 
figures in packs (Electronic Poser F/X Ben (Obiwan) Kenobi and Emperor Palpatine, Darth Maul small, Star Wars Muppets Uncle 
Deadly, Gonzo and Chicken, lots of others figures.M&M character candy fans and Pez Storm Trooper unopened, 5 Taco Bell figural 
cup toppers, and series of unbuilt models of R2D2, Wing Fighter, etc (bagged, partial built, presumed complete but unknown, sold as 
is) - see photos for full details - local pick up and in house shipping available 

565 5 Lava and Confetti Lamps - all working - Local pick or buyer arranges third party packaging & shipping

566

5 Art Glass Figures and Vases and 2 Austria Porcelain on Copper Art Bowls - 2 -12" art glass bird figurines Cristal de Chihuahua hand 
made Mexico, 2 swirl crystal 10" flute style candlesticks, 11" pink and white spatter diamond optic pear form vase, and 
Austria  porcelain over copper 6"and 3 1/2" decorator bowls with horse image amid floral band, marked made in Austria on reverse 
(small bowl has enamel chip to back edge) - Local Pick Up Only or Buyer Arranges ALL Packing and Shipping Through Third Party

567 34 pcs Longchamps Cristal D'Arques Barware - 12 Water, 14 Wine, 6 champagne flutes and 2 vases (1 water has rim chip) - local pick 
up only OR buyer arranges ALL packing and shipping through third party

568

3 Albums of Movie and Television Sci Fi Trading and Trivia Cards - Album of Star Trek Deep Space Nine 1993 SkyBox 89 0f 100 
(missing  21, 63, 67, 71, 74, 77, 85, 86, 95, 98 & 99), Star Trek/ ST Next Generation (missing 16, 92, 166, 169, 170, 175, 178, 184, 187, 
188192, 193, 198, 202, 210, 212, 214, 216, 218220, 224, 228, 230, 231, 233, 234, 238, 242248, 250, 251, 252, 25263. 264. 7, 260, 261, 
266, 271, 272, 279, 280,284, 289, 290, 293, 297,  302, 303, 304, 306, 308), Star Trek The Next Generation 120  missing 33 of 120 and 
STNG 1993 SkyBox Master Series 80 of 90, Lost in Space Premium Trading Cards Inkworks 1998 official Album 84 of 90 basic (missing 
16, 34, 52, 70, 82, 88),  plus R1, R2, and DF3, DF4 and DF 5 and The X-Files Album 1996 with 71 of 72 basic (missing #18), and 1995  30 
of 72 - local pick up or in house shipping available

569 3 Geometrical Paintings by Local Artist Su Daitch - two 23.5" square "LOVE" & "Turtle Art" & 24"x36" "Check it Out" - Local pick up or 
buyer arranges third party packaging and shipping

570

If You Want A Turntable You Might As Well Buy A LEGEND Technics SL-1200MK2 Direct Drive Turntable - Technics SL-1200 is a series 
of direct-drive turntables originally manufactured from October 1972 until 2010, and resumed in 2016, by Matsushita Electric (now 
Panasonic Corporation) under the brand name of Technics. S means "Stereo", L means "Player". Originally released as a high fidelity 
consumer record player, it quickly became adopted among radio and disco club disc jockeys, thanks to the direct drive, high torque 
motor design, making it initially suitable for pushbutton cueing and starting of tracks on radio and in dance clubs. It is still extremely 
popular with audiophiles USED WORKING (engraved Initials on record adapter) - Local pick up or in house shipping available

571
Large Lot of Vintage Christmas Decor -
Santa mugs, miniature tree bulbs, plastic & rubber face Santa's, Japanese paper decorations, cake stands, & more - Local pick up or 
buyer arranges third party packaging and shipping

572

Giant Collection of Vintage and Collectible Cobalt and Green Glass and Some Depression Glass - Green Depression glass Princess 
footed cake plate, 2 Doric and Pansy sherbets, Colonial Fluted Rope sugar bowl (no lid), and swirl optic handled fan vase, cobalt deco 
figural bathing beauty design tray, mini lady figure, 2 goldfish shape cups/ votives,  rectangular gravy pitcher, misc cobalt and green 
vases, bowls, bottles and more - see more details in extended photos - local pick up only

573

Lot Of 6 African Carved Wood Nyamwezi Stick Figures Chief Staffs - These are a unique Carved Wood Nyamwezi Stick Figures. The 
Nyamwezi are best known for their carvings. These Stick Figures have a number of uses given to sculpted figures among the 
Nyamwezi, including witchcraft, magic and social entertainment. Among the Nyamwezi powerful forces known as ‘bulogi’, which are 
organized cults centered around certain spirits. This includes the manipulation of forces and the developments of cults or spirit 
possession in which members of the Baswezi society are possessed or mounted by the Swezi spirit. According to oral traditions they 
settled in west central Tanzania where they presently live sometime during the 1600s. They are called “people of the moon” by their 
neighbors in Tanzania and the Nyamwezi lived in large settlements and at one time in a number of kingdoms but today live in small 
dispersed settlements under local chiefs. These figures in old days were used as a prestige emblem of a local chief. {local pick up or 
buyer arranges 3rd party packing and shipping}

574 13 Waterford Crystal Powerscourt Water Goblets - 7 5/8" tall (all in good condition) - local pick up or in house shipping available

575 6 Buyer's Choice Vintage Christmas Carolers Figurines - Scrooge, dog, drummer boy & girl, man & woman - Local pick up or in house 
shipping available

576 15 English Christmas Mugs - by Royal Kendal (all in great condition) - Local pick up or in house shipping available

577 12 Waterford Crystal Powerscourt Claret Wine Glasses - 7 1/8" (all in good condition) - local pick up or in house shipping available

578 Two Shelves of Petrified & Other Rocks - - Local pick up ONLY
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579 13 Waterford Crystal Powerscourt Champagne Glasses - 5 3/8" tall (all in good condition) - local pick up or in house shipping available

580 Johnson Bros. Olde English Countryside China - 6 ea. 10' dinner & salad plates, cups & saucers, 13" platter, cream & sugar (all in good 
condition) - Local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging and shipping

581
30+ Pcs Hazel Atlas Depression Era Cobalt Glass Dinnerware - 14  Fine Rib (3 -12 0z, 5 -9 0z and 6 -5 oz) flat tumblers, salt and 
peppers, 2 Royal Lace tea cups, Newport/ Hairpin sugar and creamer, 9 Moderntone 9" dinner plates and 6 saucers - local pick up 
only OR buyer arranges ALL packing and shipping through third party

582

12 Mixed Date Buyer's Choice Christmas Carolers Figurines and Box Houses - Santa, woman with hood and muff, Victorian Shopper, 
Conductor with music stand, Dancing Victorian, madame sitting with tea, butler with champagne in bucket, girl on bench, boy with 
ornament, child and 3 cats with hats, christmas tree and 8 house backdrop storage boxes ( some minor issues from use, over,all great 
condition, see photos) - local pick up only OR buyer arranges ALL packing and shipping through third party

583

80+ Pcs Mixed Maker and Condition Blue Willow China with Serving Dishes - Swinnertons' Old Willow base set of 5 -9 3/4" dinner, 6 
-9" luncheon and 8 -6 1/2" bread plates, 4 -8" bowls, 3 cups and saucers and 9 1/2" oval veggie bowl (good condition, one bowl has 
rim chip), Ridgway & Co 15 1/2" and 12" platters, 2 -9" and 5 -6" plates , Homer Laughlin 11 1/2" oval platter, 9" dinner and 6 -7 1/2" 
plates plus 9 saucers, Allerton's bowl, bread plate and 2 ind. berry bowl, unmarked deep plate, bread plate, saucer, fruit bowl and 8 
cups, 3 Japan bread plates and cup (above are basically good with a few minor flaws and edge rubs) plus 18 antique platters, plates 
and more with noticeable discolorations and some chips - local pick up only

584 6 Pcs. of Contemporary & Vintage Glass Vases - 20" & 24" cobalt cased class footed by Sandra Rich, 12" & 16" turquoise, 11" Fostoria 
green opalescent, & 10 yellow swirl (all in great condition) - Local pick up or buyer arranges third party packaging and shipping

585

Approx. 70 Artisan Fimo Clay Beads Attributed to Artist JSA Jon Stuart Anderson - These beads are from a local estate where they 
collected Jon Stuart Anderson Pieces. He is renowned globally for what first appeared on the USA arts and crafts scene as Fimo 
creations that were made with a millefiori technique. There are approx. 70 beads with very detailed imagery incl. dancer, animals, 
plants, etc. & a complete necklace on leather with carved bone snake head pendant - local pick up or in house shipping available

586 500+ Vintage Postcards - Virginia and other souvenir State, Railroad and more local pick up or in house shipping available

587
Vintage Steiff Golden Blonde Mohair 19" Original Teddy Bear with Button and Tags - Name tag "Original Teadybar", ear button with 
yellow cloth tag #0201/51 and Steiff forever yours tag around neck - excellent condition, original blue ribbon has faded, but the bear 
itself is wonderful- local pick up or in house shipping available

588

Lot Of USA, English `& Polish Military Medals, Pins, Buttons, Medallions, and More - Including;   French Medal of Honour for Labour of 
the Ministry 1932, USA Lapel insignia, rank pins, ribbons, Army National Guard medal, Navy NJROTC medal, national defence medal, 
and more,  Polish medal of  distinction, Cross Of Merit PRL 1st class gold gilt medal, Legion of merit medal, 2 - CCCP Medals 60 years 
of Soviet Armed Forces Medal, Soviet 20th Anniversary 1945-65 medal, CCCP medal 70 years of Soviet armed forces, Russian Railway 
Medal 100th Anniversary, Polish Order Of The White Eagle Medal, East German DDR Military Vehicles 1st class Badge, Polish military 
badge of physical fitness 3rd class, Voluntary Peoples Druzhina badge, Polish hat insignia, Kuwait Police lapel pin, Bruxelles crest pin, 
Russian WWII Military hip flask with USSR badge Excellent Warrior seal, and Imperial badge,  medals, Legion medal of honor, USA 
Military buttons, Fisrt aid kit, patches, and more.   all one money. {local pickup or in house shipping available}

589

Album of Approx 260 Pokemon Trading Cards - Lots of variety, as found in estate - includes lightly played Holo Rare 1999 Victreebel 14
/64, 1999-2000 Mewtwo10/102 and Dark Arbok 2/82,  heavily played Chansey 3/102, (all holos), NM/ Lightly played Pocket monster 
Japanese text Sabrina's ESP Trainer, Rare Computer Search 7/102 and Lass 75/102 trainers and others as found in album - most in 
lightly played or great condition, tried to show details of cards, holo rares have great eye appeal, ujst VERY light rubs to holo surface 
when seen from the side except for Chansey with noticeable issues - local pick up or in house shipping available

590 10 Dept. 56 Jeweled Boxes with Boxes - Krinkles line whimsical hinged trinket boxes with boxes - Local pick up or in house shipping 
available

591
Lot Of Vintage Weighted Sterling Silver Tablewares - Pair of 10" tall Arrow Smith weighted sterling candle sticks, Sugar & Creamer, 
Bon Bon with small dents, 2 - 3 1/2" candle sticks Gorham & Frank Whiting, 2 - pair of salt & pepper shakers by Empire, 1 - pair of salt 
& pepper shakers by Atkins. 1 - sterling handle cheese spreader. all one money. {local pickup or in house shipping available}

592 Large Lot of Watch Catalogs & Wristwatch Annuals - incl. many Patek Philppe, Wristwatches History of Century's Development 
hardcover book, & more - Local pick up or Media Mail in house shipping available

593 Universal Statuary & Lladro Clowns - 1977 10.5" Smiling Clown with Book #501 & 5.5" Lladro Pierrot with Concertina #5279 (both in 
good condition) - Local pick up or in house shipping available

594 Signed Thomas R Markusen Copper Metalware Vase - Markusen Metal Studios, Kendall, NY, 12.5" tall - Local pick up or in house 
shipping available

595 Roseville Blue Magnolia 14" 2-Handled Vase - #97-14" (great condition) - Local pick up or in house shipping available

596 Large Brown and Tan Crockery Stoneware Jug - Local Pick Up Only or Buyer Arranges all Packing and Shipping Through Third Party

597

7 Star Wars Micro Machine Die Cast Tie Fighers and 4 3 Piece mini Sets Unopened - One TIE fighter is open with no package, mini sets 
include Star Wars II (Sandspeeder, Millenium Falcon, Sandcrawler), IV (Imperial Probot, Imperial AT-AT and Snowspeeder), VI (Escort 
Frigate, Bespin Twin Pod Cloud Car and Boba Fett's Slave I), and X( Lars Family Skimmer Deathstar II and Incom T-16 Skyhopper) - 
some packs bent, but unopened, contents intact - local pick up and in house shipping available
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598

3 Charlotte Flo Singer-Johnson Watercolor & Pen & Ink Paintings & Her Book The Tale of The Goatsnail - 14" x 16" framed watercolor 
over pen and ink drawing of 2 lions, 16" x 13" framed pen and ink abstracted faces and 15 1/2" x 101/2" framed pen and ink violinist 
illustration, all matted under glass, and charming watercolor illustrated children's book of utopian animal world adventures of the 
Goat and Snail with pull out poster pages - born in Germany and active in Sarasota Charlotte "Flo" Singer-Johnson, (1923-2012) was 
born in Munich, Germany, and studied at the Academy of Fine Arts there. She immigrated to the US in 1950. a published author and 
artist, Flo Singer aka Florence Singer Johnson is known for her vivid color abstract, cat and animal art. The Sarasota artist won several 
show exhibit competitions and works in watercolors, acrylics, graphics and book illustrations - local pick up or in house shipping with 
additional boxing charges


